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ON TECHNO-AESTHETICS

Gilbert Simondon, translated by Arne De Boever1

“On Techno-Aesthetics” is a letter by Gilbert Simondon to Jacques Derrida about the foundation of
the Collège International de Philosophie (CIPH). It is dated July 3rd, 1982, and it is handwritten on
letterhead paper from the Université René Descartes. The letter was published in Issue 12 of Papiers,
a collection directed by CIPH’s program directors.2 The issue also features a typewritten text by
Simondon on educational reform, which is not included here.
The letter begins with a one-paragraph introduction in which Simondon addresses Derrida (“Cher
Camarade”) and states his support for the foundation of CIPH. The following translation starts with
the second paragraph of the letter, where Simondon launches into a reflection on techno-aesthetics.
—Translator’s introduction
This letter is not finished and has never been sent. When it was discovered after Gilbert Simondon’s
death in 1989, Simondon’s wife Michelle kindly sent it to Jacques Derrida, who published it in a
special issue of the Papiers du Collège Internationale de Philosophie dedicated to Simondon. It is
important to remember that Simondon did not want this letter to be published as such.
—Nathalie Simondon
If our fundamental aim is to revitalize contemporary philosophy, we should first of all think of interfaces, and
nothing should be excluded a priori. There is no reference to religious thought and practice in your project.
Why?
We should also take into account aesthetic thought and practice, regardless of whether the latter has a reflexive
component. Why not think about founding and perhaps even provisionally axiomatizing an aesthetico-technics
or techno-aesthetics? In Valéry’s version of Socrates’ dialogue with Phaedrus, the architect Eupaulinos says the
following: “Whereas passersby merely see an elegant chapel, I see the exact proportions of a girl from Corinth
whom I happily loved.”
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Marinetti’s futurism made the race-car possible. And Fernand Léger: the red tractor, the workers. And the Centre
Pompidou. Le Corbusier, with his preference for the incomplete: respect the materials--avoid roughcasting.
The traces left by the formwork in the cement of the chimney of the Dominican convent of Arbresle near
Lyon have purposefully been left visible—one can see them particularly well in the morning and the evening,
when the light is low-angled. For the same convent, Xenakis mathematically calculated the proportions of the
windows of the monks’ promenade. Le Corbusier used cement roughcasting in each of the cells with a loggia.
But that was no longer done with the trowel, whose entelechy is an optically smooth surface. It’s a projection
that was done with a cement canon, covering the walls with a kind of cresting on which the light can play. In
this way, one achieves interference between art and nature.
In Firminy-Le-Vert, near Saint-Étienne, Le Corbusier’s building is constructed on columns, which makes it
possible for the horizon to appear underneath the opaque building, which is no longer a wall. I don’t know if it’s
the same in Chandigar or in Marseille. The chapel of Notre-Dame du Haut in Ronchamp isn’t built on columns,
but the roof, which is in the form of a wing or a sail, decorates the landscape and it is decorated by it in turn: it’s
the symbol of nature. To return to the Dominican convent in Arbresle, in the long corridors there are inverted Ts
that, in the center of the ceiling, support pipes and cables. The long series of inverted Ts, very straight, explode
because of the colors of the industrial codes applied to the pipes and the cables. What others try to hide behind
paneling or in broom closets, or in the corners of rooms with fake paneling (as in the amphitheatres of the
Sorbonne), is exposed by Le Corbusier’s phanero-technical attitude.
Phanero-technics is itself already aesthetic: the Eiffel Tower (the tower of the World’s Fair) and the Garabit
viaduct on the Truyère river have an undeniable aesthetic power. When it was created, the Eiffel Tower didn’t
have a single function that would justify its erection. It was merely an elevated vista point. Soon, however, it
became the best emission antenna in France. It still is, and more and more so: TV antennas rise up from its last
floor and make the tower even taller.
The Garabit viaduct, on the Truyère, is perhaps even more remarkable, due to the inversed catenary curve of its
main arc and how it’s embedded in the rocks of its bases. It’s beautiful also because it’s in the middle of nature.
The viaduct traverses nature and is traversed by it. Finally, and perhaps even more so perhaps, it’s beautiful
due to the conditions of its construction: first the two parallel half-bridges set up against the two hills; had there
been wind on the day they were joined, it could have been catastrophic. “But there will be no wind,” Eiffel said.
And indeed, there was no wind. The two half-bridges turned slowly and simultaneously under the traction of
the cables, at a 90-degree angle. They ended up settling, at their outer ends, against each other, and were bolted.
And since then the viaduct has existed as a unity, as something that’s completely perfect. This is an example
of a techno-aesthetic work: perfectly functional, successful, and beautiful. It’s technical and aesthetic at the
same time: aesthetic because it’s technical, and technical because it’s aesthetic. There is intercategorial fusion.
Such a meditation, which is oriented towards the discovery of an intercategorial axiology, can be extended
through the contemplation and handling of tools. Let’s compare, for instance, a crocodile clip by Peugeot
France to a circular cutting shear by Facom (I’m thinking of the so-called “crow’s beak model”). Both tools
are red—though the red is not exactly the same in both cases. They have more or less the same size and their
handles are slightly bent at the end to improve one’s grip. And yet, the Facom cutting shear has something extra
that exceeds mere functionality. It shines. When it is used, it gives a sense of well-being that is not too different
from sensorimotoric pleasure.
In certain cases, techno-aesthetics can stray from a norm, or more precisely from the analogue of a conflict
between different requirements: cyclists, for example, need graduated wrenches, ranging approximately from
eight to twenty millimeters. Because of the weight, they cannot carry eight open-ended wrenches or pipe
wrenches. But there exists a kind of wrench that, as a single wrench, has eight different diameters: it’s made of
two perforated heads, each with four hexagonal wholes. The two heads are linked by a straight piece of metal
with ribs running along it that increase the resistance to torsion. The tool is ten to twelve centimeters long: it fits
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perfectly in a handbag. What’s remarkable about this tool is that the two heads allow for an easy grip. One holds
the head that’s not being used in one’s closed fist. If the tool were merely a straight piece of metal, it would
hurt to hold it. The head that’s not being used is like a compact and resistant handle. As a whole, it’s a very nice
object weighing approximately one hundred grams. It’s a tool that answers very well to what it is required to
do. Made in bronze, it gives aesthetic pleasure when one contemplates it.
That said, contemplation is not techno-aesthetics’ primary category. It’s in usage, in action, that it becomes
something orgasmic, a tactile means and motor of stimulation. When a nut that is stuck becomes unstuck, one
experiences a motoric pleasure, a certain instrumentalized joy, a communication--mediated by the tool--with
the thing on which the tool is working. It’s like forging: with each bang of the hammer, one experiences the
state of the forged metal that stretches and deforms between the hammer and the anvil. It’s the same with a
wood plane. The person using it can feel the top lifting, and coiling up. The grip of a wood- or metal file, the
bite of a saw with clean teeth, are a joy for the hands and the forearms, a pleasure of action. In the same way,
the dynamic regime of the axe or the adze gives a very particular pleasure of sensation. It’s a type of intuition
that’s perceptive-motoric and sensorial. The body of the operator gives and receives. Even a machine like the
lathe or the milling machine produces this particular sensation. There exists an entire sensorial array of tools of
all kinds. Even the rarest carpenter’s tool like the “tarabiscot” has its very own array of sensations.
One could continue like this almost indefinitely, moving more or less continuously to the sensation that artistic
instruments give to those who play them: the touch of a piano, feeling the vibration and tension of the strings
of a harp, the snapping of the strings of the hurdy-gurdy on the cylinder covered with rosin--it’s a register that’s
almost inexhaustible. Art is not only the object of contemplation; for those who practice it, it’s a form of action
that is a little like practicing sports. Painters feel the stickiness of the paint they are mixing on the palette or
spreading on the canvas. Paint can be more or less unctuous, and this tactile, vibratory sensibility comes into
play for the active artist, especially when the paintbrush or the knife comes into contact with the canvas that
is elastic, and stretched out over the frame. In the case of water painting, the sensation is different: it requires
pushing more or less hard on the paintbrush to manage the transparencies that together make up the tones of the
painting. It’s the same in music: one can think, for example, of the weight of a piano dampener and the kinetic
energy of the playing that orders a horizontal displacement of the dampener by using the “piano” pedal; when
the felt silencers are removed, they set the strings free and enable them to mix sounds through a vibration that
slowly grows smaller, and that is produced by hammers.
Aesthetics is not only, nor first and foremost, the sensation of the “consumer” of the work of art. It is also, and
more originally so, the set of sensations, more or less rich, of the artists themselves: it’s about a certain contact
with matter that is being transformed through work. One experiences something aesthetic when one is doing a
soldering or driving in a long screw.
There is a continuous spectrum that connects aesthetics to technics. A simple cadmium nut and bolt offers
iridescences and variations that remind one a little of the colors of fluoride lenses: they’re the colors of a pigeon’s
throat, which sparkles. There is an aesthetics to consider in the cables of a radar. No object is indifferent to our
aesthetic need. It is perhaps not true that every aesthetic object has technical value, but every technical object
has, from a certain perspective, an aesthetic tenor. Let’s take the example of a Jaguar EV 12. Functionality is not
its strength: this enormous engine provides transport for only two people. There is just enough room for a dog
behind the front seats. This reveals how the designer sees the couple: as a monogamous unit without children…
Considered by itself, the car’s bodywork is daring and, from the perspective of functionality, very drawn out
so as to guarantee a weak resistance to the air. The underside of the car is much less satisfactory, however. It
has ribs running along the bottom that are much less aerodynamic. The fact that it’s a convertible makes it even
less functional. Even when the hood is in place and closed, there are transversal ribs that obstruct the airflow.
When the hood is brought down, the turbulence goes up even more; at high speeds the windshield becomes
a true spoiler3 (the maximum speed is around 250 km/hour). The spoiler can be compared to the airbrake on
a plane. In the case of a plane, it enables one to moderate the speed of descent so as to be able to land on the
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runway under the best possible safety conditions. In the case of a car, the resistance of the air can also be used
to make the rear wheels stick close to the ground: Matra (for example) uses the rear of the car in this way. It’s
not horizontal, but elevated by about 30 or 40 degrees. How does the result relate to our aesthetic norms?4 The
Matra reminds one a little of a monster: it looks like an organism that has barely left the larval stage. Stretched
out in the sun, it is not quite developed yet. It’s like a butterfly that has reached the imago stage but is resting
in the sun on a twig of a tree to dry its wings.
Mutants have their own techno-aesthetic. Some of their organs are hypertelic; others are hypertelic and
atrophied. They are typically marginalized by their group of origin, and their being will help found a separate
group that’s distinct from the group of origin as well as from other neighboring groups.
Certain aesthetic objects call for a technical analysis. The Mona Lisa has generally been enthusiastically
received and has provoked passionate responses. This may be due to the fact that this painting is essentially
plural: it exists like a superimposition of itself, a bit like a full summary in the so-called exact sciences. On the
very same canvas, one encounters the beginning and the end of a smile--but not the exhaustion of a smile, the
entelechy of the smile. It’s only the two extreme terms of the smile that are painted and revealed. The smile’s
complete unfolding is read into the painting by those who contemplate it. They constitute this unfolding in
their own individual or personal interiority. The smile that begins, and the smile that ends so as to return to the
face’s mask of seriousness, are the extreme terms of this temporal thickness: the smile will unfold itself, and at
the same time it will also already be disappearing. The only thing that exists and is materialized are the outer
limits of the moment of exhaustion, of full realization. But the entelechy is not figured as part of the painting.
Are there not in this unique image two superimposed techniques, as is the case with palimpsests? Aren’t there
two messages to decode, in order to infer the source-message (the master-message), which is lacking? It’s the
original reality that remains mute, non-present, but past and to come in a quasi-immediate but nevertheless
mysterious way. What is of central importance is the mystery itself of what is not-figured.
In another more primitive, more fully physical sense, techno-aesthetics intervenes in the conditioning (in the
commercial sense of the word) of consumer goods (food) and commodities. In Mysore in India, there exists a
“Food Research Institute.” This institute wants to find the formula for a “basic food”5 that could be produced
cheaply, in high quantities, and that could be quickly transported, in a reduced volume, to different places
where there are famines. The formula is ready; it’s based on soy flower. However, a basic aesthetic intervenes
as soon as one asks about the best conditioning, the best presentation of this basic food: how will it be received
by diverse populations with different alimentary habits? There are populations in India that eat wheat, rice…
These populations accept basic food on the condition that it appears to follow the perceptual aspects approved
by the local culture and provokes the basic “aesthèsis”6.
In response to this aesthetic demand, the Institute conditions basic food in the form of grains of wheat, rice, etc.
A French industrialist who was traveling in India saw a Belgian truck that was distributing rice. There was a
serious famine going on at the time. And yet, very few inhabitants left the truck with a portion of rice. The
industrialist walked up to the scene and asked: “How much are you selling for?”; the Belgian responded: “I’m
giving it away for free.” The reason why nobody was taking the rice is because the truck was in a region where
the basic food was wheat. The aesthèsis, the fundamental perceptive intuition, is part of a culture. It acts like
a pre-selector, separating the acceptable from the unacceptable, and determining whether one will accept or
refuse.
We will not insist [on the importance of the conditioning of a product], that is to say its packaging, its
presentation—others have already explored this, or are exploring it. But we must point out, as another
example of techno-aesthetics, the value of presentation, for example, of fabrics or suits, with this curious and
polymorphous technical instrument: the mannequin. The art of the window dresser is to know how to use this
model of an artificial human being to drape the fabric over it, by cutting as little of the material as possible. We
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are dealing here with a technique and an art at the same time.
In this purely skeptical argument, we have neglected—because it is less new—industrial aesthetics. There too,
however, functionality isn’t the only norm.
But we must deepen the argument. Industrial aesthetics can be, first of all, the aesthetic of produced objects.
But not everything is an object. Electricity is not an object. It can only be detected and manipulated through
objects and possibly also through natural environments: lightning passes through and structures itself through
corridors of air that have already been ionized. There is a moment when lightning is being prepared, before
the discharge that leads to the impact. One can pick up this ionization with an antenna, because it is spread out
through minimal discharges and preliminary energizing. The lightning that leads to a proper impact is simply
a brutal conclusion, high in energy--a conclusion to the plural melody of the preparatory discharges. The final
lightning follows paths that have already been made. And this swelling melody traces paths of weak resistance
that become linked to each other at the moment of the final impact. When it’s a question of detecting subtle, yet
determinant phenomena that escape regular perception, one can only see the aesthetics of nature with the aid
of the technical object (in this case, an aperiodical receptor). Electricity is not an object, but it can become a
source of “aesthèsis” when mediated by an adequate instrument enabling it to reach the sense organs. The same
is true for a galvanometer or an oscilloscope, which are both mediators. Hearing the sequential melody is made
possible by an industrial technical object that has been partly diverted from its function. Because around each
product, there exists a margin of liberty that enables it to be used for ends that were not foreseen. Inversely,
aesthetic sensibility can be used to optimize a machine. To equalize, or balance out, the tensions of the elastic
parts of a catapult, the Romans made them vibrate like the cords of a harp, until they all resonated in harmony.
But the true industrial aesthetic is before everything else that of the places of production and emission. Let’s
take the example of the plateau of Villebon, South-West of Paris.
The plateau of Villebon is constituted and structured on its east side by a field of emission antennas. The highest
one is that of France-Culture. Its height was reduced from eighty to forty meters because of the planes passing
to land at Orly. But it has preserved a certain majesty. There is also the antenna of the Paris-IV-Villebon emitter,
which helps diffuse Radio-Sorbonne. And there are several others. This field of antennas is evidently first of all
made up by each antenna by itself, and for itself. They are pylons that are generally propped up several times,
with the support structures being cut in several segments by insulators so as to reduce the resonance phenomena
that would otherwise absorb part of the radiation. This structure is very remarkable, especially because it
cannot be found in nature. It is completely artificial, unless perhaps one would recognize it in the sacred fig
tree. This tree has several points of support and subsistence on the ground thanks to the roots that its branches
let down, all the way to the ground, where they dig themselves in. This enables them to support their branches.
Before coming to the techno-aesthetics of a set, one must consider the techno-aesthetics of an individual, for
example: an engine. The engine of an original 2CV represents a reality that is not without analogy to the engine
of a Jaguar. The engine of a 2CV is that of a car at degree zero, where everything is simple and accessible, as
long as one takes off the fairing that leads the cooling air to the cylinders. The engine even possesses a heater/
cooler for oil, with two tubes that go all the way up to the upper cylinder head, so as to cool the rocker arms.
The engine of the Jaguar is on the contrary extremely extended; it is stretched out under a low hood. The water
reserve of the cooling circuit is not at the top of the ventilator, so as not to have to make the hood any higher.
Lifting it would damage the highly profiled shape of the hood, which is quite low to the front. And this large
radiator becomes even more efficient through the presence of two electric ventilators that start working as soon
as one turns the ignition key. Belts held by the crankshaft would have been excessively long and impractical.
The engine’s techno-aesthetic aspect is emphasized by the form of three organs: first, the way in which the
engine takes and filters air—through two shiny tubes that are parallel to the road and placed on the side of the
engine; then, the four carburetors whose caps are in the form of a dome, and which dominate the engine block.
Finally, the enormous distributor from where the twelve cables go to the ignition plugs.
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We are not speaking of engines because they would somehow be unique in possessing a certain level of
individuation but because they are consistent and coherent in relation to themselves. From this point of view,
the entire automobile would be a sort of compound—think, for example, of a car in most of its pathological
conditions (an accident can deform the bodywork without the engine suffering in any way, and the engine can
also cease to function without the bodywork being effected). At the moment, the Jaguar’s engine is the most
advanced gasoline engine for cars built to drive on the road.
Techno-aesthetics can present itself following a pyramidal structure. The components already have their own
norms. And so does the compound, the true individual--because where is the limit between the component,
which is already part compound, like a thermoswitch, and the set of sets? It’s not simply a question of
denomination but of point of view and usage. The battery of a car is a component, but it is itself a compound
(plates, electrolytes, insulators, terminals, plugs for the release of hydrogen by electrolization). A set can also be
a crowd or a mass rather than a society. We’ve already talked about the field of emission antennas in Villebon;
here, each antenna is independent from the others. It’s only the buildings that contain the emitters that create
a link between these antennas because a building can contain several emitters whose output goes to separate
antennas. Antennas are compatible rather than associated. Whether we are dealing with compatibility or true
association (as for directive antennas), the technicized landscape also takes on the meaning of a work of art.
A group of emission antennas is a kind of set, like a forest of metal, and it can remind one of the rigging of a
sailboat. This set has intense semantic power. These wires, these pylons radiate in space, and each leaf of the
tree, each blade of grass, even if it’s hundreds of kilometers away, receives an infinitesimally small fraction
of this radiation. The antenna is immobile, and yet it radiates. It is, as the English word has it, an “aerial,”
something of the air. And indeed, the antenna plays with the sky into which it cuts. It is a structure that cuts into
the clouds or into a light-colored background. It is part of a certain aerial space over which it sometimes fights
with airplanes, as the example of France-Culture demonstrates. Even on a car, an antenna—especially if it’s an
emission antenna—, testifies to the existence of an energetic, non-material world.
To return to the plateau of Villebon that extends on the side of the Ulis (the zone of Courtabeuf): one finds there
two extraordinary water towers in the form of a corolla on which a narrow vertical cabin is mounted. Their
light color and fine support structure enables the morning light to play with them and draw out their circular
relief. The aesthetics of the water tower has puzzled architects for a long time. To be functional, the water tower
must be higher than everything that it serves. As a result, it dominates everything else, for it must be placed
on a high location, which makes it visible from everywhere. One can try to resolve this problem of the water
tower’s rupture with a site by masking it, and camouflaging it, through inessential additions. That’s what they
did at Culhan. An old castle, close to a bridge, with two round towers next to it with a pointed roof covered with
red tiles. The water tower, which one cannot fail to see when one is watching the castle from the bridge, was
made to resemble the towers of the castle: it is also covered with a pointed roof with old tiles. But one can see
very well that it’s a quite recently constructed water tower that tries to pass for a remainder of the castle. This
materialized lie really doesn’t add any charm to the site. The only thing it shows is how far people are willing
to go with architectural mimetism.
On the plateau of Villebon, which extends into the industrial zone of Courtaboeuf, nothing is copied from an old
architectural model. The roads are new and perfectly asphalted. Some old farms have remained in the zone’s
periphery. Their millstone walls and archways contrast with the industrial and commercial installations in the
center of the zone. The joy one finds moving through the new constructions is both technical and aesthetic. The
techno-aesthetic feeling seems to be a category that is more primitive than the aesthetic feeling alone, or than
the technical aspect considered from the angle of functionality alone (which is an impoverishing perspective).
There is a certain way of constructing houses that allows the materials and the structure to appear at the same
time, as with the half-timbered house (for example, on Plumereau square in Tours). This is nothing new; it has
existed for a long time. The wood is put together in the form of squares and diamonds. In between the wood,
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the masonry is done with some stones and a mortar linking the bricks together. The corners are in standing
timber and are sometimes covered by slates nailed to it to avoid the effects of rain and dew. And the ensemble
forms a relatively closed block that, if the foundations are insufficient, bends without coming apart or breaking.
However, if one removes the wood, which is very precisely cut following the direction of the fiber, the materials
in themselves are not of a very high quality. If one scratches one of the bricks with one’s nails, they disintegrate
in fine dust, probably because the temperature wasn’t high enough when they were baked. On a brick of the
nineteenth-century, one would break one’s nails: the carbon age has changed the quality of the materials. One
must add that the houses also have adjoining walls, which contributes to stabilizing them through mutual
support.
No roughcasting is hiding the structure of the half-timber house. Technics appears geometrically, like a crossing
of forces.

Gilbert Simondon is a twentieth-century philosopher of technology and ontogenesis. His bestknown works are Du Mode d’existence des objets techniques [On the Mode of Existence of Technical
Objects] and L’individuation psychique et collective [Psychic and Collective Individuation], both of
which are forthcoming in English.
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NOTES
1. TN: I would like to thank Jean-Hugues Barthélémy, Jon Roffe, and Ashley Woodward for their helpful comments on an
early draft of this translation. Parrhesia gratefully thanks Nathalie Simondon for her permission to publish this text.
2. TN: Although most of the texts published in this collection are available on the CIPH website as pdf downloads, Simondon’s
letter is not. Parrhesia has done everything in its power to obtain the rights for publishing this translation, but our messages
to CIPH have remained unanswered.
3. TN: in English and italicized in the original, as in the following sentence.
4. TN: The sentence in the French original is unclear: “Le résultat est-il réfractable par rapport à des normes esthétiques?”
5. TN: in English in the original, as in all the following cases when the phrase is used.
6. TN: in Greek, as in all the following cases when this word is used.
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INTERVIEW: FROM LIBIDINAL ECONOMY TO THE ECOLOGY
OF THE SPIRIT1
Bernard Stiegler with Frédéric Neyrat, translated by Arne De Boever2

Frédéric Neyrat You’ve created, with four other founding members (George Collins, Marc Crépon, Catherine
Perret, and Caroline Stiegler), the association Ars Industrialis, an “International Association for a Politics of
Technologies of the Spirit.” What is the association’s objective?
Bernard Stiegler We’ve created this association starting from three main hypotheses. The first is that we live
in an industrial world that will become more and more industrial. Therefore, it’s not a question of seeking to
pose limits to industry, but of thinking industry otherwise. The industrialization of modes of life will become
more pronounced, there’s no other solution. We are completely opposed to the idea that we are living in a postindustrial society. This ideology makes thinking impossible. The “new left” is wrapped up in these lures that
prevent one from thinking the future. There are very smart people who speak of the post-industrial society,
but on this point they have a fundamental analytical weakness, and a deeply mistaken concept of industry:
they think of machines, smoke, the transformation of raw materials, and so on. But that’s not at all what
industry is: it’s standardization, economy of scale, calculability applied to all processes: there is industry in
all realms—traveling, the realm of affects, or in the “cognitive” domain, as Antonella Corsani, André Gorz, or
Yann Moulier Boutang are saying.
Secondly, we think that until now, capitalism has taken on three forms. First there was pre-capitalism, as Max
Weber describes it, which led to the industrial capitalism of the nineteenth century, the great capitalism of
machinic production. Then there was consumer capitalism, which developed in the twentieth century. Today,
we are living a third form of capitalism that is sometimes called financialization, immaterial capitalism, or also
“cognitive capitalism”, “cultural capitalism”, et cetera. It’s what Boltanski and Chiapello call the “new spirit of
capitalism”. However, I think there is no “new spirit” of capitalism; I think that we are living in a capitalism
that doesn’t have a spirit, and that suffers from not having a spirit. I deal with these questions in Mécréance
et discredit 2. Les sociétés incontrôlables d’individus désaffectés [Non-Belief and Discredit 2. Uncontrollable
Societies of Disaffected Individuals]. We are not in the third capitalism; we are in a crisis of capitalism, a very
bad one, which necessitates the invention of a new capitalism. I don’t believe that there has always been a
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“cognitive capitalism”. Capitalism has had a tendency to go towards a cognitive capitalism, but this kind of
capitalism remains to be invented. These three forms of capitalism must be interpreted starting from a libidinal
economy. For us, capitalism is a libidinal economy, which is obviously founded on machinic processes, on
what Marx had already analyzed as processes of the exteriorisation of knowledge. But Marx, precisely, did not
think this as a libidinal economy, and we think that this libidinal economy, in its current form, has reached the
exhaustion of desire. As a result, it has become auto-destructive. This is why Patrick Artus or Jean Peyrelevade
are beginning to speak of the destructive character of capitalism. It’s the bankers themselves who are saying
it…
Thirdly, we think that we must invent a new public power [puissance publique]. That doesn’t mean a new public
utility [service public] or a new State: we don’t think that these forms are necessarily shaky; however, they
don’t hold the future. What we need, rather, is a new public power, because we are in a moment of the mutation
of the economic and the libidinal system that presupposes long term investment, and a parallel development
of the order of what happened with the railroads at the end of the nineteenth century, when capitalism needed
to be backed by new infrastructures. And it’s the capitalists themselves who have asked the state to externalize
the costs, to make it a mutual cost: it did not bring in enough money, or the benefit was too long term for the
rhythm of capitalism. We think that we are going through a mutation of libidinal economy; which is to say: of
sublimation; which is to say of science and the activities of the spirit in general--a mutation that necessitates
new “assemblages”. I’m intentionally using the Deleuzian term. New assemblages between private, banking,
industrial, and Research and Development initiatives and a new form of public authority. Not necessarily the
State, but also NGOs or associations that are linked with Europe, and capable of creating externalities in view
of building a new credit that doesn’t exist at the moment.
We say that it’s truly a question of changing paradigms and seeing the limit-character of the current situation:
when desire is treated industrially, it leads to the destruction of desire, which triggers the demotivation of
the worker and the consumer. This is particularly problematic because capitalism “works”, as Boltanksi and
Chiapello have said (following Weber), through motivation; without motivation, it doesn’t function. There
have been techniques to artificially fabricate motivation, and these techniques have ended up destroying it.
We say that this is an ecological problem. We have exploited oil fields, coalmines, and we have destroyed that
which we exploited, and we must find renewable energies. It’s the same in the realm of desire: we must find a
renewable energy of the libido.
Now, the libido is constituted by technics: it’s not an energy that develops spontaneously, but it is articulated
on the basis of technics: of “fetishes” and, more generally, prostheses. It’s technè, the artefactualization of the
living, that constitutes the libido. Freud wasn’t able to think this. Capitalism has understood this very well: it
has developed, in a way that is different from Marx, the “fetishism” of the commodity: it has used the power
of the captivating artifact to fixate the libido on capitalism’s own objects. The problem is that by doing so, it
ended up destroying all the structures that are the conditions for the functioning of this libido—conditions that
cannot be reduced to calculability. So capitalism ended up desingularizing the libido by capturing it. Now, a
desingularized libido is not a libido; it’s a drive. Today, capitalism has arrived at its limit, it has transformed
libido into drive. But it doesn’t know what to do with the drive, which explodes in capitalism’s face. That is
what we’re witnessing at the moment. September 11 marked the beginning of this situation, which of course
existed before that already; but with September 11, it received a historical date.
FN How far does it go, this process of auto-destruction that you describe? If it’s as major and radical as you say,
what means do we have left to oppose it? Shouldn’t we be looking for an “indestructible desire”, to recall a term
from Freud that Lacan used as well? A desire that’s by definition overflowing in relation to every civilizational
process, every industrial politics…
BS If there is something with which the human being cannot negotiate, it’s desire—but to the extent that
one has it! The condition of desire is a libidinal economy which must be thought at the collective level. The
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destruction of desire is the liberation of the drives, and that is the topic of Civilization and Its Discontents,
where Freud speaks of the liberation of the death drive. This is, by the by, the first time that Freud, for whom
technics does not exist, speaks of industry and technics. I think that desire is destructible, I think it’s big mistake
to say that desire is indestructible, it’s very dangerous. I know people whose desire has been destroyed; that is
to say, whose primordial narcissism has been destroyed. During the conference of L’information psychiatrique
[Psychiatric Information] in October 2005 in La Rochelle, psychiatrists told me they diagnose the same thing
that I am conceptually analyzing, and that the major pathology today is the destruction of desire. There is
nothing more dangerous: it’s psychosis as a massive social fact. People who suffer from their desire are
neurotic; people who suffer from no longer having any desire are psychotic. It’s a worldwide phenomenon, at a
massive scale, and it’s compensated by hyper-consumption. The more this addictive consumption compensates
for the loss of desire, the more it supports this loss.
FN There is a very alarmist tone in your propositions and texts: you speak of “decadence,” “symbolic misery,”
“generalized expropriation,” of the abolition of “practices” in favor of passive “usages” characteristic of
consumption. But there is today a big Market of Fear… So how to differentiate between these fears?
BS What needs to be understood is that we are involved in a battle, a war even: it’s an aesthetic war, a war
for the conquest and control of processes of symbolization. This war is that of the technologies of control, of
societies of control. It’s not a question of opposing oneself to them but of composing something else; it’s not
a question of negating the enemy, nor of marking her or him as Evil—whether absolute, radical, or relative.
Instead, one must designate the enemy as a tendency. I am thinking of psycho-social processes of individuation,
to use a term proposed by Gilbert Simondon: there are processes, but no identities. Stable stages are not the
most interesting; they are only moments within processes.
And libidinal economy is an articulation of tendencies and counter-tendencies. Tendencies and countertendencies become linked to what can be called Freudian drives, whose core, articulation, and socialization
is desire—because for me desire is a socializing force, even if socialization passes through desocialization.
They inscribe themselves in processes that I call grammatizations: synthesizing processes that Marx thought
as processes of exteriorization, and called “alienation”, but which in reality are the processes of the reality of
industrialization. “Grammatization” happens to bodies and not only to texts. Think of the industrialization
of the gesture, for example, of the body passing through the machine—the body calculated and fixed by the
machine. This leads to a synchronization tendency that capital can only seek to put to work, because capital
needs to calculate, and calculation needs to synchronize: that’s what is expressed by “just in time” [in English
and italicized in the original], real time. At the same time, however, capital needs to produce diachronization,
and singularisation, because desire is what makes capital function. Now, desire is of the order of the diachronic,
the structurally singular. Of course, the diachronic passes through the synchronic, it’s what makes Freud say
that Eros passes through Thanatos. There is an internal contradiction, which is proper to all symbolic systems,
between these two tendencies: the tendency to affirm diachrony, because it is what renews the system, and
the symbolic which always seeks to produce a new symbol, because one can never complete a process of
individuation. At the same time, in order to be able to socialize it, it seeks to synchronise it, to inspect it.
Today, there is an industrial mutation--a technological mutation--that’s taking place. New machines are
appearing: cognitive machines, cultural machines, and now nanotechnologies. There are new processes of
exteriorisation: Artificial Intelligence, the cell phone. I have all my telephone numbers in there; I no longer
have any memory of those numbers. Until today, these technologies of exteriorization were limited to the world
of Research and Development. Now, they are expanding into consumer society at large. They have become
socialized absolutely everywhere, including among children who are two years old—among infants [infans],
even. This completely changes our ways of life.
Indeed, the history of humanity is constituted by successive technical systems that have shorter and shorter
lifespans and larger and larger areas of diffusion. Each time these technical systems mutate, they create what
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Bertrand Gille calls disadjustments between the technical system and the society. At such a moment there
appear what I call decompositions of tendencies: all of a sudden, one can see the frontal opposition of hypersychronies and hyper-diachronies. They enter into a major conflict. The tendencies, on the other hand, can only
function, can only be efficient and individuating, when they are in close interaction.
On the one hand, one sees forms of contemporary art that are hyper-diachronized in relation to the hypersychronized masses of consumers. But one also sees phenomena, like shareware, that try to put in place new
models of production. In response, industrialists try to put a stop to all that. At the same time, however, one sees
that Microsoft and IBM are making concessions to shareware, which can no longer be avoided. There are also
strange phenomena like the Star Academy, which is hyper-synchronization and hyper-exploitation of symbolic
misery. At the same time, however, it also creates a space for kids who don’t just want to become consumers,
and want to sing. Or also MP3s, piracy, et cetera. All of this contributes to major contradictions sketching out
a landscape that’s extremely complex, and that’s not only made up of the elimination of practices by usages,
that much is clear.
On the other hand, there unfortunately exists at the meta-economic or meta-industrial level a temptation to
organize this elimination by saying one must stop all existing models and prevent new models from emerging.
One must consolidate TF13 in its hegemonic position, whereas everybody knows that this model is ruining
itself. But instead of saying: we’re going to put in place a new industrial politics, we are going to bring together
these tendencies that are currently in opposition, we remain in an absolutely reactionary phase. TF1 will not
change because it makes a lot of money. But we know that this model is on the way to collapse—and we still let
TF1 have its way. That is what I find absolutely catastrophic. So, there a number of very interesting practices,
but they aren’t thought through politically and industrially. They are countered with industrial interests that
only operate with the (very) short-term perspective.
So, how to politicize diachrony, how to make a politics of singularities? It’s a paradox, an aporia, but it’s the
aporia of politics, and I think it’s always this particular thing that makes societies function. For centuries,
millennia even, this aporia has been called God. There was a sphere that the Romans called otium, and this
was the sphere of the symbolic, which put the object of desire on another plane than that of economy. God is
dead, we have entered into the age of generalized calculability, of secularization, of nihilism. So how do we
deal with this? Ars Industrialis says: we must reconstruct a sphere of the spirit, but this time this sphere must
think itself as intrinsically technological and industrial, capable of producing singularities starting from the
industrial. At this point, people generally laugh at us and say: you are all very nice people, but we economists
and entrepreneurs, we know that industry can only produce assembly line reproducibility, in other words: the
non-singular.
But this is wrong. It is evident that in the industrial world there is a basic layer, a hypokeimenon if you want,
that rests on the reproducibility of things and generalized calculability. But Ars Industrialis maintains that
there is no opposition between calculation and the incalculable. “In the poem there must be a number that
prevents one from counting,” Claudel says. It’s in fact calculation that creates the incalculable, there is no
opposition between the calculable and the incalculable. On the other hand, one can also produce an economy
of the incalculable through calculation, one can also produce an economy of the destruction of the incalculable
through calculation. Our position is that capitalism today produces an economy of the destruction of the
incalculable through the calculable, and therefore a destruction of itself. Because there is no capitalism without
the incalculable: there must be a motive, and this motive is the future insofar as it is indeterminate.
How can the layer of calculation, the computational hypokeimenon of calculability, produce fruits and make
grow plants of singularity? Precisely by developing practices. It’s not, for example, because musical instruments
are produced in an industrial way--as is the case at IRCAM4--that there is a loss of singularity. When the Greeks
standardize all the Greek languages through the Attic alphabet, which is officially put in place in 403 BC as the
written standard for all languages, many languages will disappear, but it’s not as if singularity will disappear:
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on the contrary, it’s from this development that the singularity of Greek citizenship will emerge. I do not
oppose the standard to the singular. But I do think that one must critique, in the Kantian sense of the term, not
in order to denounce or resist--Ars Industrialis does not believe in resistance--, but in order to invent models
of individuation, that is to say of singularization, which pass through a resocialization, a reorganization of the
relation between the psychic and the collective individual through technics.
This presupposes a reinvention of the otium of the people. It’s in this way that industrial democracy will allow
the “people” to learn to read and write. This was first framed through religious culture, and Marx called it
the “opium of the people”; but Marx’ analysis is too narrow on this count. The second figure of this process
is secular, public education, which says: yes, the proletarians have the right to spend ten years getting an
education. That’s what the Greeks said about skholè, this right to a time that is entirely dedicated to the loss
of time into otium, into sublimated idealities that I call “consistencies”: Pythagoras, Van Gogh, Descartes,
geography and history, Artaud… Bataille said it very clearly in 1949, in his critique of the Marshall plan: the
Americans must understand that one cannot build an economy the way one changes a wheel—at a certain
moment, the potlatch must be reinserted into it. It’s this last element that remains unthought today, and that a
new economy must seek to put into place.
There are many social practices today, but there is a battle going on about their future. We adopt an alarmist
tone because we think that the contemporary situation—in France, Europe, and the world at large—is terrible:
the planet hasn’t had a situation like this since World War II. Secondly, we say there is a war going on, and that
we need to get mobilized. And, thirdly, it’s not a question of killing our adversaries—they are not enemies. The
aim is to avoid military war.
FN In a regime of immanence, war is internal. But in that case, will reinvestment of desire be able to happen in
any other way than within this regime of immanence?
BS Yes, what I’m calling “consistencies” is not another world—it’s another plane. A plane is not a world. The
world is layered, stratified, made of several dimensions. The heart of the world’s immanence is made up by the
fact that the object of desire cannot not be turned into an absolute. When people say there is only immanence
left, this means there is no more absolute. Today, when one is in a libidinal investment, it’s impossible not to
know that it is a fantasm. In other words, it’s impossible not to know that every object of desire can be reduced
to a calculability, to a phenomenon of singular, fantasmatic, infinitisation, and in this sense it is extremely
fragile. That’s a given. But it doesn’t do away with the fact that there is only an object of desire if this object is
infinite: one can only desire an object if it us lived like an object of infinite desire, even at the moment when one
knows that desire is finite. I know that desire is finite—at least I think I know it—, but I have objects of desire—
my daughter, my children, my wife, but also certain works that I admire and that appear to me as infinite. And
this appearance—this apparition—is the “plane of consistency”. It’s another plane, but that doesn’t mean that
it’s another world.
I believe in the world: my belief is a belief in the world. But the world cannot be reduced to calculability. Many
people have understood the immanent character of the world as “everything can be calculated.” That’s not true:
within a calculated whole, there is only no-world [il n’y a que de l’immonde]. That’s precisely the objective
of the societies of control. When Deleuze says we must try to invent an art of control, however, he means that
we must depart from control, that is to say from calculation, to produce incalculable objects: incomparable
and infinite singularities (one does not calculate only things that can be compared). We are in a dimension of
immanence that cannot be calculated.
FN So you wouldn’t hold to the formula that we must produce transcendence.
BS No, transcendence doesn’t interest me in the least. One must fight against it, it’s the temptation of our time.
We must try to understand this phantasm of the production of transcendence, not brush it aside.
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It’s something that’s inscribed at the heart of a spiritual misery. To say there is no transcendence does not mean
to say there is no spirit. Spirit is the heart of libidinal economy: it’s return, repetition. Spirit is not spirituality,
and on this point Valéry is important: because he tries to think spirit not starting from transcendence, but
precisely from industry. He says that there is a drop of spirit-value and that the ultimate productions of the spirit
are industrial machines. What we get here is an immanentist spirit. What we are trying to say is that to think
spirit is to think industry.
FN What do you mean then by an “ecology of the spirit”? Do you establish a hierarchy between this form of
ecology and its other, more traditional articulations (the energy question, climate change, Genetically Modified
Organisms)?
BS The ecology of the spirit is a question of the re-articulation of psychic individuation, collective individuation,
and technical individuation. These three regimes, these three realms, are intrinsically linked and, at times, they
throw each other off and cannibalize each other. One must from now on rebuild a new public space, regimes of
singularities within a technical organization, reinvent a new “public thing” [chose publique]5 that is capable of
producing a long-term politics.
If we want meaningful transformations to happen in the future of the planet in terms of the climate, for example,
individual behaviors need to be transformed. These individual behaviors must become more conscious, more
attentive, more caring towards that which surrounds them. And they must turn that which surrounds them
into an object of desire. This happens through an elevation of collective intelligence, that is to say through
a relaunching of desire. We ingest more and more sugar and fat, we eject and produce more and more CO2
because we are in this situation of symbolic misery, and we try to make up for it through things that make
us consume an enormous amount of materials, and materials that, when consumed under those conditions,
produce an enormous amount of toxins. But this toxicity is first of all that of the destruction of the symbolic
through the industrial populism that is the enemy of the beautiful and all things like it.
FN One must thus think Genetically Modified Organisms starting from their condition of technological
possibility. One can encode, sequence, “make discrete” (to use of one of your own terms) the living because it
is thought in terms of information: is that not a way of discrediting the living, or “nature”?
BS I don’t trust the term nature because it is loaded with the opposition to culture and the opposition to
technics and I don’t like oppositional models. By contrast, I am interested in the pre-individual and the vital
pre-individual. And I am against an informational model of the living, which is false, inefficient, and dangerous,
I fight against it. The living cannot be reduced to information.
For millions of years, the living human being drove technics forward. But the living human being was not
reducible to technics, because of the fact that there was no possibility for the soma [body] to re-design the
germen [sprout, shoot, bud]. That is what has changed, and it’s an absolutely major rupture. That is what’s at
stake with nano-technologies: we need to think an absolutely new object, a living technics, and a life technicized
from within.
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NOTES
1. TN: “Spirit” translates the French word esprit, which could also be rendered as “mind” (there is a similar problem with
the German word Geist). The first manifesto of Ars Industrialis (dated 2005, and available in an English translation on the
organization’s website) reflects on this issue, and chooses to translate esprit as “spirit”. However, in the manifesto the authors
also emphasize their attachment to the term “mind”, which draws out more explicitly their affiliation with the works of
Hannah Arendt, and especially of Gregory Bateson.
2. TN: The interview was originally published in Multitudes 1:24 (2006), 85-95. The French original is available at: http://
multitudes.samizdat.net/De-l-economie-libidinale-a-l. I would like to thank Frédéric Neyrat for granting us permission to
publish this translation, and for his helpful suggestions and comments.
3. TN: A national French TV channel.
4. TN: Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique/Musique [Institute of Acoustic/Musical Research and Coordination].
5. TN: A Latin translation for chose publique could be res publica, which is the Latin expression from which the English
word “republic” originates. However, when I discussed this translation with Bernard Stiegler in the context of a research
seminar on energy in the Summer of 2009, he pointed out that his use of the expression chose publique is indebted to Jacques
Lacan’s discussion of the word Ding (the German word for “thing”, the French chose) in his 1959-1960 seminar The Ethics
of Psychoanalysis. Chose publique is not exactly res publica; using the expression entails rethinking what we mean by res,
chose, thin.
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THE PULSE OF PHENOMENOLOGY
Michael Marder

One hears it said that phenomenology remains incapable of any critical discourse, particularly as far
as political regimes are concerned. Its very method condemns it from the outset to mere descriptions,
whatever might be the realm to which one ‘applies’ it. It can only remain mute in debates concerning
the forms of public life.1

Over a century after Edmund Husserl’s breakthrough work, The Logical Investigations, it is still far from
obvious what comes to pass under the name “phenomenology”; what is implied in the quasi-dialectical
conjunction of the many phenomena and the one logos; what secret commerce flows between them; how
their combination becomes possible; where phenomena end and logos begins. Perhaps this indeterminacy,
too, is an integral part of phenomenology that, like everything finite, must lose itself in order to maintain itself
alive, sacrificing its future as a complete doctrine to an orientation, a trajectory, an infinitely open tendency
back to the things themselves. Should, in line with modern philosophy, we categorize this innermost tendency
of phenomenological thought as “self-critical,” we would need to refrain from taking for granted either the
critical drive, pulsating at the heart of the thinking it animates, or the core “self” of phenomenology, divided
between phenomena and logos. Self-criticism entails much more than de-formalizing the results drawn from
philosophical investigations, however rigorous these might be; it means the disquietude of the self divided
against itself, the undying unrest, if not the heat of polemos, felt in the infrastructure of phenomenology, in
the place where logos encounters phenomena and phenomena show themselves to logos without establishing
a final and monolithic identity. Although it largely revolves around the problem of givenness, phenomenology
itself is not fully given: the path to givenness must be unremittingly withdrawn, criticized, won over, and
withdrawn again.
The minimal determination of phenomenology as a critique and, in particular, a self-critique, respects its
sheer (non-formal) indeterminacy, its definition as a tendency of existence oriented toward the possible, not
an actualized system of thought. More than a conceptual or epistemological label, critique is the promise
of phenomenology’s perpetual self-rejuvenation, for which it is ready to ransom all the prestige attached
to a mature, tried-and-tested doctrine. There is, despite the persistent philosophical dream of a seamless
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integration of judgment and experience, signification and perception, language and things, a cut in the fabric
of phenomenology where phenomena are kept apart from logos, even as they are intrinsically articulated
with it. The name of the cut, signaling this basic division, is, precisely, “critique” (from the Greek krinein: to
separate, to distinguish, to discern), which thwarts the closure of phenomenology in a self-validating circle
of ratiocination and sends the first cracks through the monolithic façade surrounding a way of thinking that
was never meant to achieve doctrinal stability. What if phenomenology organized itself around this rift, at
the same time desiring to bridge it and feeling itself compelled to maintain it open? What if, in other words,
phenomenology were synonymous with critique?
Assuming that critique is not superadded onto but is, rather, endemic to the phenomenology it literally cuts
in half, it comes to mean something other than a theoretical attitude we can resort to or discard at will. Even
when not explicitly invoked, critique is operative behind the scenes of every phenomenological procedure
or meditation. It further follows that one way of interrelating phenomena and logos is entirely out of the
question, namely tautology. The case in point here is what, in the influential Paragraph 7 of Being and Time,
Heidegger defines as the “preliminary concept” (Vorbegriff) of phenomenology, which is, in fact, its ultimate
conception (indeed, the after-conception) where a normative, post-critical ideal has been already surreptitiously
enunciated. The absolute unity of phenomena and logos announces itself in the interpretation of apophainesthai
ta phainomena, or “letting that which shows itself be seen from itself in the very way in which it shows itself from
itself.”2 A peaceful, idyllic, utopian coexistence of the non-dominating, radically passive reason and everything
that appears to and through it, apophainesthai ta phainomena may easily slide into the dogmatic slumber of
thinking, self-assured about the ontological method of accessing phenomena. The obsessive multiplication of
identities and identifications, of phenomena with themselves and with logos, in the dead respite of tautology
covers up and suffocates the most vibrant aspects of the concept of phenomenology: the double, redoubled,
and ongoing critique of logos with recourse to phenomena and of phenomena—through a certain kind of logos.
And, with this, it violates the tension that sets the cadence and controls the pulse of phenomenology. Only as
a critical ideal—an ideal devoid of ideality, a wholly “material” ideal lending a voice to the things themselves
and, by the same token, offering a normative guiding thread to phenomenological investigations—is the logos
of phenomena, barely distinct from what it aims to express, imaginable.
The “pulse” and the “heart”: these are not idly rhetorical turns of phrase but code-words for that which animates
phenomenology by granting it a certain rhythm, making it vibrate outside its confines, and, finally, temporalizing
it. To be sure, in a recent excellent study, Au Coeur de la Raison, la Phénoménologie, Claude Romano has also
resorted to the trope of the heart in connection to phenomenology. “No longer seeking to oppose reason and
sensibility, language and experience, all the while keeping them distinct,” writes Romano in the epilogue to
his book, “phenomenology is a quest for the reason of infra-rationality; it promises a reason ‘sensible at heart’
because it opens the heart of reason to sensibility.”3 But is reason—ratio: one of the many, albeit already
significantly impoverished, significations of logos—capacious enough to contain phenomenology, even where
the latter has opened itself to the sensible? Doesn’t Romano conflate, thanks to an erroneous but productive
synecdoche, the heart with one of its chambers? Isn’t phenomenology greater than reason itself, which, along
with phenomena, sojourns in its broken heart? Don’t these asymmetrical divisions, within logos as much as
between logos and phenomena, bestow the sense of being alive onto the thinking that endeavors to articulate
them? Doesn’t phenomenological logos become vibrant solely on the condition that it reproduces, within itself,
the fissuring inherent to the world of phenomena? And, besides, what kind of a heart is it that, rather than
lodged in the hidden recesses of a body of thought, is beating right on the surface of phenomena that obscure
nothing, least of all a hidden, deeper layer of “true being”? If phenomenology has a heart, it wears this heart
on its sleeve, as it were, in the essential superficiality, toward which its most disparate methodological vectors
tend.
Whatever the surface we approach phenomenologically, the evidence bespeaking its deep fracturing is glaring.
(This is, perhaps, the only exception to the axion of “no-depth”: the deep fracturing of surfaces.) An exorbitant
separation between thinking, logic, and the sciences, on the one hand, and the elemental structures and
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experiences of the life-world, on the other, is, for Husserl, the chief culprit in the crisis of Western logos. So
entrenched is this uncritical divide that, within the realm of thinking, confusion reigns as to the status of that
which is thought. The crucial analytical separation between noetic acts and their noematic targets is eclipsed
by the naïve realist focus on the difference between reason and reality, which, presumably, exists “in itself,”
as though this “in itself” has managed to escape the Midas’ touch of human intentionality. It is conceivable,
however, that after tirelessly insisting on the need to overcome the divide between thinking and the life-world
at any price, to the point of turning it into a “productive tautology,” and thereby responding to the crisis and the
excessive separations it eventuated, phenomenologists have grown allergic to splits, fissures, and caesurae of all
sorts. This is their déformation professionnelle. In dialectical terms, they have repressed the bad consciousness
(equivalent to the critical stage, not to the skeptical attitude) of their discipline, instead of trying to work
through it. Overwhelmed by the excessive plentitude of givenness, they have left un-thought the positive
potential of rupture and negativity, such that this blind spot has come to signal the crisis of phenomenology
itself, unaware, perhaps, that only a divided, fissured logos is capable of faithfully shadowing the ineluctable
scatter of phenomena.
Husserl’s own metaphysical extravagances, including his alleged adherence to the primacy of pure perceptual
present and his foundationalism, which Derrida has extensively discussed since his earliest deconstructive
forays, are, in turn, the toxic byproducts of an extreme and adverse reaction to crisis. It hardly needs mentioning
that the Husserlian program for overcoming the impasse of contemporary intellectual practices hinges on
a successful bridging of empty intentions and fulfilled intuitions, or—which amounts to the same thing—
reawaken that rationality which, divorced from the things themselves, has been spinning out of control in a
spiral of self-generated abstractions. But should we discard the legacy of the crisis as a coherent, unified whole?
As an alternative to a negative “knee-jerk” response bent on covering over all onto-epistemological ruptures,
the cutting of critique (and of judgment) still permits one to discern the distant rumblings of the crisis that,
similarly, derives from the verb krinein.
Another way of dealing with the common predicament of the sciences and of phenomenology requires
distilling the scissions that trigger them down to the constitutive distance, at once critical and ontological,
between logos and phenomena. To acknowledge this distance is not to reaffirm the quintessentially modern
segregation of knowledge from reality but to locate a series of ruptures within the necessarily unfinished edifice
of phenomenology, freeing up the space for a plurality of interpretations and for representations that do not
always culminate, nor are extinguished in, pure presence. Despite the overabundance of references to critique in
Husserl’s writings, this task is still to be undertaken. We are, more specifically, to ask, in keeping with a certain
spirit of phenomenology itself: What or who accomplishes the work of criticizing and what or who is criticized
here? And how? Allow me merely to hint at the shape of a response: the critiques of logos by phenomena and of
phenomena by logos jointly amount to the critique of phenomenology by itself, in the absence of its final selfidentity and ultimate “truth.” Phenomenology becomes what it is (namely, a mode of thinking, interpreting,
and being in the process of becoming) largely as a result of this “negative” self-relation. For what if the two
poles of phenomenology—the two that are meant to merge into one—were articulated by means of a double
hinge of such critique? How, in its redoubling, would critique singularly determine, without deciding upon, that
which it has articulated? And what, finally, is the nature of articulation in and through division, la brissure, or
the hinge—so prominent in Derrida’s Of Grammatology—now transplanted into the heart of phenomenology?
Allowing phenomena to disclose themselves and logos to voice itself, the two critiques dictate, in their
successions, alternations, and modifications, the rhythm of phenomenology, the expansion and contraction of
its heart’s chambers. Critique of logos with recourse to phenomena represents the stage of expansion, whereby
vacuous constructs of formal logic are confronted with their normative presuppositions and ontological
foundations, while abstract reason emerges out of purely conceptual constraints to the light of the life-world.4
In its amplifying capacity, it acquires a meaning diametrically opposed to that of the Kantian condensation of
reason within the limits proper to reason alone. The phenomenological critique of logic and, more broadly,
of sedimented rationality belonging to the philosophical tradition and detached from what it reasons about is
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positive and creative to the extent that it fills in the outlines of empty schematisms through a call to go “back to
the things themselves,” which is simultaneously a recall of logos to itself, in the broadest range of its meanings,
and to the phenomena that exhibit themselves before “the originally presentive consciousness of something.”5
To wit, the temporal modality of this operation is the past, retrievable through a certain genealogical, if not
genetic, going-back to everything Western rationality has discarded or rendered unconscious, even though it
still relied on the repressed material for the production of meaning. The expansion of logos as a consequence
of undergoing a critique by phenomena is nothing other than the becoming-ontological of logos rescued from
the straightjacket of pure reason. Much of Heidegger’s appropriation of phenomenology presupposes the initial
thrust of this critical ontologization, already palpable in the thought of Husserl, as well.
The second critique (of phenomena by logos) follows on the heels of reason’s amplification and attains the
exact opposite effect—that of contraction, evident in the reduction of the positings of natural attitude. The
rise of eidetic phenomenology is, in the last instance, indebted to this critical narrowing-down, which is
not to be mistaken for reduction tout court and which permits the field of pure consciousness to take shape
in the restriction of admissible “evidence” and “self-evidence” to what is immanent to this consciousness.
More recognizably Kantian, to the extent that it connotes a series of delimitations and circumscriptions of
a transcendental domain (first, of pure consciousness, then of the eidetic realm as a whole), the critique of
phenomena by logos is, also like its Kantian counterpart, productive, positive, enabling, and creative.6 This is
not to say that it engenders new phenomena; rather, it discloses the transcendental sphere wherein the meanings
of phenomena get constituted in accord with their modes of givenness. Ontologically robust, it brings to light,
by delimiting them, eidetic regions of being, or, what in Ideas I Husserl calls “material ontologies,” not to
mention the very idea of the eidetic. But its temporal orientation is futural, in that it both pre-delineates the field
of transcendental consciousness and anticipates the predication of human knowledge on the freshly minted
eidetic foundation, itself subject to critique and endless modification.
It is not sufficient to pass through a brief series comprised of two moments only once, in the hopes of discovering
the living pulse of phenomenology.7 A rhythm entails the repetition of different elements in a regularized
succession, and the same applies to the rhythmic alternation of phenomenological critiques. Critique of logos
by phenomena is an infinite task of a non-totalizing expansion of reason, the success of which has to do not so
much with its decisive accomplishment as with the degree to which it becomes our indispensible habitus of
thinking. Its orientation to the history and the pre-history of reason is, as a result of this habituation, projected
into the future and entrusted with guarding against the excesses of abstraction and formalism, idealism and
realism, psychologism and anthropologism.
The critique of phenomena by phenomenological logos is equally regular and rhythmic. Having precipitated
the entire field of eidetic phenomenology, it is in a position to study the phenomenological constitution of
materiality, animal nature, and the spiritual world. But it does so thanks to a persistent appraisal and delimitation
of givenness, whether accepting exclusively what it finds in the immanence of consciousness or thematizing the
modes of appearing of what appears before it. The future-oriented missions of grounding the sciences and of
considering the constitution of reality on the transcendental and eidetic bases must, therefore, reach back to the
past of givenness they are unable to surpass. In this manner, the heartbeat of phenomenology draws together
the past and the future modalities of critique within and between each of its two moments. Phenomenology, we
might say, reading Husserl after Heidegger, is the thrown projection of philosophy: it boasts a unique (ecstatic)
temporality proper to Dasein: it exists, in the existential sense of the term. And what temporalizes it is nothing
other than critique.
Let us not forget, also, that rhythm introduces an interval between the elements it interrelates, such that
time is suspended within time and, for a fraction of a second, it is utterly uncertain whether the series of
sounds would recommence at all. (In music, modern minimalism accentuates this uncertainty, building its
compositions around the interval, from which sound is absent, and thematizing, more than anything else, the
silence of the in-between.) Any given beat could be the heart’s last; analogously, the critical impulse may be
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adjourned, either for a brief moment or indefinitely, between its systolic and diastolic movements. Nothing
prevents phenomenological vigilance from relapsing, at any time, into dogmatism, putting an abrupt end to
the regularized succession of critical beats. The possibility of this suspension is, itself, a negative modification
of the punctuated, internally interrupted rhythm, organized around a minimal spacing, a period, however
imperceptible, between the phases of reason’s expansion and contraction, between the critique of logos by
phenomena and of phenomena by logos. As soon as phenomenologists put their faith in the security of eidetic
foundations, or as soon as they fall back onto psychologism, they disrupt the most basic of phenomenological
rhythms.8 Works of phenomenology continue to be written but phenomenology as a living way of thinking
ceases to exist.
Judging by an entry in Husserl’s diary from 25/09/1906, critique has animated not only his philosophy (and,
above all, his self-conception as a philosopher), but also his life. “…[A]mong the tasks that have been assigned
to me,” notes Husserl, “I would name, in the first place, the general task that I must resolve for myself if I
am to have the strength to call myself a philosopher. I mean the task of the critique of reason, the critique
of logical and practical reason, [as well as] of axiological reason in general. As long as I would not make
clear…such a critique of reason…, I could not really live…”9 In order to resolve the critical task by himself,
the philosopher would have to cast critique in phenomenological terms and, more importantly, to conceive of
phenomenology, in the crucial period between the composition of Logical Investigations and the formulations
of Ideas—the period to which the diary entry belongs—in terms of a critical and self-critical endeavor. The
phenomenological notion of critique and the critical idea of phenomenology would then be the methodological
corollaries to the rhythm broadly outlined above and, at the same time, the meta-critical reflections on Husserl’s
own brand of the critical project. But to what extent is he able to attain the level independence he is dreaming of
in the diary, when he vehemently insists on the necessity of the “critique of reason,” which resounds for us with
an unmistakably Kantian ring, intensified by the familiar division of the subject matter into the logical (pure),
the practical, and the axiological (judgment)?
Regardless of formal similarities between the two, phenomenological criticism diverges from its Kantian
counterpart in at least two respects: in that it has been 1) removed from its modern epistemological pedestal,
receiving, instead, an ontological status and 2) harmonized with the phenomenological understanding of reason,
as much as of consciousness, not as faculties but as the active tendencies of intentionality as self-transcendence
toward its object. As a consequence, critique acquires a significantly broader scope here than it does in Kantian
philosophy not only thanks to its ontological reach but also due to the proliferation of logoi and types of
consciousness that are as numerous as that of which they are conscious. The “general task” turns infinite,
as it always does; the closer one is to realizing it, the further away one finds oneself from its completion,
mindful of the inexhaustible variety within the ever-recommencing rhythmic movement of critically inflected
phenomenology.
We find echoes of this idea in Husserl’s theoretical works and, above all, in the injunction to engage in a
“constant critique,” in einer beständingen Kritik, which would give one the tools necessary to resolve the
critical task for oneself without solving it once and for all and without neglecting the historical becoming
of philosophy. To resolve this task for oneself is neither to isolate one’s thought from the tradition that has
preceded it nor to claim for oneself the discovery of an unprecedented method. “In a constant critique,” Husserl
states in The Crisis, “which always regards the total historical complex as a personal one, we are attempting
ultimately to discern the historical task which we can acknowledge as the only one which is personally our
own.”10 Like many other formulations of his late work, this statement is surprisingly dialectical: it posits a
critically mediated speculative identity between the personal and the historical, what is strictly “our own”
and the “total…complex” of thought. A permanent critique of tradition is, in its most developed state, a selfcritique, the positive outcome of which—a paradoxical, because unaccomplishable, outcome—is the ultimate
discernment of one’s own (critical) task, of the kind anticipated in the diary. It is, in Husserl’s words, a
“responsible critique,” verantwortliche Kritik, “a peculiar sort of critique which has its ground in…historical,
personal projects, partial fulfillments, and exchanges of criticism rather than in what is taken for granted by
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the present philosopher.” One, which, we might add, plays a redemptive role by restoring the hope for future
fulfillment to the interrupted projects of the past put in dialogue with one another and with the present. One,
which, akin to Nietzsche’s monumental historiography, gathers the historical peaks of critical thought into a
chain transcending time within temporal immanence.
The responsibility critical philosophers shoulder is enormous, for they take it upon themselves to do justice to
the past, to the thought of their predecessors who will have lived on through the self-critique of the present and
whose partially fulfilled projects will have gained a stake in the critical community of the future. To exercise
this responsibility, Husserl explains, “is to make vital again [wieder lebendig zu machen]…the sedimented
conceptual system…It is to carry forward, through his own [the philosopher’s of the present] self-reflection, the
self-reflection of his forebears and thus…to reawaken [wieder aufwecken] the chain of thinkers…and transform
it into a living present [in eine lebendige Gegenwart]…”11 Ethical, responsible critique at its most effective is
tantamount to a revival of the philosophers of the past the moment the living critic, who freely exercises active
self-critique, turns herself into a channel for their partially fulfilled projects—an event that will have corrected,
retrospectively, the historical injustice of death. Undoing the difference between a thinker’s biological life and
the life of thought—the difference that disconcerted Husserl toward the end of his own life12—, verantwortliche
Kritik thus stands, along with the notions of de-sedimentation, re-activation and the transcendental epochē, for
a phenomenological equivalent to resurrection.
We are now in a position to assess what Husserl means by the dramatic assertion, full of Socratic overtones,
that, while the critical task remains unfulfilled, he “could not really live.” In light of the arguments of The
Crisis and in juxtaposition with his intimation that, until he resolves this task for himself, he cannot in good
conscience call himself a philosopher, it appears that life here has nothing to do with biological living or with
the life of consciousness in the “natural attitude.” It points, instead, to the kind of transcendental life that is born
of phenomenological reduction and that gives the philosopher license to join the critical community of thought,
to live as though there were no difference between the personal project and the historical totality of thought.
In critical terms, this life is already an after-life, a tapestry of past and present philosophical activities, where
the awakening of dead (sedimented) systems of thought is woven into the very fabric of living self-criticism.
Of course, not just any kind of critique will be adequate for the ethical task at hand. Being a philosopher,
resolving the critical task for oneself, and living: these interchangeable goals are, for Husserl, synonymous with
phenomenology. The vivacity of phenomenology and the life of the phenomenologist as phenomenologist are,
hereafter, inconceivable without the practice of critique and its insistently critical formulation.
All this is more relevant today, after Husserl, than ever before. To make him live again—nothing less describes
the ambition of critical phenomenology.
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NO LIFE IS BARE, THE ORDINARY IS EXCEPTIONAL:
GIORGIO AGAMBEN AND THE QUESTION OF POLITICAL
ONTOLOGY
Mathew Abbott

Those who talk about revolution and class struggle without referring explicitly to everyday life ...
have a corpse in their mouth.1

In his studies of the thought of Carl Schmitt, Heinrich Meier insists on a distinction he takes to be crucial for
understanding the challenge posed by the jurist’s ‘lesson’: the difference between political philosophy and
political theology. If political philosophy is the study of the political good carried out “entirely on the ground
of human wisdom,”2 Meier argues, then political theology is the study of the same from the standpoint of a
“faith in revelation.”3 In a trenchantly Straussian fashion, then, Meier understands the difference as far more
than simply doctrinal, arguing instead that it “concerns the foundation and assertion of an existential position.”4
As he puts it: “What could be less immaterial than the distinction between a thought that wants to move and
conceive itself in the obedience of faith and one that is not bound by any authority and spares nothing from its
questions?”5
In this paper I want to show that a third term—political ontology—can be set against both these alternatives.
We could give a preliminary definition of it as follows: the study of how our ontology—our conception of the
world as such—conditions what we take to be the ontic possibilities for human collectives. This definition
is not entirely inaccurate, but it will be immediately complicated by the fact that political philosophy makes
ontological claims, and that these are sometimes claims about philosophy’s relationship to ontology that
upset the possibility of understanding that relation as unidirectional (such that the political ontologist could
uproot the naive political philosopher by showing the contingency of his claims on an ontological picture he
has failed to recognise as such). And indeed, such a definition will be complicated further still by Schmitt’s
own understanding of his political theological project, which he takes to involve a “sociology of concepts”6
grounded in the realisation that “[t]he metaphysical image that a definite epoch forges of the world has the same
structure as what the world immediately understands to be appropriate as a form of its political organization.”7
Political ontology, then, is already part of political philosophy (though it appears there with varying degrees
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of explicitness), and presupposed as part of the methodology of political theology, at least in its (arguably
paradigmatic) Schmittian variant.
As such, I want to refine this definition by understanding political ontology in a way that is analogous to
Meier’s definition of political theology, as a form of thought that has its primary grounding not in disinterested
contemplation from the standpoint of pure reason (Meier: “Moral indignation is no affair of political philosophy.
It constitutes no part of philosophy”8), but rather in confrontation with an existential problem. While for Meier’s
Schmitt this was the problem of how to live and think in obedience to God, the problem for political ontology
is the ontological question (the question raised by the fact that there are things). Political ontology is the study
of the political stakes of the question of being. The political ontologist agrees with the political theologian that
thinking the political means responding to an irreducible exigency—that one thinks as situated in response to a
certain moral or ethical demand—yet she takes this demand to consist not in divine revelation but rather in the
fact that human beings are beings for which being is at issue. Indeed this represents a real incommensurability
between political theology and political ontology, as political ontology has to work in the light of a kind of
atheism. This is because a proper confrontation with the ontological question requires we follow through on
a certain experience of abandonment (both of the abandonment of the human after the ‘death of God’ and the
ontological ‘abandonment’ of the existent by existence, what Jean-Luc Nancy will call the ‘withdrawal of the
cause in the thing’—I will return to this); political ontology cannot be an ontotheology. Or at least, this will
be the case to the extent that the concept ‘God’ functions a means of staving off the ontological question, to
the extent that the existence of a creator could resolve that question (which may leave open the possibility of
political ontology accommodating a different image of the divine).
This definition is significantly different from two recent characterisations of political ontology. In an ambivalent
piece about the relationship between neo-left ontological thought and more traditional Marxist theory, Carsten
Strathausen claims authors like Nancy, Agamben, Slavoj Žižek, and Ernesto Laclau understand ontology as a
“de-essentialized discursive formation.”9 According to Strathausen, left-Heideggerian political thought insists
on the constructed nature of any political ontology, and so wants to engage with material political structures by
working to deconstruct and rework their ontological foundations. Immediately we can see the problem here:
if Strathausen is correct in his reading, then the theorists he writes about would be in danger of working from
an inflated conception of the relationship between thought and its objects, such that ontological speculation
could somehow stand in for, or even become identifiable with, material political change. Oliver Marchart
gives a more nuanced picture, but still ends up understanding political ontological thought as stemming from
a commitment to the radical contingency of political foundations, the fact that ‘the political’ as the ontological
ground for ontic politics is in fact a groundless ground, or Abgrund in the terminology of the later Heidegger.10
Neither of these pictures is wrong, of course (one of the guiding claims of political ontology as I understand it
is that the traditional distinction between thought and politics needs to be challenged; another is that a proper
thought of the ontological difference will call all attempts at ‘grounding’ politics into question). But the task of
political ontology is not just to insist on the contingency of ontological concepts, or to think new ones for the
sake of opening up ontic political possibilities (as though by itself this would constitute anything more than
melancholic and/or utopian speculation). It is to think the political through the exigency of the ontological
question.
As will already be obvious, I take Heidegger’s work to be crucial for political ontology (both in a positive sense
as one of its enabling conditions, and in a negative sense as one of its key points of critique). Of particular
importance for this project is his claim that metaphysics—his term for the trajectory of Western thought since
Plato—cannot think the ontological question. Now this claim is developed and restated variously throughout
Heidegger’s oeuvre: it is present in the preface to Being and Time, where Heidegger famously claims our
time is strangely unperplexed by its inability to understand the word ‘being,’11 and continues right up to the
last session of his final seminar at Zähringen in 1973, which culminates in a meditation on the difference
between “ordinary thinking and the unusual path of Parmenides” as manifested in verse 1 of fragment 6,
which Heidegger translates/paraphrases as “being is.”12 One of its clearest formulations, however, comes in
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the “Letter on Humanism.” Here Heidegger claims that the defining characteristic of metaphysical thinking
is that it “does not think the difference” between being and beings; that metaphysics “does not ask about the
truth of Being itself.” 13 Indeed, not only has metaphysics failed to enquire into the truth of being itself, but “the
question is inaccessible to metaphysics as such.”14 Metaphysical thinking simply cannot cope with the question
of being; or better, being is unable to become a question in metaphysical thought. Metaphysical thought is
entirely unsurprised by being: it takes the fact that things exist for granted.
As Heidegger always insisted, metaphysical thought is perfectly equipped to inquire about beings. Depending
on its founding concepts, it can think the causes of beings (Aristotle), the mathematical/geometrical structure
of beings (Descartes), the conditions for our knowledge of beings (Kant), the phenomenological qualities of
beings (Husserl), and so on. But the being of beings is presupposed by these modes of thought, and for an
essential structural reason: these philosophies, arising as they do in the wake of the Platonic equation of being
with the Idea (which Heidegger takes to have been decisive for the development of Western thought), are
trapped in various versions of a representational paradigm.15 In this paradigm, which obviously needs to be
defined very broadly if it is to apply to thinkers as different as (say) Descartes and Aristotle, there is a model
of truth at work in which it is a property of statements that correspond to (or correctly represent) how it is with
the world. A statement, then, is a means of pointing out things about the world (including of course affective
or mental states and other ‘interior’ events): in Aristotle’s terms it is a ‘saying something of something’ [legein
ti kata tinos]; in Heidegger’s it is “a presentation and representation of the real and unreal.”16 And the problem
with representational models is that they cannot possibly point out the fact that ‘existence exists,’ because as
Kant showed in his attack on the ontological proof of God, existence cannot be a property of existence (it is not
a “real predicate”17). This is the root of Heidegger’s history of being as metaphysics, under which the question
of being cannot even pose itself as such. As Heidegger puts it in the third volume of his Nietzsche, “within
metaphysics there is nothing to being as such.”18 The history of being as metaphysics is a history of a blindness
before the question of being, of representational understandings of truth repeatedly passing over its very status
as a question.19
At this point, it should be clear that political ontology is (or is intended to be) post-metaphysical. This means
that it will be concerned with thinking our political situation in terms of its metaphysical heritage, working
from the premise that the blindness before the ontological question characteristic of metaphysics has real
consequences for ontic politics. To engage in political ontology, then, means thinking from out of the idea that
our conceptual systems have a deep and deeply problematic blind spot; that our representational models miss
the fact of being because of a constitutive structural flaw. The claim, in other words, is that political thought
has inherited the basic flaw of metaphysics, coming as it does from out of the very tradition that Heidegger
worked to undermine. Yet to the extent that I am able to defend this premise here it will not be through the kind
of engagement with the history of philosophy that occupied him for so long. Rather I will work to show the
political problems a mode of thinking grounded in it can illuminate (foundational premises are often hard to
defend in a purely argumentative mode; sometimes their value will depend more on whether and how they can
be set to work philosophically).
Paradigmatic in this regard is the work of Giorgio Agamben, which is impossible to understand except as a form
of political ontology. For if we take Agamben to be a political philosopher (or as a critical theorist) in anything
like the traditional sense(s) then we are already at risk of misunderstanding the nature of the claims he makes.
And indeed, this can help account for the ambivalent reception of his thought in English speaking ‘continental’
philosophy. After all, if the political events since the beginning of the so-called ‘war on terror’ have made the
investigations in Homo Sacer seem more urgent since its publication in 1995, it is arguable that they have also
become more problematic and in many ways more opaque to us. The easiest criticism of Agamben’s political
writings is that they are marked by a deep haphazardness: important distinctions are blurred and concrete
examples sublated into an essentialist, ahistorical argument that is potentially paralysing because it passes
over the situational specificities that characterise real politics. My claim is that such criticisms depend in large
part upon a category mistake; that Agamben’s most important concepts will remain unintelligible to us until
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we understand their grounding in a political ontology that turns on an attempt to think the question of being.
Let me explain this by turning first to the important concept of the inclusive exclusion, which Agamben invokes
in order to map the paradox he finds at the heart of the Western polis. In this aporia, the natural life of human
subjects is excluded from the city as something extraneous to political life, and yet constitutive of the city
as that which must be presupposed for the construction of political life to be possible. Agamben traces this
paradox as far back as the classical world, citing the Aristotelian distinction between zoē, as the simple fact of
living common to gods, plants, animals and humans, and bios, or the qualified life that is the distinct property of
human beings qua political creatures. He argues it “would have made no sense”20 in the classical world to speak
of the zoē politikē of a citizenry, as politics was defined at the time in terms of an ‘additional’ (but crucially
important) capacity of human existence, indeed as that which separates it from animal existence. Zoē, as the
simple fact of living, was not considered a part of the Greek polis, which was concerned with the particularity
of various ways of life and the relations among them. Crucial here is a movement of presupposition, in which
the fact of living is presupposed by the polis as its unthinkable ground. For Agamben, this exclusion, in which
the political subject is divided from its non-political natural life, represents the original political relation. He
finds, however, that the exclusion can never quite reach completion, because it was always an “implication... of
bare life in politically qualified life.”21 He goes on:
What remains to be interrogated in the Aristotelian definition is not merely—as has been assumed
until now—the sense, the modes, and the possible articulations of the ‘good life’ as the telos of
the political. We must instead ask why Western politics first constitutes itself through an exclusion
(which is simultaneously an inclusion) of bare life. What is the relation between politics and life, if
life presents itself as what is included by means of an exclusion?22
Agamben finds that the fact of living, as the unthought presupposition of the polis, is never successfully
banished, and by the time of modernity reappears as an ambiguous political object. This can be framed in
terms of the split exemplified in the title of the 1789 French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen.
Agamben makes very much of the equivocal status of the use of two terms for what is supposed to be a single
referent here, arguing that the introduction of the term ‘man’ shows what was really at stake in this founding
document of political modernity: the return of natural life from the polis from which it was excluded and its
subsequent inscription within it. This, for Agamben, represents the source of the nihilism characteristic of
modernity, which he follows Foucault in defining as the period in which the life of the human being (and of
human populations) takes on an unprecedented political significance.23
While Foucault’s work plays an important role for Agamben here, this whole schema is deeply indebted to
Heideggerian ontology. Consider the following from the closing pages of Homo Sacer, which I cite at length
because it makes the extent of Agamben’s debt so clear:
In the syntagm ‘bare life,’ ‘bare’ corresponds to the Greek haplōs, the term by which first philosophy
defines pure Being. The isolation of the sphere of pure Being, which constitutes the fundamental
activity of Western metaphysics, is not without analogies with the isolation of bare life in the realm
of Western politics. What constitutes man as a thinking animal has its exact counterpart in what
constitutes him as a political animal. In the first case, the problem is to isolate pure Being (on haplōs)
from the many meanings of the term ‘Being’ (which, according to Aristotle, ‘is said in many ways’);
in the second, what is at stake is the separation of bare life from the many forms of concrete life.
Pure Being, bare life—what is contained in these two concepts, such that both the metaphysics and
the politics of the West find their foundation and sense in them and in them alone? What is the link
between the two constitutive processes by which metaphysics and politics seem, in isolating their
proper element, simultaneously to run up against an unthinkable limit? For bare life is certainly as
indeterminate and impenetrable as haplōs Being, and one could say that reason cannot think bare life
except as it thinks pure Being, in stupor and in astonishment.24
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As this passage indicates, the crucial Agambenian concept of bare life has to be understood as beginning from
a transposition of Heidegger’s ontological difference onto classical biological categories, where zoē (the fact
of life) is equated with the fact of being as such, and bios (politically qualified life) with the ontic level of
particular beings. This transposition allows Agamben to read the distinction between natural and political life
in fundamental ontological terms, and sparks his move into the field of political ontology. As he puts it:
[I]t may be that only if we are able to decipher the political meaning of pure Being will we be able to
master the bare life that expresses our subjection to political power, just as it may be, inversely, that
only if we understand the theoretical implications of bare life will we be able to solve the enigma of
ontology.25
When Heidegger claims there is nothing to being as such within metaphysics, then, Agamben takes him one
step further to claim that there is nothing to life as such within our politics. Like Heidegger, Agamben finds
something like an ontological law here: that which is presupposed and passed over by a system of thought will
return to that system as its unthinkable (such that any exclusion of being/life is always already an inclusion).
This explains some of the idiosyncrasies of the philosopher’s style. It explains Agamben’s switching of
registers between concrete politics and ontology, and his tendency to finish his books with allusive gestures
toward Heidegger and/or Benjamin, which may otherwise seem indicative of an inability on his part to properly
cash out the real political claims of his texts, as an attempted evasion of the political quandaries into which
he likes to write himself. If we read Agamben as a political ontologist, however, it will become clear that this
is the natural register of his thought, the very place in which he does his thinking (and so an obvious place to
return). The discussions of concrete politics, like the one that takes place in the first part of State of Exception,26
will from here appear as secondary to his real aim, as functioning to illustrate an ontological point (Agamben is
often read the other way around, as speciously invoking ontology as a way of bolstering his sweeping political
claims). Finally, it will help explain the characteristically hyperbolic tone that marks his political writings. One
could find many instances of hyperbole in Agamben, such as when he writes that “[a]ll societies and all cultures
today (it does not matter whether they are democratic or totalitarian, conservative or progressive) have entered
into a legitimation crisis in which law... is in force as the pure ‘Nothing of Revelation,’”27 or when he pushes
the argument of Benjamin’s “The Storyteller” until he arrives at the claim that experience has been destroyed
in modernity.28 Agamben’s hyperbole, his tendency to pass over historical nuance (‘all societies and all cultures
today’), is the result of his ontological method; hyperbole, we might say, is simply what becomes of ontological
thought when it bleeds into the ontic. Sociologically (that is ontically), Agamben’s claims are exaggerations
at best; ontologically however their status is yet to be properly grasped. Any fair analysis of them will have to
take place on their proper ontological terrain.
If we embark on such a resolutely ontological reading of Agamben, it will not only emerge that ‘bare life’
cannot function as a properly sociological category, but also that it could never be a concrete ontic potential
for human beings. Instead, it is the unthought ground of the metaphysics underpinning our political systems,
a presupposition that, after the failed attempt to exclude it in the classical world, has returned to haunt us in
modernity. Bare life, in other words, is a metaphysical figure of (a failure of) thought, and not a category of
ontic politics. This is to say that no life is bare: that (and indeed despite some of Agamben’s own apparent
suggestions to the contrary) no human form-of-life has ever been reduced to bare life. Bare life, like pure being,
can never exist (has never existed). But this is not to say that it plays no role in ontic politics. On the contrary,
this figure is a metaphysical condition of the possibility of those ontic spaces of domination that Agamben
calls ‘camps,’ whether they be death camps, concentration camps, refugee camps, refugee ‘detention centres,’
Guantanamo Bay, or whatever. Ontically, these spaces are all very different; however they are ruled by the
same metaphysical logic. The conditions of the possibility of the inclusive exclusion of the bare life of human
beings are the same as those that allow for the presupposition of pure being in metaphysics. Cancelling these
metaphysical conditions, then, will require a politicised rethinking of the ontological category of pure being,
and a properly thinking politics.
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Of course, this reading of Agamben will produce its own set of problems, not the least of which is how to square
it against the philosopher’s own occasional tendency to invoke the category of bare life in such a way that it
does in fact appear as a real ontic potential. The only strategy available is immanently critical, arguing that
Agamben himself sometimes appears to make the category mistake that causes so many of his critics to miss the
philosophical point. Exemplary in this regard is Agamben’s Remnants of Auschwitz, in which the philosopher
occasionally seems in danger of identifying the Muselmann (the ‘drowned’ of which Primo Levi wrote) with
bare life, speaking for instance of “the bare life to which human beings were reduced...”29 The danger in this
sort of talk, as Andrew Benjamin points out, is one of “generalising,”30 such that an abstract philosophical
figure comes to dominate our interpretation of the meaning of the violence and suffering of the camps. In
his review of Agamben’s text, Jay Bernstein makes a disturbing comparison between the “aestheticization of
horror”31 presented in the ‘atrocity photographs’ of James Nacthwey and Agamben’s book. He cites a review of
Nachtwey’s Inferno: “[Nachtwey] makes it far too possible for the information-deprived viewer to fall into an
anguished yet impotent hopelessness: in the absence of knowledge, all starving people, all massacred people,
all degraded, defeated, abject people begin to look sort of the same...”32 And could one not, as Bernstein implies,
make precisely the same criticism of Agamben’s own text, in which all the horrors of the camps are reduced
to manifestations of the (in)human “gorgon” that is bare life?33 Is he not, then, in danger of collapsing the
particularities of the testimonies of survivors into a monolithic narrative of an encounter with nuda vita? That
there is an ethical danger here should be clear enough, but this is also another version of the political problem
I invoked earlier, namely that Agamben’s analysis may sublate the particularities and situational specificities
that are the stuff of real politics. These are the two aspects of a problem that will emerge if we accept that the
Muselmann and bare life are two names for the same referent.
Which is precisely what a resolutely ontological reading of Agamben will foreclose. No life is bare in the
ontic sense: rather, bare life is the figure of the return of a repressed metaphysical problem, a metaphysical
image or even fantasy that haunts our politics. Nothing more, but nothing less either. Here it is worth citing
Nancy: “[T]he concentration camp... is in essence the will to destroy community. But even in the camp itself,
undoubtedly, community never entirely ceases to resist this will. Community, is, in a sense, resistance itself:
namely, resistance to immanence.”34 Here I would argue that Nancy’s term ‘immanence,’ which he uses to
designate the metaphysical image that underlies the specific communal fantasy at work in totalitarian states,
can be understood as another name for what Agamben calls ‘bare life.’ The concentration camp is a machine
for its production, but because of the fantasmatic nature of the object in question, it is a machine that can never
complete its task. Respecting this fact is not only to do justice to the victims, but carries a further recognition
of the extremity of the violence: the very impossibility of creating bare life, one could say, is at the heart of
the real insanity of the camp, such that the impossibility of its success is also what drives and exacerbates the
whole process. The claim ‘no life is bare’ does not imply a commitment to the idea that there is something
irreducibly human or moral that remains alive in us even in the most extreme circumstances. The claim does
not say humanity is indestructible; it says there is something inhuman in it that remains. It is not identity,
which can be destroyed, but the impersonal core of singularity. Someone in the late stages of Alzheimer’s, for
instance, can lose his very subjectivity, but not his idiosyncrasy: he may have forgotten his position in society,
his name and the name of his wife, but he remains (painfully) himself; he may lose his ability to speak, but
he retains something of his characteristic manner, the small gestures that make him the singular being he is.
Desubjectification happens to someone. The unbinding of the human, the loss of identity and of linguistic
capacities, makes it infantile and undignified, but it does not reduce it to the pure subsistence of naked life. That
is part of what is terrible about it. “Man is the indestructible that can be destroyed.”35
It is instructive to compare Agamben with Foucault here, an ostensibly crucial influence on Homo Sacer.
The first thing to ask is this: where could a concept like ‘bare life’ possibly fit within Foucault’s discourse?
The answer, of course, is nowhere: the concept is too unwieldy, too abstract, too metaphysical to work in
a properly Foucauldian register. If Agamben can be understood as continuing Foucault’s project in Homo
Sacer (bearing in mind that the basic problem of the text turns up in Agamben as early as Language and
Death, which is framed in terms of the conflict between “animal voice” and “human language”36 and in which
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Foucault is never even mentioned), then it is only via the importation of a quasi-Heideggerian concept that
irrevocably changes the rules and outcomes of the game. Indeed it is telling that in “What is a Paradigm?”—a
characteristically fragmentary recent piece in which Agamben shows how important the Foucauldian concept
of the paradigm (which Agamben takes as “the most characteristic gesture of Foucault’s method”37) has been
for his own work—he does not list bare life as an example of a paradigm. While paradigms like the homo sacer,
the Muselmann, and the state of exception refer to real historical objects, and are used by Agamben in order
to “make intelligible a series of phenomena whose kinship had elude or could elude the historian’s gaze,”38
bare life is something very different. It is precisely not a paradigm: rather, it is the metaphysical problem that
prompts the construction of Agamben’s paradigms, which are the exemplary ontic figures that bring it to light.
A rough but useful way of framing the difference between Agamben and Foucault would be to say that while
the latter is concerned with the ontic biopolitical field, and the myriad concrete practical problems that arise
in it, Agamben is more primarily concerned with the historically contingent quasi-transcendental conditions39
of the biopolitical as such. This is why Foucault’s work is so compelling in its specificity, yet so opaque when
it comes to questions of social transformation; this is why Agamben’s work is so compelling in its radical
questioning of the very grounds of the political as we know it, yet so sweeping in its claims. It is only by
recognising this difference between the ontic and ontological levels of Agamben’s discourse that we can make
sense of, or extract any real philosophical or political value from his philosophy.
So what value can we extract from Agamben on this reading of his work? What political value is there in
ontology and metaphysical critique? The obvious danger here is that political ontology will end up qualifying
as neither a real politics (because it is not primarily concerned with ontic political matters) or as a valid ontology
(because it imports political ‘values’ into what is meant to be disinterested philosophical speculation—
think of how strange, even preposterous, the very idea of ‘political ontology’ would sound to contemporary
metaphysicians working in the analytic tradition). In relation to the first worry (I will return to the second in
the conclusion to this paper), in which we face the problem of whether extracting Agamben’s claims about
bare life from a sociological register will deprive them of whatever critical theoretical relevance and concrete
political purchase they may have had, I would like to turn to his essay “Form-of-Life.” Here Agamben attempts
to think the conditions of a life that would escape the metaphysical image of bare life. The concept form-oflife, which is actually a strategic ontological intervention, designates a life that can never be separated from
its form, a life that exists not as faceless bare life but rather as the intelligible singularity that makes each of us
ourselves. The individual, on this account, is not poised above (and therefore reducible to) the abyssal ‘gorgon’
of bare life, but is rather a contingent structure overlayed upon a kind of excess. The face of the individual
is composed of properties (brown eyes, gold hair, large mouth, full lips, etc.), and can be constructed with
an identikit in a police station. The face of form-of-life, on the other hand, is the face that the state can’t see
(because it can’t represent it): it effects the dissolution of the face of the individual and the temporary shattering
of its representational logic (it is the face of someone making a gesture, of someone laughing, or of someone
at the point of orgasm). The concept form-of-life designates the impersonal (because it is pre-individual) and
yet most intimate part of each of us (it is what surprises us when we surprise ourselves). If we follow Agamben
in his claim that “political power as we know it always founds itself—in the last instance—on the separation
of a sphere of naked life from the context of forms of life,”40 then the intended political import of this concept
should be obvious: form-of-life is meant to function as a spanner in the works of the modern political machine,
rendering inoperative every attempt to divide the human from its being. Form-of-life is unrepresentable (for
it disrupts predicative logic) and yet intelligible (for we can get to know it, recognise it, and fall in love with
it); it is a figure of pure equality (for it is impossible to judge or place in any hierarchy) that does not sublate
difference (for it is singular, absolutely unrepeatable). The concept form-of-life, then, is designed to disrupt
the metaphysical logic of presupposition, in which being as such can only appear as a brute, ‘bare’ presence.
Form-of-life thus functions as a tool for bringing the intelligibility of pure being to light, for redeeming the
object banished in the inclusive exclusion from the nothingness to which it was consigned. In this sense, formof-life is an exemplary Agambenian concept, operating as it does in two registers at the same time, functioning
to disrupt both the inclusive exclusion of bare life in metaphysical politics and the unthinkability of being as
such within metaphysics. Agamben’s wager, and the wager of political ontology, is that these two operations
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are inseparable (which is not to say they are identical).
This can help absolve Agamben from the repeated charges of extreme political pessimism that have marked
his work. First of all, it is worth recognising that Agamben does not consider himself to be pessimistic at all,
saying in an interview that “I don’t see myself as pessimistic... I am sure you are more pessimistic than I am.”41
We may wonder if this statement was made in good faith, coming as it does from a philosopher who gained
international notoriety with his assertion that the camp is the nomos of the modern.42 Here it is worth comparing
Agamben to Adorno, who presents an apparently similar set of claims regarding the historical trajectory of
modernity, and the potential for absolute domination that it contains (a potential unleashed in the 20th Century
totalitarian states). Adorno is infamous for his political pessimism, which reaches an almost lyrical height in
his late book Minima Moralia. To pick out a striking passage:
The admonitions to be happy, voiced in concert by the scientifically hedonist sanatorium-director and
the highly-strung propaganda chiefs of the entertainment industry, have about them the fury of the
father berating his children for not rushing joyously downstairs when he comes home irritable from
his office. It is part of the mechanism of domination to forbid recognition of the suffering it produces,
and there is a straight line of development between the gospel of happiness and the concentration
camps of extermination so far off in Poland that each of our countrymen can convince himself that
he cannot hear the screams of pain. That is the model of an unhampered capacity for happiness.43
What strikes the reader of Adorno is a sense of the philosopher’s own increasing horror at the political situation
of modernity: he seems to grow ever more appalled at, but also ever more convinced of the inexorability of,
the dialectical movement of his thesis. It is difficult to imagine Adorno supporting, as Agamben does, Marx’s
1843 statement that the “desperate situation” of the present “fills me with hope.”44 I would argue that the key to
accounting for this difference is methodological: Adorno remains partially wedded to a quasi-Marxist, quasiWeberian social scientific approach, while Agamben, with his Heideggerian/Foucualdian genealogy, does not.
While Agamben ends up with a critique of modernity that is perhaps as trenchant as Adorno’s, he avoids
the despair with which the latter flirts because his critique aims not primarily at the structure of rationality
underpinning its institutions but rather at its metaphysical basis; perhaps surprisingly, the ontologicality of
Agamben’s philosophy makes him more receptive to the possibility of radical change. Agamben’s invocation
of the concept form-of-life, for instance, would not even be intelligible if the figure of bare life is taken to be
necessary. Part of the value of an ontological approach, then, is that it can show up the radical contingency
of ontic political structures, and in doing so, help illuminate the ontological figures that will play a role in a
thinking politics.
Here I would like to turn to another key Agambenian concept: the exception. If it is right to say that bare
life is the metaphysical figure at work in the camp, then properly thinking it will require us to understand
the exception, which is the metaphysical ground of the specific legal structure of the camp (as the ontic site
in which “the exception starts to become the rule”45). Schmitt’s equation of the exception in politics with
the miracle in theology makes this clear: he writes that “the exception in jurisprudence is analogous to the
miracle in theology”46; for him, the sovereign capacity to decide on the state of exception, which he takes to
be constitutive of the normal functioning of the legal order, is the “zenith” of the sovereign’s power, who acts
as “God’s highest representative on earth.”47 As Miguel Vatter puts it: “...Schmitt shows that the analogy must
be taken literally: the state of exception is a state in which miracles happen, and sovereignty belongs to the
one who decides on the state of exception, that is, who decides on what counts as a miracle.”48 Crucial for us
here is the metaphysical status of the miracle which, following Hobbes and Spinoza, Schmitt understands as
an event that contravenes the laws of nature (taking the falling away of the belief in miracles characteristic of
Enlightenment rationalism as paving the way for the kind of political nihilism—liberalism—that he abhorred).
Schmitt, who insisted that liberalism must face up to the problem of sovereignty if it is to resolve its political
dilemmas, took the metaphysics of the miracle to have a real political significance. In these respects, he is
quite close to political ontology as I am defining it. But where Schmitt critiqued liberalism for its failure or
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indeed constitutive inability to recognise the metaphysically necessary status of the miracle/exception, political
ontology works in the opposite direction.
As Nancy (who could be seen as the other major contemporary philosopher working in the political ontological
field I am working to clarify) shows in The Experience of Freedom, a proper following through on the
ontological question results in a problematisation of the very idea of metaphysical necessity. “That there is
existence...” as Nancy writes, “can only be given, freely given...”49 This is to say that the very fact of existence,
which is unrepresentable and therefore properly unknowable (at least if knowledge is taken to consist of sets
of true propositions),50 comes to surprise us in and as a kind of groundlessness. The ontological question
uproots all foundationalisms, precisely insofar as it doesn’t (can never) lead to an answer. It is the very gratuity
of existence that makes it surprising, the fact that being emerges as unnecessary. This is what Nancy means
when he refers to a “surprising generosity of being.”51 For Nancy, the ‘fact of freedom’ is nothing other than
the fact of being itself, the very “freedom of being”52 that is being as such. When Nancy writes that “[t]he fact
of freedom is this de-liverance of existence from every law and from itself as law...”53 and describes freedom
as “the withdrawal of the cause in the thing,” then, we need to understand this in all its ontological radicalism:
it is a claim about causality which, though left untouched at the ontic level (the level of billiard balls), can no
longer be understood as ontologically necessary.55 A proper following through on the ontological question as
has become possible since Heidegger shows that there is no reason for being: no causal principle underlying the
fact of the existence of things, which instead emerges as a pure gratuity (it is worth thinking here of the project
of theoretical physics: if a ‘theory of everything’ is one day established, such a theory would nevertheless
contain an explanatory gap—knowing exactly how the universe emerged does not mean knowing the reason
for the fact that it emerged). Against Schmitt, then, the miracle is not a name for an exceptional event that
contravenes the laws of nature, but rather a name for the very fact of being as that which is irreducible to any
causal law. We must in other words generalise the Schmittian position on miracles, taking the very existing of
the world to be miraculous, depending as it does on no law, no foundation.
The political ontological stakes of this have their beginning in the fact that truly leaving open the ontological
question (which is the key condition for ontological thinking) would mean owning up to the absolute gratuity
of the world. The exception is the metaphysical residue of an inability or refusal to accept this; it emerges
out of a failure to acknowledge the real exceptionality of existence as such.56 So the camp, as the ontic site in
which the metaphysical figure of bare life is exposed through the fantasy of exceptionality, also has certain of
its conditions of possibility in this failure of thought. As with bare life, the exception represents the return of the
unthought presupposition of being; as with bare life, thinking beyond it will require a political ontological shift
whereby its metaphysical conditions are cancelled. For if the ontological question is properly confronted—if,
that is, we are able to own up to the ungrounding force of it—then the miraculous will be simultaneously
neutralised and generalised such that the ordinary is acknowledged as exceptional. This explains Agamben’s
references to the Benjaminian idea of a real state of exception that could be set against the (presumably
somehow fictitious, or perhaps fantasmatic) states of exception in which we live.57 Political ontology shows
that the real state of exception would be a state in which being as such is collectively lived as exceptional,
which of course is logically identical to there being no exceptions (if being as such is exceptional, then nothing
in particular is). Here we see how political ontology will require us to turn not to theorising the exceptional
event a la Alain Badiou, but rather to the ordinary and the everyday, and in particular toward an idea of the
exceptionality of the ordinary as a potential political achievement (I note in passing—a sustained account will
require another paper—that this is to place political ontology in the tradition of the politicised aesthetics of
the 20th Century’s avant-gardes, with their various programs for overcoming the distinction between art and
everyday life).58 To achieve the ordinary in this way (which of course would be extraordinary) would mean
reclaiming the very fact of the world from the metaphysical logic that presupposes and excludes it, allowing
it to become something more than a nothingness or banality. Part of my claim, in other words, is that there is
a certain thought of the good available in political ontology. It is the kind of good that Nancy identifies when,
in the context of an argument about the necessary relativity of all values, he writes that “it is existence itself
which is without price.”59
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In a critique of Agamben that would be devastating if it didn’t make the category mistake I am trying to identify,
Andrew Norris writes the following:
If the Bush-Cheney administration is simply providing the sovereign decisions that are metaphysically
necessary to maintain public order in the United States, one cannot fault it for acting tyrannically.
Conversely, if it is indeed acting tyrannically, this is something that requires not metaphysical analysis
and political theology, but practical, political resistance and institutional change.60
A political ontological approach, which undermines the very idea of ‘metaphysical necessity,’ will dissolve
the terms of this dilemma. For if bare life and the exception are not metaphysically necessary, then we should
respond to it with a both/and rather than an either/or. In other words: Guantanamo Bay is metaphysically
contingent, and that is part of why it is tyrannical (it is not only a political, juridical, and ethical monstrosity;
it is also based on a violent metaphysical logic). As such we can agree with Schmitt when he writes that
“metaphysics is the most intensive and clearest expression of an epoch”; that monarchy was “self-evident” as
a form of political organisation in the 17th Century because it was “in accord with the structure of metaphysical
concepts” in play at the time.61 The mistake, however, would lie in underestimating the complexity of the
relationship at work here, refusing to recognise the real intertwining of politics and ontology that it represents.
Political ontology does not mistake theory for practice, falling into a kind of magical thinking where the
former is somehow taken to have the capacity to change the world; rather it insists on the mutually determining
relation between ontology and politics, on the claim that truly radical change in one area means change in the
other (there is no vulgar claim of one-way causality at work here). The practise of thought and the critique of
metaphysics have political stakes, just as properly revolutionary political action is not only concerned with
ontic political change, but also with challenging the very figure of the world as we know it.
“Communism is for us not a state of affairs which is to be established, an ideal to which reality [will] have to
adjust itself. We call communism the real movement which abolishes the present state of things.”62 Political
ontology does not hold up another world as an ideal to which the present one should be made to conform;
instead it demands the abolition of the present metaphysical scheme of things, in which the natural sweetness of
life, the sharing of the gratuity of the world, are voided. A political movement cognisant of this would be on that
insists on—indeed one that demonstrates in practise—the truth of the claims that no life is bare and the ordinary
is exceptional. These are ontological laws, but they are also ethical laws; they are real ontological claims, but
they also make a normative demand on us. Gershom Scholem writes that “[m]etaphysics is a legitimate theory
in the subjunctive form. This is the best definition I have found so far; it says everything.”63 Though Scholem
uses the term ‘metaphysics’ here, exchanging it for ‘political ontology’ will see his point sit perfectly with this
project. Political ontology is a mode of thought in which the distinction between fact and value collapses, such
that what is shown to be valuable is the fact of existence itself. As such, a politics in-keeping with political
ontology would be a subjunctive politics,64 a politics informed by an exigency. As Nancy puts it:
[T]his means to conduct this struggle precisely in the name of the fact that this world is coming out
of nothing, that there is nothing before it and that it is without models, without principle and without
given end, and that it is precisely what forms the justice and the meaning of a world.65
Such a struggle would not be carried out in the name of another world, but in the name of this one. Life’s
‘beautiful day’ is mundane and held in common.
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ENNOBLED COLONIALISM AND COUNTER-REVOLUTION:
THE THERMIDORIAN THRUST OF LEGAL POSITIVISM IN
KANT AND TOCQUEVILLE
Marios Constantinou

QUID JURIS? PROLEGOMENA TO THE KANTIAN DRAMA OF SOVEREIGNTY
I am no traitor’s uncle; and that word ‘grace’
in an ungracious mouth is but profane.
Why have those banisht and forbidden legs
Dared to touch a dust of England’s ground?
…Why have they dared… to march
frighting her pale-faced villages with war
And ostentation of despised arms?
Why foolish boy, the King is left behind
And in my loyal bossom lies his power.
Duke of York to Henry Bolingbroke, thereafter Henry IV,
W. Shakespeare’s King Richard II, Act II, Scene III1
Great Duke of Lancaster…
Ascend his Throne, descending now from him
And long live Henry, fourth of that name!
Duke of York to Henry IV, Act IV, Scene I
The conceptual core of positivism, regardless of its historical forms and astonishing varieties, may be defined
by a stubborn adherence to established facts. What, in fact, happens, however, is that facts are objectified by the
positivist impulse to establish certainty about them. My use of the term in this essay extends beyond its original
sense which indicates a situation of observation, experiment and deduction of law and may be traced back to
Francis Bacon and Auguste Comte. Moreover, it addresses a geopolitical and constitutional context outside the
range of logical empiricism whose formal foundations were laid by the Vienna Circle in the 1920s and 1930s.
In other words, I am not concerned with the logical structure of legal propositions but with law as posited and
enacted. In this case, I am interested in the intellectual authority it elicits and the speculative justifications
propounded in its name. What is implicated in this is, I will argue, a passionate zeal for the preservation of
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order which incorporates the censorious outlook of the Counter-Enlightenment. In fact, this paradoxical pattern
tends to repeat itself. Auguste Comte, himself the high priest and popularizer of Positivism who grew up in the
aftermath of the French Revolution and lived through its utmost consequences, reached the point at the end to
advocate a new ceremonial religion of humanity with its own clergy conducting its mysteries. What I will try to
unpack is precisely this paradoxical symptom which manifests an enthusiasm for social reform, human dignity,
liberty, eternal peace, etc., while, at the same time, being dogmatically attached to the disciplinary apparatus
of existing legality, thus introducing uncanny rationalizations which invalidate any supposed claims of reason.
What this points to is an obstinate will to preserve what is given or posited as law and order without, however,
arriving at this conclusion by reasoning (which would be the logical outcome of the spirit of Enlightenment and
its professed outlook as the Age of Reason). Instead, it betrays incomprehensible sympathies with the spirit of
counter-revolution, appeals without hesitation to censorship, and justifies colonialism. Regardless of the differences between Immanuel Kant and Alexis de Tocqueville, this is more or less a shared assumption which is
animated by what Alain Badiou calls “Thermidorian subjectivity.” Thermidor is the name of that month of the
French revolutionary calendar which extends from mid-July to mid-August. It describes a tempered sequence
of supposed social and political moderation during which, however, George Couthon, Robespierre and SaintJust were guillotined. This Thermidorian figure who “rescues” the revolution by terminating it, who renounces
his revolutionary enthusiasm and retails his political capacity to the order of proprietors “is more persistently
French than our admirable insurrections,” Badiou argues.2 This Thermidorian shift, I would further claim,
designates positivism as the condition of law and order. More to the point, positivism in this essay is addressed
broadly in terms of its legal and political sense, especially as it is typified by Montesquieu, accepted pragmatically by Kant and acted upon by Tocqueville.
For instance, Tocqueville explains in volume II of Democracy in America (Chapter 21) why the state form
of a democratic society is incompatible with revolutionary breaks that depose the existing legality. Insofar as
revolutions threaten the existing legal structures of property and trade as the mainstays of democracy, citizens
will be disinclined to take the risk. Tocqueville elucidates the sociological underpinnings of legal positivism as
follows: “Daily they change, alter and renew things of secondary importance, but they are very careful not to
touch fundamentals. They love change, but they are afraid of revolutions. Although Americans are constantly
modifying or repealing some of their laws, they are far from showing any revolutionary passions.”3 In the same
vein, Kant defended legal continuity, while Montesquieu was more interested in the enduring spirit of positive
law rather than the subject of justice.
One major shortcoming of either positivist theories of law or political theories of freedom is that they fail to
account for the expedient, makeshift and opportunistic reduction of law and politics respectively. This tacticist
bearing of law, as well as the diplomatic and maneuverable quality of conventional politics, point to an inherent
aporia attending any theoretical endeavor to insulate them from possible distortions and instrumental appropriations which are immanent in the process of their exhaustion. Politics, law, morality, peace as Kantian ends in
themselves are constantly exposed to the possibility of being inverted to their opposite. Tyranny, illegitimacy,
immorality, colonialism, censorship and cretinism are not merely possible outcomes of an end in itself distorted
unexpectedly or unintentionally in the process. Rather, as Alain Badiou argues, these Thermidorian aberrations
are the strictly immanent effect of exhausted capacities.4 The transition from a presumed private opinion to a
publicly coordinated judgment by spectators is not necessarily immune to influence or unhampered by partiality, fear, loyalism and prejudgment.
Kant’s watchfulness against civil dissension overshadows inconsistently both his defense of the French Revolution as well as his professed anticolonialism. But it also discharges an air of smugness, unscrupulous legalism
and even opportunism characteristic of the free-rider. With all the necessary changes made, Kant’s attitude appears to reflect the neuter grace of the Duke of York in Shakespeare’s King Richard II.5 The latter’s is not simply
a paradigmatic embodiment of the inviolability of sovereignty. It is also an undeviating fidelity to its continuity,
to the divine right of the law not only to overrule any other right (including that of rebellion) but to outweigh all
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other duties (including the affective loyalty between relatives) as well. In a striking anticipation of the Kantian
subjectivity as a positivist predicate of legal sovereignty, the Duke of York does certainly reflect on the limits
of his patience to endure the suffering of wrong and disgrace, yet what takes precedence at the end is nothing
else than “fair sequence and succession” (104). In addressing King Richard, he counsels that wrongful seizure
of rights will “pluck a thousand dangers on your heal, | you lose a thousand well-disposed hearts, | and prick
my tender patience to those thoughts, | Which honor and allegiance cannot think” (Act II, Scene I, 179-182).
However, the farthest this Kantian intuition can go is a ministerial acknowledgement of the critical situation
of revolt: “Well, well, I see the issue of these arms; I cannot mend it… because my power is weak… but if I
could… I would attach you all and make you stoop unto the sovereign mercy of the King. But since I cannot,
be it known to you, I do remain as neuter. So fare you well;” (Act II, Scene III, 151-158); “or it may be I will
go with you: but yet I’ll pause; For I am loth to break our country’s laws. Nor friends, nor foes, to me welcome
you are: things past redress are now with me past care” (Act II, Scene III, 168-171).
Shakespeare through the Duke of York stagecrafts the drama of sovereignty and its continuity in a way which
fully anticipates the Kantian emphasis on the sanctity of obedience and dutifulness. So much so that, after the
enthronement of Henry IV, not only is the Duke of York disposed to absolve the new authority of any offences,
not only is he cunningly prudent to become an advocate of its legality, but he rushes, moreover, to report his son
to the King, exposing thus his plot to restore Richard to his former seat: “Thou fond mad woman, wilt thou conceal this dark conspiracy? A dozen of them here have ta’en the sacrament, And interchangeably set down their
hands, to kill the King of Oxford… Away fond woman! Were he twenty times my son, I would appeach him”
(Act V, Scene II, 99-106). This scene, which also dramatizes inexorably the affective stakes of sovereignty,
received by Kant an honorable place and an outstanding treatment, becoming, that is, the foundation stone of
his constitutional theory of legality. In discussing the relationship of theory to practice in political right, Kant
qualifies his conclusion with the following critical caveat: “There is no casus necessitatis except where duties,
i.e. an absolute duty and another which, however pressing, is nevertheless relative come into conflict. For instance, it might be necessary for someone to betray someone else, even if their relationship were that of father
and son, in order to preserve the state from catastrophe. This preservation of the state from evil is an absolute
duty, while the preservation of the individual is merely a relative duty… The first person might denounce the
second to the authorities with the utmost unwillingness, compelled only by (moral) necessity.”6
In thinking beyond the Kantian logic of state security, of pacification and the exaltation of a strictly regulated
publicity within the existing limits of constitutional and cultural legality, I would argue that love of public
freedom without the love of a truth capable of puncturing the inexorable propaganda of fixed opinion and the
operational influence of police, cannot motivate any inquiry into the foundations of a persisting political order.
In this sense, a positivist, self-referential logic of politics calls our attention to a philosophical lacuna. For
instance, Clement Rosset demonstrates this self-referential logic by adducing the following hypothesis: there
comes a moment when the evidentiary ground of an argument recedes impotent, stumbling on the thing itself
which can be validated only by itself. At this very moment all deliberation ends and philosophy is interrupted
ingloriously: adveniente recessat argumentum.7 That is, philosophy torn between the real and its double, between rationalization and the unthought. My contention is that Clement Rosset’s reasoning encapsulates in
condensed form both Kant’s controversial defense of the French Revolution, which arbitrarily terminates any
further inquiry about the event itself on positivist grounds, but also Tocqueville’s equivocal anticolonialism,
which was consistent with French imperialism. In my view, both share a profound ambivalence on the issues of
revolution, constitution and the colonial question. Consequently, the deficient treatment of these issues corrupts
judgment, depriving it of any moral or legal foundation.
In light of this perspective I proceed by rethinking Carl Schmitt’s reading of Kant in the Nomos of the Earth,8
which, despite its self-serving interest and evident opportunism, remains self-defeatingly revealing beyond
the critic’s intention. Moreover, I argue that, although Kant appears as a reticent but astute spectator of the
revolution, his Thermidorian defense of legality at the expense of justice reflects his wavering attitude on the
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colonial question.9 Finally, despite differences, there also appear striking similarities with the subsequent dilemmas faced by Alexis de Tocqueville. These, I argue, make better sense if we integrate them in the mindset,
the institutional practices and the foreign policy inaugurated by what Badiou designates as the “Thermidorian
subjectivity.”
This is then a critical sequence of reflections on how philosophical reason accommodates itself almost sociologically to time than to truth. What I suggest is a rethinking of the Thermidorian condition which induces a
reduction of reason to the prevailing opinion of an expedient rationalism. This process will hopefully disclose
what all post-colonial peoples know as a plain fact of survival; namely, that the prevailing consensus over the
necessity of the civilizing process of imperialism is not simply an embarrassment to the inquiring reason; it
is in itself a Thermidorian backlash against the very possibility of thought. Unavoidably any anti-imperialist
opening of thought takes the form of an inquisitive hubris.

LEGAL POSITIVISM AND THE NORMATIVE CONTRADICTIONS OF IMPERIAL
ANTI-COLONIALISM: KANT AFTER SCHMITT
In addressing the insoluble aporias and deeper limits of peace-making as an imperial craft, it is advisable to
reckon with Kant’s anticolonialism and its paradoxes. At first sight, anticolonialism is the Kantian vocation par
excellence. Consider, for instance, the following unequivocal statement:
If we compare with this ultimate end (i.e. the public law regulating relations between nations) the
inhospitable conduct of the civilized states of our continent, especially the commercial states, the injustice which they display in visiting foreign countries and peoples which in their case is the same as
conquering them, seems appallingly great. America, the negro countries, the spice islands, the Cape,
etc. were looked upon at the time of their discovery as ownerless territories; for the native inhabitants
were counted as nothing. In East India foreign troops were brought in under the pretext of merely
setting up trading posts. This led to oppression of the natives, incitement of the various Indian states
to widespread wars, famine, insurrection, treachery and the whole litany of evils which can afflict
the human race.
China and Japan, having had experience of such guests, have wisely placed restrictions on them.
China permits contact with her territories but no entrance into them, while Japan only allows contact
with a single European people, the Dutch, although they are still segregated from the native community like prisoners. The worst thing about all this is that the commercial states do not even benefit
by their violence, for all their trading companies are on the point of collapse. The sugar islands, that
stronghold of the cruellest and most calculated slavery, do not yield any real profit. They serve only
the indirect (and not entirely laudable) purpose of training sailors for warships, thereby aiding the
prosecution of wars in Europe. And all this is the work of powers who make endless ado about their
piety and who wish to be considered as chosen believers while they live on the fruits of inequity.10
Yet, this pious advocacy for an anti-imperialist Enlightenment makes room for contradictory prescriptions
regarding perpetual peace such as the following:
But man (or an individual nation) in a mere state of nature robs me of any such security and injures
me by virtue of this very state in which he coexists with me. He may not have injured me actively
(facto), but he does injure me by the very lawlessness of his state (statu iniusto), for he is a permanent
threat to me, and I can require him either to enter into a common lawful state along with me or to
move away from my vicinity.11
Kant’s reasoning proceeds from the premises of a state legality which identifies the force of civilization with
constitutional sovereignty vis-à-vis lawless, stateless and hence “uncivil” societies founded solely on ethos and
virtue which, as of necessity, have to be coerced out of the threatening state of nature. In this sense, Kant’s legal
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philosophy brings to a conclusion a line of reasoning typical of the humanistic jurisprudence of the 16th century
which prescribes maxims of justice applicable only to public wars, involving sovereign belligerents who are
mutually recognized as equals. This non-discriminatory concept of a public war involving just enemies based
on parity, hence entailing a just war on both sides—bellum utrimque justum—establishes the essence of hostis
upon the principle of aequalitas.
In other words, the legitimacy of European state wars was grounded on the premise of an armed confrontation
between hostes aequaliter justi. These, according to Alberico Gentili were predicated on sovereignty (as ordo
ordinans, ordering order) and not on the justice or injustice of the reasons for war offered by either side.12 A
non-state war, therefore, was considered non-public, i.e. it did not correspond to state legality, hence its illegitimacy.
In consequence, revolutionaries, robbers, pirates, etc. were not considered justi hostes (just enemies) but mere
objects to be rendered harmless and/or prosecuted as criminals.13 That was the core concept which regulated the
jus publicum Europaeum. Kant appended a conspicuous maxim to the concept of justus hostis which, although
implied by the jus publicum Europaeum, was not elaborately conceptualized in terms of discriminatory war:
“There are no limits to the rights of a state against an unjust enemy (no limits with respect to quantity or degree,
though there are limits with respect to quality); that is to say, an injured state may not use any means whatever
but may use those means that are allowable to any degree that it is able to in order to maintain what belongs to
it.”14 This criminalization of the non-sovereign as hostis injustus obtained operational status in the 20th century
which countenanced total wars of annihilation. Kant’s identification of the hostis injustus with the criminal,
despite cautious prescriptions, counsels of prudence and alarmist provisos, makes allowances for discriminatory wars and crusades as a legal method of eliminating effectively the enemy.
Consider also the following fragment from Kant’s oversubtle reasoning. Triumphant constitutional states
are not called upon to divide the territory (of the vanquished) among themselves and to force the
state, as it were, to disappear from earth, since that would be an injustice against its people, which
cannot lose its original right to unite itself into a Commonwealth, though it can be coerced to adopt
a new constitution that by its nature will be unfavorable to the inclination for war. (Kant, MM, 155,
par. 60)
Kant does not specify whether the imposed constitution is meant to forestall anticolonial war. Yet, the degree and intensity of coercion implied by such constitutional engineering pertains only to protectorates. Such
method remains as equivocal and obscure as is the concrete specification of the hostis injustus. Kant provides
paradoxical answers which, not surprisingly, can be interpreted in any direction at will. The nebulous ground
regarding the status of land appropriation, colonial constitutionalism and the unjust enemy can be further ascertained if we follow closely Kant’s reasoning, framed as it is by the contradictions of imperialist legality which
it attempts to accommodate. In discussing the right of state after colonial war, Kant concedes that
…a defeated state or its subjects do not lose their civil freedom through the conquest of their country.
…A colony or a province is a people that indeed has its own constitution, its own legislation, and
its own land, on which those who belong to another state are only foreigners, even though this other
state has supreme executive authority over the colony or province. The state having that executive
authority is called the mother state, and the daughter state, though ruled by it, still governs itself (by
its own parliament, possibly with a viceroy presiding over it) (civitas hybrida). (Kant, MM, 154-155,
par. 58)
Despite all due hesitation and benevolent discretion with regard to the legitimacy of constitutional legality
under colonial guardianship, Kant’s reasoning cannot rationalize away the pastoral15 logic of imperial trusteeship as a method of extracting spatial surplus value. This kind of protectoral constitution-making by the curators of international law anticipates the fate of condominia that was to be decided by the 19th and 20th century
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treaty legality. Moreover, this form of imperial legality reduced colonies into daughter states, client states, etc.
It marked the beginnings of a geopolitical species of biopower exercised by the caretakers of modernity cum
trustees of international law. The distinction itself between mother and daughter states already implies colonial
bonds and constitutional patronage within the unfolding family romance of imperialism.
A vivid illustration of such an underlying biopolitical mandate attendant on Kantian exceptions to the rule of
justice could be the case of the second Preliminary Article of a Perpetual Peace between states. This postulates
that no independent state, large or small, may be acquired by another state by inheritance, exchange, purchase
or gift: “For a state, unlike the ground on which it is based, is not a possession (patrimonium). It is a society of
men, which no one other than itself can command or dispose of. To terminate its existence as a moral personality and make it into a commodity contradicts the idea of the original contract without which the rights of people
are unthinkable.” However, Kant qualifies this with the following caveat: “in the case of the second article, the
prohibition relates only to the mode of acquisition, which is to be forbidden henceforth, but not to the present
state of political possessions. For although this present state is not backed up by the requisite legal authority, it
was considered lawful in the public opinion of every state at the time of the putative acquisition”.16 Although
these irregularities are not considered by Kant as an exception to the rule of justice, he does concede that they
“allow some subjective latitude according to the circumstances in which they are applied (leges latae)”.17
In order to elucidate this oddity it is advisable to bring into play Kant’s disquisition on property right in the
Metaphysics of Morals. Articles 14 and 16 corroborate in pedestrian fashion Carl Schmitt’s alarming assertion
that “the History of International Law is a history of land appropriation, land occupation, embargoes and blockades as a constitutive process for every commonwealth and empire”.18 Of course, it is more than a reasonable
probability that Schmitt’s animus and motive is to provide those sufficient grounds of legitimation that will
absolve Nazi philosophy of any perceivable charges regarding expansionist claims. It is plausible that Schmitt’s
nomomachy petitions the recognition of Nazism within the sanctionable technicalities of a strictly state legality,
namely, an aequalitas hostium (equality of enemies) that will yield Hitler and National Socialism a status of
justus hostis. Despite Kant’s fear that the exception eventually becomes a rule, Schmitt is able to trade upon
the former’s antinomies of imperial favoritism as well as on his inconsistent qualification of the odd concept of
constitutional condominium which sequentially rationalizes land acquisition. Kant writes:
…There can be two complete owners of one and the same thing, without its being both mine and
yours in common; they may only be possessors in common of what belongs to only one of them as
his. This happens when one of the so called joint owners (condomini) has only full possession without use, while the other has all the use of the thing along with possession of it. So the one who has full
possession without use (dominus directus) only restricts the other (dominus utilis) to some continual
performance without thereby limiting his use of the thing.” (Kant, MM, 90, par. 17)19
We may recall that for Kant possession of territory (according to the second preliminary article of perpetual
peace) is compatible with his pacifist imperium, unlike the state itself which cannot be possessed, therefore
enjoying conditional constitutional autonomy (which certainly can be revoked by the condomini, according to
circumstances). Thus, the constitutive process of land appropriation is not just tacitly assumed but precedes
explicitly any legal order. These maxims produce the constitutional logic of colonial condominia in terms of
world ordering cum biopolitical adjustment, not immeasurably far off from the 20th century racial geopolitics
espoused by Schmitt’s Grossraumtheorie, i.e. the transition from small space (Kleinraum) to large spatial
spheres (Grossraum). Land acquisition, therefore, along with the relative autonomy of colonial states, becomes
the condition of possibility for the peace-building of the federal imperium. Protectorship in this Grossraum
sense of geopolitical discipline (i.e. protection, security, custody, guardianship) specifies a juridical condition
that conjoins reformist superpower politics with the right to discipline within an inexorable spatial logic of
influence. Imperialism re-places to all purposes and intents universality with an apparatus of influence. The
protectorate, then, is what is disposed by the spatial economy of the imperial apparatus. It is simply the terminal disposition of the spatial logic of governmentality. In other words, even a protectorate striving to assert its
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quasi-stateness, needs first to be induced as a biopolitical inscription in the disciplinary continuum of spatial
spheres of influence. There is nothing outside this spatial apparatus20 of security and juridical governmentality
except the ungovernable counter-point of anti-colonial revolution.
What is posited in this analysis is the notion of concurrent dominions or overlapping sovereignties invigilating
over internationalized territories and sub-political joint agencies such as condominia, protectorates, etc. What
is actually exposed are zones of indistinction and juridical thresholds at the intersection of a) modern state
biopower which operates globally by regulating, constituting and channeling nations cum populations and b)
biopolitical techniques which work through this global demographic biopower with the disciplinary force of
local normalization. In this analysis, therefore, biopower and biopolitics appear as complementary and not antithetical as it may possibly be inferred from the work of Foucault. The Kantian discoursing over condominia is
already suggestive of such a joint articulation of geopolitical biopower and disciplinary biopolitics as overlapping spatializations of the exception.21

THE THERMIDORIAN CLOSURE OF KANT’S LEGAL POSITIVISM
Schmitt’s contribution as a reader of Kant is, in my view, not so much his assertion about the urgency and intensity of the political. What emerges amorphously from Schmitt’s reading is Kant’s preoccupation with rescuing the political from the state of nature in the context of a reformist biopolitical imperium. This very gesture,
however, seems to defeat the purpose insofar as republican reformism achieves the political by doing away
with it, i.e. by transforming itself into Thermidorian imperialism which neutralizes any probing into its origins.
Schmitt’s contribution lies precisely in the foregrounding of the decisionistic nature of pastoral imperialism
which overshadows Kant’s republican thought. Schmitt as a reader of Kant enables one to trace the state of
exception in the self-exemption of reason, although Schmitt does not pursue this any further. Kant, however, is
alert to this disquieting homology which voids claims to rationality of all pretension. In the sixth proposition of
the “Idea for a Universal History with a Cosmopolitan Purpose” Kant is undeceiving:
And even though as a rational creature, he desires a law to impose limits on the freedom of all, he
is still misled by his self-seeking animal inclinations into exempting himself from the law where he
can. He thus requires a master to break his self-will and force him to obey a universally valid will
under which everyone can be free. But where is he to find such a master? Nowhere else but in the
human species. But this master will also be an animal who needs a master… Nothing straight can
be constructed from such warped wood as that which man is made of. Nature only requires that we
should approximate the idea.22
But even an approximation of the idea is hard to attain because any reckoning with the pouvoir constitué (power to be constituted) presupposes, according to Kant, prior accomplishments, skill and good will, factors which
are not easily found in conjunction, except after numerous and unsuccessful attempts. The answer which Kant
provides to the question of mastery and sovereignty in terms of self-exemption, goes at the heart of modernity’s
intractable tension between founding origins and normativity.23
Neither pole is explainable by referring one to the other. Constitutional founding typifies the originary character of modernity and foregrounds the interrogative gesture of critique as integral to beginnings. This alone
explains the persistence of the political through the impossibility of terminating sustained inquiries regarding
origins without at the same time violating truth procedures and fidelity to modernity’s revolutionary event, in
Badiou’s sense. But even in accordance with Kantian protocols of reason, any suspension of the principle of
investigation would be a self-incurred error closing off the possibility of further critical enlightenment. The
paradox of proscribing inquiry lies in modernity’s self-awareness that its beginnings may grow into an affliction of messy complications, restive dilemmas and unruly “passions for the real.” Thus, closure remains an
ever present temptation.
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Yet, however modern this interdiction is, in its Kantian version, it embodies an archetypical anxiety which
perennially haunts the Platonic thought about law and politics. After having experienced a terminal disappointment at Syracuse, Plato writes down no less than twelve books of Laws, still in search for a pliable tyrant but
also for an ideal state which, he thought, would be a synthesis of the legal codes of Sparta, Crete and Athens.
What is surprisingly missing from Plato’s probing in the Laws is not the dialogical form (although the Cretan
Clinias and the Spartan Megillus are rather uninspiring listeners) but Socrates himself and in particular the
method of Socratic inquiry. The Laws maintain the dialogical form but eliminate dialectical investigation per se
which opposed both the unpatriotic sophistic that criticized all being and non-being, as well as communitarian
ignorance and imprudence.
The Laws do not simply override the Socratic method, they rather reject it wholesale in what appears to be
one of the most astonishing and tragic inversions in the history of philosophy. This overturning of tables takes
place fifty years after the writing of Gorgias, of Phaedo (whose dramatic setting is Socrates in prison) and the
thrilling speech in Apology. Thus, Socrates was delivered to posterity as the leading philosopher of thought and
justice, executed in the name of an abject fidelity to law. Only that Plato came to adopt the standpoint of his
accusers, thus ceding the good life of the just and the beautiful to the order of legal instruction.
On the verge of this inglorious counter-event which amounts to the self-effacement of philosophy, Plato (in the
name of the Athenian stranger) states the following: “For in your case (your laws being wisely framed) one of
the best of your laws will be that which enjoins that none of the youth shall inquire which laws are wrong and
which right, but all shall declare in unison, with one mouth and one voice, that all are rightly established by
divine enactment, and shall turn a deaf ear to any one who says otherwise”.24 Of course, Plato suggests a combined method of law-making which tempers compulsion with persuasion. Only that this labor comes through
a quite rudimental and uncomplicated manner. In order to enhance consent, Plato introduces a prelude to each
legal statement. By prefacing each enactment with a proem, i.e. an introductory discourse predisposing citizens
to obedience, Plato expects to avert any inquisitive hubris regarding the origins of law.25 Hence legal enactment
is not only the state’s jurisdiction; it is also invested with an inscrutable authority. In this positivist sense, late
Plato abandons the ideal of a new Republic in favor of the second best rule of law. Evidence of Plato’s positivist
default is also present in his seventh Epistle where he urges not only the youth but also the intellectual of sense
(dianooumenon emfrona) not to interfere with city affairs, even when he disapproves certain policies or when
he finds that the city itself is ill-governed. Because all this is “mataios erein,” fruitless speech which leads to
a pointless death.26 But rather than this being a political withdrawal from the cacophonous and unprincipled
logomachy of the marketplace, it is meant by Plato to be a cynical act of deference to expediency and the deceptive imperium of raison d’état.
My argument is that there are strong resonances of this Platonic uneasiness and even cynicism in Kant’s perspective on the French Revolution. Being a reluctant enthusiast of the French Revolution, and by virtue of this
improbable confounding of law and affect, Kant comes to embody the quintessential ambivalence of modernity
between the will to revolution and constitution, interrogation of the law and unquestioning conformity to its
rule, the quest for truth and the pursuit of profit, politics and property. In his extensive general remark “On the
Effects with Regard to Rights that Follow from the Nature of the Civil Constitution,” Kant warns austerely (and
with strikingly Platonic overtones) about procedures of sustained agitation: “A people should not inquire with
any practical aim in view into the origin of the supreme authority to which it is subject; that is a subject ought
not to rationalize for the sake of action about the origin of this authority, as a right that can still be called into
question (ius controversum) with regard to the obedience he owes to it” (MM, 129-30). For a people already
subject to constitutional law such a sequence of inquiries into origins which keeps the dialectic of truth and
knowledge from rigidifying “are pointless and, moreover, threaten a state with danger.” It is evident that the
constitution of modernity engenders a logic of origins not in terms of causality but in terms of novelty which
thrusts the executive rationality of the state into crisis.
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Kant’s distrust of origins betrays a profound fear of the plebeian multitude. The latter is viewed as a source of
happiness which can be accomplished only in a state of nature, not in a civil state. Hence it is considered as a
factor of disorder. He treats origins as entirely deceptive. By driving the normative pole of modernity against
its originary foundations, Kant forecloses any critical investigation of the sources of legality:
If a subject, having pondered over the ultimate origin of the ruling authority, wanted to resist this authority, he
would be punished, got rid of, or expelled (as the outlaw, exlex) in accordance with the laws of this authority,
that is, with every right. A law that is so holy (inviolable) that is already a crime even to call it in doubt in a
practical way, and to suspend its effect for a moment, is thought as if it must have arisen not from men but from
the highest, flawless lawgiver; that is what the saying “all authority is from God” means. This saying is not an
assertion about the historical basis of the civil constitution; instead it sets forth an Idea as a practical principle
of reason: the principle that the presently existing legislative authority ought to be obeyed, whatever its origin.
(MM, 129-30)
Over and again, we come across a divine economy of authority, with God being figured as an apparatus.27
Due to the insufficiency of human virtue, existing legality be that revolutionary or counter-revolutionary is
thus sanctified irrespective of origins. Whether constitutional monarchy or parliamentary oligarchy, it remains
inessential for the utility of sovereignty. The apparatus of positive legality cum divine economy is above regimes. In this sense, Kant constitutionalizes the necessity of the apparatus as a disposition of rationality. That
reflective judgment is assigned to a public authority which branches out into the legislature and the executive
does not entail any limit to sovereignty whatsoever. For the republican constitution, according to Kant, cannot contain any provision that would entitle any sectional authority or jurisdiction within a state “to resist the
supreme commander in case he should violate the law of the constitution, and so limit him” (MM, 130). Hence
the supposedly moderating function of a constitution intended to limit the sovereign command is an absurdity
for Kant because the act of containing sovereignty belongs to prudence, not right. It follows that people should
restrain the task of politics to the mode of government by representation, a task which is incomparably more
beneficial in Kant’s view than investigating the sources of sovereignty. Kant is alarmed at the randomness of
origin myths. Inexplicable and miraculous as they are, they become resources of a plebeian fantasmagoria,
spectral meaning and fanaticism.
On the other hand, judgment as the augmented rationality of the executive estate is posited as an anti-populist
antidote. This prescription was devised as a remedy for plebeian adventurism, i.e. modernity’s delusionary
obsession with the realization of origins and the initiation of new beginnings. Yet, in the end it undermined the
very principle of publicness. Kant’s distrust of the revolutionary public of the commons echoes the intensity
which engulfed the French Revolution, i.e. a split between the Jacobin appeal to the people as the grounding
source for further originary action and the Thermidorian terror which effectively terminated the revolution as
a political sequence.
In sum, the Thermidorian apparatus reduced law to the protection of property, security and peace with universality relegated entirely to a secondary concern.28 Boissy d’Anglas, the quintessential Thermidorian, according
to Badiou, invokes the pacifying power of law as a medium for suppressing revolutionary movements in the
supposedly “sleepy colonies.” The three maxims of Thermidorian legality (which in modified and amended
version figure in Kant’s “Doctrine of Right” and “Perpetual Peace”) stipulate firstly that the colonies belong
to France precisely because of land ownership there. Secondly, Law compels pacification of the anti-colonial
movement because it threatens property. Thirdly, direct administrative control of the colonies is desirable because the security of the French Republic is at stake.29
My argument is that when all is said and done, and despite extenuating circumstances, Kant’s legal positivism
is already strategically predisposed to compromise the principle of publicity, to adjust the faculty of practical
reason to raison d’état and to turn over political judgment to the juridical imperium of the Thermidorian apparatus. Thus, the sensus communis unravels under the exception revealing the sensus privatus cum Thermi-
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dorian providence: “the head of state has only rights against his subjects and no duties (that he can be coerced
to fulfill). Moreover, even if the organ of the head of state, the ruler, proceeds contrary to law, for example, if
he goes against the law of equality in assigning the burden of the state in matters of taxation, recruiting and so
forth, subjects may indeed oppose this by complaints but not by resistance” (MM, 130).
Expectedly, Kant proscribes the right to revolution and by implication any right to resistance: “for a people
to be authorized to resist, there would have to be a public law permitting it to resist, (that is) a provision that
makes the people by one and the same judgment sovereign over the ruler,” which is self-contradictory because
“the people wants to be the judge in its own suit” (MM, 130). Insofar as obedience to prevailing law takes precedence and overrules all other obligations, revolution can never be sanctioned on sufficient rational grounds
or be defended in the name of just causes. However imperfect a sovereign is, he ought to subsist since regime
law is a sacrosanct embodiment of reason. Positive law is upheld not by subordinating morality to politics but
by reference to the divine rights of rulership, however autocratic they are.30
We should recall that the French monarchy rested on the prescription of a constitutional paradox. A presumably
absolute monarchy could not encroach on the existing body of rights and immunities enshrined by a medieval
constitution without imperiling its rule. Given the impotence of the King to levy higher taxes, he proceeded
undoubtedly in accordance with constitutional protocols by convening the Estates General, the nearest thing
to a representative institution at the time. By assuming the mandate of reform from the sovereign, however,
the Estates General triggered the formation of parties and soon afterwards it claimed sovereignty for itself, i.e.
advocating representation of all Frenchmen without distinction, ending the feudal order, expropriating Church
lands, terminating censorship restrictions, obliterating age-old administrative and provincial divisions and ultimately by drafting a new constitution.
According to Kant, however, this sequence amounted to less than a revolution. As the King’s act of summoning the Estates General in 1789 was practically an act of resignation and voluntary abdication of the throne, it
follows that legal continuity was not disrupted. If that was a revolution then the King was the “first revolutionary” in a plausible scenario of legal change of rule in terms of continuity, despite the storming of the Bastille.
And that is precisely the reason for Kant’s staunch condemnation of the execution of the King. His status was
an embodiment of legal continuity (MM, 132). A defective constitution can be amended only by the initiative
of the sovereign, that is, by reform from above and not by initiative from below which amounts to revolution.
Resistance is warranted only by proxy, i.e. by people’s representatives and not by the people’s direct involvement, “combining at will to coerce the government to take a certain course of action, so itself performing an
act of executive authority” (MM, 133). Once the revolution prevails, however, and a new constitutional order
consolidates, Kant prescribes blind obedience to the new revolutionary legality.
This explains to a great extent why Kant’s oddly peculiar enthusiasm for the French Revolution remains on
principle strictly confined to that of a more or less free rider’s disinterested sympathy and not in the least entailing any practical assistance and solidarity. Absent of any spirited predisposition for solidarity and militant
vigor, lacking, in other words, a strong motivational component, this impartial viewpoint of the spectator
secures a mannerly and urbane impersonality in judgment, but entails no morally required assistance. What is
important for Kant’s impartialist justification of revolution is not the militant will and fidelity of revolutionaries
to the realization of the latent possibilities of a situation but the retrospective viewpoint of the spectators who
do not give in to the supposed fanaticism of the actors.
Kant appears to stake too much on the distinction between spectator enthusiasm and actor fanaticism. Although
in fact he concedes that “any affect is blind either in the selection of its purpose or (if that were to have been
given by reason) in the manner of achieving it.”31 Kant acknowledges that without the rapturous joy of enthusiasm, nothing great can be accomplished. Enthusiasm strains our forces by ideas which impart to the mind
mightier and more permanent effects than impulses produced by sense. Such a moral agency cautiously animated by a well-proportioned spectator enthusiasm resonates, however, with an opportunism of sorts insofar as
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it remains risklessly bystanding, refraining from action and tending the void between a singular, local decision
and a universal truth until the singular can achieve to be universally predicated and postulated by an altered
legality or situation. The spectator’s enthusiasm, therefore, warranted as it is by a safe distance, is qualified by
reason to engage in sanctioned transgressions without yielding to fanatic “delusions beyond all bounds of sensibility.” Kant appears to discern between unbridled imagination and madness which he considers “a passing
accident that presumably strikes even the soundest understanding on occasion” as opposed to “mania, a disease
that deranges it”.32 Yielding to the latter is like attributing divine purpose to nature by way of determinate rather
than reflective judgment.
This is consistent with Kant’s reasoned respect for the French Revolution which of course does not add up
to approbating its revolutionary origin. In Badiou’s terms, had Kant displayed fidelity to origins he would be
affirming subsequent work done in the name of the event. That would also be a commitment to renaming processes carried out by interveners, who are the only ones able and willing to know if something ever had taken
place. Kant is mistrustful of origins because of the fateful propensity of one generation after another to perceive
themselves as a probate court authorized to authenticate a political will to origins. This, he fears, will release
an ever renewable passion for perpetual rethinking and revalidation of beginnings by way of an apprenticeship
in revolution. Instead, Kant aspires to channel revolutionary enthusiasm to republican reformism before the
former escalates to a revolution in permanence.
It is evident that there can only be Kantian spectators, not Kantian actors. In consequence, the space of the
political is purged of the dialectic between revolution and constitution, with all hopes for reform placed in the
executive patriotism of the administrative staff. In this way, even a monarchy ruling without representation can
qualify as republican government. Dieter Henrich commenting on Kant and “The Meaning of Rational Action
in the State” argues forcefully that it is lamentable indeed to expect the general welfare and progress of humanity “through actions which Kant himself regards supremely unjust from the standpoint of reason and legality,
toward which the very unfolding of progress is oriented!”.33
However, in so far as the revolution is not simply dismissed but emphatically condemned as a radical evil and
fanatic derangement, one wonders whether what is involved in the privileging of the spectator is a failure of
perception of the situation. Short of affective insight, a moral agent understandably can never perform acts of
intervention. A duty-bound reason adopting spectator judgment and impartial maxims affectively indifferent
to the situation are sure to fail in application because of a lack of discernment. Holding universal and rational
maxims at hand cannot and will not tell actors when and where people are suffering, precisely because impartial judgment may not regard the situation as presenting a political issue or moral challenge. On this issue
Arendt’s commentary is unerring. Impartiality as a viewpoint of framing judgments “does not tell one how to
act. It does not even tell one how to apply the wisdom, found by virtue of occupying a ‘general standpoint’ to
the particulars of political life. ...Kant does tell one how to take others into account; he does not tell one how
to combine with them in order to act”.34
Learning to be an intervener may prescribe actions not considered to be options before the event, hence perceptual shifts appear necessary in order to pierce through the reified sensus communis which animates the existing
state of the situation. This is nolens volens, an act of moral and political unbinding which extends the situation
beyond the bounds of common sense. In Badiou’s glossary, it subtracts itself from the representative fiction of
commonsensical accounts, by revealing its discursive inconsistencies, seeking instead consistency of acts and
maxims which affirm the singularity of the event.

TOCQUEVILLE’S THERMIDORIAN POSITIVISM AND ITS DISCONTENTS: THE
MORAL CALCULUS OF ENNOBLED COLONIALISM
But now, become oppressors in their turn,
Frenchmen had changed a war of self-defence
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For one of conquest, losing sight of all they had struggled for.
W. Wordsworth, Prelude
In unraveling the knot between the colonial quest of the West and its underlying positivist presumption, it is
necessary to elucidate the Thermidorian hypothesis. The Thermidor, according to Badiou, “marks the passage
from a principled and defensive Republican war to a war of rapine and conquest and the trafficking of army
supplies. But above all, there are the close ties with the colonialists and slave traders...”.35 Badiou, however,
conceptualizes the Thermidorian question by focusing on the political incapacitation of virtue and its identification with terror. This operation is carried out by a counter-revolutionary order consisting of the colonial lobby,
financial speculators and pillaging generals which undertakes to couple the state to sheer interest, property and
colonial war. In other words, the Thermidorian turn signals the termination of the political sequence that was
inaugurated in 1792 and lasted until 9 Thermidor 1794, effected by the state-processing of political subjectivity
and its attachment to calculated interest and colonial speculation. Colonialism in this sense is coextensive with
the Thermidorian order. Insofar as the centre of gravity is no longer the revolutionary situation itself but the
state of the situation, the only subjective trajectory that counts is the one which plunges in colonial speculation and situational placement: “As a subject, the Thermidorian is constitutively in search of a place,” Badiou
argues.36
But, why is this Thermidorian operation in itself so important for understanding the positivist disarticulation of
politics from any inventive principle, maxim or critical sequence? Because, Badiou argues, the institutionalization of the formal features of Thermidor (i.e. the self-aggrandizing activism and enterprising parliamentarism
which thus effectively privatize legality) “invariably signifies the concurrent eviction of thought, specifically
from the political field...”.37 Otherwise put, this persistent Thermidorian pathology renders principled politics
at home unintelligible and anti-colonial revolt abroad unthinkable. Both are reduced to a seriality of violent
convulsions which threaten imperial grandeur and the pursuit of private enrichment.
Alexis de Tocqueville is that political and intellectual figure who (by virtue of this combination) epitomizes and
sublimates the long-term consequences of the Kantian logic of imperial constitutionalism that circumscribes
the moral limits, the cognitive horizon and legal bounds of a revolutionary sequence. Like Kant, Tocqueville
considered political stability indispensable for the survival and greatness of the republic, hence his opposition
to constitutional change at will. Interestingly, while being a radiant illustration of the consequences of the Thermidorian dispensation, especially with regard to its imperial adventurism, Tocqueville nonetheless registered
quite vocally his discontent with and despair over the state of depravity and corruption it brought about.
Let us recall that Tocqueville had forcefully argued that the French Revolution was an unnecessary and pointless bloodshed, as the Ancient Regime was heading through successive reforms in the same direction of equality and administrative centralization anyway.38 Like Kant, Tocqueville yielded to the aftereffect of the revolution but dismissed the event itself. Unlike Kant, however, he proceeded to dissect the afflictions induced by
the subsiding of the event, namely, indifference, apathy, docility, selfishness and lack of political will which
he considered to be the new civic disorders of democratic despotism. For Tocqueville equality was not a static
state but a long term process that was initiated by the ancien regime and culminated in the French Revolution.
This process was irreversible and consistent with modernity and its democratic thrust toward the condition of
equalization. Militating against it would be vain and meaningless.
Yet, Tocqueville, as the canonical and normative Thermidorian par excellence, was also fully aware of the
vicious pathologies which progressed and multiplied under the new order as they undermined its legitimacy.
Tocqueville was farsighted but still a desperate positivist. He admonished the disaffected dignitaries and notable families still attached to the old regime and secretly aspiring to the restoration of the Bourbon monarchy,
to settle down in the new order and strive confidently to redirect its institutions from within. His vision was to
rescue the aristocratic freedoms enjoyed under the old regime and reproduce them through the constitutional
regulation of equality and the decentralization of authority in the post-revolutionary republic.
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All the same, Tocqueville assaulted the liberal government of François Guizot who considered as its primary
task precisely the pacification of a country convulsed and confused by revolutions, wars and counter-revolutions. Tocqueville was alerted to the fact that the Thermidorian long term was virtually becoming the vanishing
point of politics itself. This was undermining, in his view, the republican premises of the post-revolutionary
order. Being the spiritual trustee of aristocratic republicanism, Tocqueville was quick to realize that the supplanting of principles by the distribution of favors and political privileges misused for economic advantage
was ultimately privatizing public life and depoliticizing the parliament itself. Thus, Tocqueville felt he was
“vegetating in a shadow-boxing parliament” while “the lack of great political debates and clashes that could
lead to the formation of political groupings” condemned citizens into passive franchise.39 He thus forewarned
the political class comfortably accommodated by the Thermidorian system that it was sleeping on a volcano:
“any government which sows vice will sooner or later reap revolutions.”40
However, Tocqueville’s discontent with the unfreedom of an atomizing condition of progressive equalization
and its attendant self-seeking politics—which fused with Bonapartist nationalism and the empire of spoils—
should not be viewed as an anti-imperialist critique of the centralized state. For instance, his vision with regard
to the state form of French colonial rule in Algeria was in accord with a sufficiently strong civilian state able
to subdue and tranquilize the population by manipulating nothing but interest: “it would not be very wise to
believe that we can succeed in binding the natives to us by a community of usages, but we may hope to do
so by building a community of interests. Already in many places this type of tie is coming into existence....
Everywhere the natives receive higher prices for their crops and labor because of our presence. On the other
hand, our farmers willingly employ indigenous population. The European needs the native to increase the value
of his land; the Arab needs the European to obtain a higher salary. Thus interest may bring together two men
otherwise far apart.”41
Tocqueville, then, was not immune to tactical as well as strategic uses of self-interest when it came to the
consolidation of French colonial rule. His undertaking to synchronize liberalism with colonialism by making
both profitable to all, presupposes a Bonapartist state apparatus, i.e. a precarious balancing between corporatist
interests which Tocqueville so vehemently despised as an agency of centralization inimical to liberty.
However bewildering and insoluble Tocqueville’s self-contradictions42 are, it is more than probable that he did
associate the moral vitality of aristocratic liberty with the Frankish genealogy of conquest and the Germanist tradition of monarchy. The latter was aggregated in the forest assemblies by the nobility, in contrast to the
absolutist monarchy that was despotic and of Romanist bourgeois inspiration.43 The lineage of this prerogative
of conquest lays open interesting elective affinities between the existential norms of Tocqueville’s republican
liberalism and the moral calculus of his commitment to colonialism.
Tocqueville’s pledge to aristocratic liberty was not a sort of idiosyncratic inclination. In fact, this singular form
of egalitarian liberty was the sustaining force behind the imperial drive of medieval Germanism which laid
the social and political foundations of the making of Europe. In particular, Tacitus early on had thoughtfully
considered the constitution of Germanic peoples and the structure of their kingship, emphasizing the fact that
their kings were elected (although noble by birth) and that consequently they exercised no absolute arbitrary
power. If there ever was an invariable of Germanentum, that was it. Not “Blut und Boden” but the “union of the
free,” “Frank and Free.” In the assembly the state-chief or king was given a hearing not because of his power to
command but because his advice carried weight: “if a proposal displeases them, the people shout their dissent;
if they approve, they clash their spears. To express approbation with their weapons is their most complimentary
way of showing agreement. ...On matters of minor importance only the chiefs debate; on major affairs, the
whole community.”44
This fundamental quality of the Germanic constitution which combines a combative equalitarianism with liberty, contrasts sharply with the Roman tradition. Although the constitution of the Roman Empire was identified as republican, the emperor exercised supreme authority as the chief of military command, held tribunal
power, was personally inviolable, could convene the Senate and initiate legislation, had power to intervene at
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his discretion in the provinces, run his own treasury, he was pontifex maximus of the state religion and even
supervised public morals.45 The Roman people were thus effectively reduced to the functional enslavement of
breads and circuses, Roman soldiers served only for a salary, while Roman generals were flashing out their
status and wealth. In contrast to this sumptuous republic of appearances and sophisticated corruption, the value
system which underpinned the Germanic constitution was sustained by the nobility of honor, valor, courage,
fidelity and the esteem of peers in a folk assembly of equals. These communal enclaves of egalitarian liberty
which lasted through the medieval age “were basically a Germanic inheritance, survival of the original rural
systems of the forest.” Likewise, the legal and constitutional system of the medieval synthesis entailed “folk
justice of a popular character and a tradition of formally reciprocal obligation between rulers and ruled within
a common tribal community.”46
And yet, this folk condition of forest egalitarianism, which ensured to landlord nobility and ordinary warriors
their liberty, was founded on a colonial frontier of immense peregrinations, demographic diffusion and conquest. This expansion of pioneering colonial aristocracies through conquest determined not only the subsequent
evolution of Western feudalism but also the imperial map of medieval Europe through the creation of overseas
crusader states and colonial societies. The pre-existent imperial structure of invader communities directed by
a colonial thrust from the Frankish north, generated “a slow process of fusion, integrating both Germanic and
Roman elements into a new synthesis that was to supersede both of them”.47 Charlemagne brought this process
to maturity and completion by reviving the empire which effected the political, military and cultural unification
of the West.
The above necessary digression on the diffusion of the Frankish aristocratic diaspora throughout Europe and
the Eastern Mediterranean provides, in my view, a long missing but enabling genealogical framework for the
reassessment of Tocqueville’s liberal-aristocratic defense of imperialism. Far from constituting an anomalous
exception in the making of his intellectual profile, Tocqueville’s imperialist propriety could be viewed in terms
of hereditary conformity to a persistent Frankish ethos characteristic of conquest lordship. Many aspects of
the aggressive dynamism and acquisitive expansionism conspicuously displayed on the Frankish frontier of
conquest and colonization figure strongly in Tocqueville’s writings on empire and slavery.
The “crusading tournament” of the Frankish aristocracy, which had pursued the gamble of foreign conquest and
had established dynasties from Scotland to Cyprus, obeyed the logic of a forced complex of inherited conquest
characteristics. That was a kind of mentis ambitio, a transferable birthright of the desire to rule, i.e. “a psychological striving that surpassed simple economic need.”48 But, more precisely, what really was the differentia
specifica of this medieval type of ennobled imperialism?
In the first place, according to Bartlett, it was a process of replication rather than differentiation. In other words,
this specimen of imperial expansion followed a logic of cellular multiplication of homeland norms and legal
procedures rather than a core-periphery schema of hierarchical subordination of the latter to the former. Interestingly, the prime actors of the imperial system that distinguished the Middle Ages were not state formations
but consortia of “entrepreneurial associations of Frankish knights, Latin priests, merchants, townsmen and as
non-voting members, peasants.”49
The standard case exemplifying such a freelance, stateless imperialism—although monarchical direction was
still important—which sustained a successful expansionary movement in the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
was certainly the crusading enterprise that transformed the political landscape of the Levant. For instance, the
crusading consortium which conquered Cyprus and the entire Eastern Mediterranean was not driven by imperial statecraft but “by a curious assemblage of Western magnates and knights, ecclesiastics of both a papalist
and an independent bent and Italian merchants, impelled by motives as diverse as their status and origins.
Contemporaries remarked how the armies of the First Crusade were ‘without lord, without prince’ or how
they ‘fought without King, without emperor’”.50 What was then so outstanding in this imperial formation of
eclectic consortia? Certainly the diverse and divergent interests that constituted its drive for conquest do not
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carry exceptional value. Rather, it was the absence of statecraft and political masterminding. What precisely
distinguished medieval colonialism was a kind of voluntarium inter fatres, an almost autopoetic, self-regulated
lay-clerical consortium.
By and large, the generic features of this Frankish specimen of civic-corporatist imperialism and colonial settlement are reflectively reinforced and reclaimed by Tocqueville in the case of French Algeria. “We must count
principally,” Tocqueville argues, “on the free, passionate, and energetic actions of individuals” for colonial
success.51 The colonists’ freedom to act is less restrained than in the mother country: “we should learn from
this fact” (WES, 91).
That is the reason Tocqueville was so opposed to the subjection of the colonial society of French Africa under
a permanent state of exception: “All right. But it is still necessary to indicate in advance and permanently what
the exception should consist in and where the rules apply” (WES, 106). And yet, he goes on wondering in the
typical form of an impeccable positivism which legitimizes the state of exception: “why could we not establish
through law what had been founded on organic ordinances (that is those relative to the creation and the division
of powers)?” (WES, 106). In fact, he argues “I am not opposed to allowing the case of emergency to remain.
This is necessary, but instead of saying that decrees made in cases of emergency must be ratified by the government, which means nothing, we must fix a time after which the decree is nullified, and not rightful law, if it is
not ratified” (WES, 106). The officialdom of the war ministry as well as the military governor of Algeria “are
the least appropriate men to organize and even to imagine a colonial civil society” (WES, 106). Insofar as the
colonial society of French Africa rests on the arbitrary authority of ministerial decrees which substitute civil
justice, then its foundations “rest on nothing solid.”
But why is Tocqueville so forcefully emphatic on the virtues of a civil and rational colonial legality instead of
simply accommodating his positivism within the circumstances of exceptional powers and summary proceedings that will eventually be naturalized? Because, he argues, we cannot confide to a military man “the work
of colonization, which is our greater task” (WES, 108). Because “what matters most when one wants to create
and develop a colony quickly is to ensure that those who arrive there feel exiled as little as possible, and that
they encounter, if possible, a perfect image of their homeland. All the colonizing peoples have done that”
(WES, 110; emphasis added). The Greeks and the Romans had sustained this municipal liberty in their colonial
ventures of the past while the English gave us their own modern counterpart with the American colonies. Tocqueville envisioned the same fortune for Algeria. He, of course, forgot to mention the medieval consortium of
Frankish colonialism that was almost homegrown. In all, Tocqueville appeared to be normatively committed to
a model of colonialism which ought to replicate, as Bartlett argued above, rather than differentiate. In effect, he
concluded that the French colony of Algeria should not be kept as a dependency but as an ideal replica of the
home nation, approximating constitutional perfection as possible.
Short of this vision, however, which ran aground on the harsh realities of colonialism, Tocqueville adjusted
his legal positivism to a second order civilian rule. Although that was a shorthand version, lacking much of
the egalitarian splendor of the canonical Frankish model of colonialism initiated by imperial brotherhoods,
Tocqueville’s proposals for colonial reform retained much of its vital ethos. That may or may not be a paradox, but Tocqueville, we should be reminded, had delicately acclimatized his “precious liberties” to the state
of exception of the colonial situation: “In any case, we can say in a general way that all the political liberties
must be suspended in Algeria. But, for almost all the rest, I maintain that there are only advantages and no
inconveniences in faithfully reproducing in Africa what exists among us” (WES, 112). By these, Tocqueville
means corporatist, intermediary bodies of manufacturing and commercial councils “not elected, but chosen
by the governor allowed under certain circumstances to make their wishes known” through forms of indirect
representation (WES, 112).
The background medieval vision which contrasts with Tocqueville’s watered-down colonial corporatism is of
course the nobilitarian maxim of Frankish expansion: “All colonies began as communes; in antiquity as in our
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own time, they have almost all owed their birth and their development to the communal spirit” (WES, 112; emphasis added). Hence, in order to sustain a semblance of credibility for the reflexive continuation of medieval
corporatism, Tocqueville needed to call urgently and without further postponement for the reconstruction of the
destroyed communal spirit of municipal power. Yet, the heterogeneity of the Algerian population made election
a disadvantage to functional colonial rule: “So do not have any elected municipal bodies. But at least have appointed ones and give back to these bodies, from whom you have nothing to fear, as they come from you and
are dependent on you, the responsibility of making use of the municipality’s resources.... An active municipal
power is at the same time more necessary and less dangerous (in Algeria) than elsewhere: more necessary because a social life that does not yet exist must be created there; less dangerous because there is no need to fear
that municipal liberty will degenerate into political license” (WES, 113; emphasis added).
This subtraction of the political nerve of municipal liberty (which was precisely what qualified the Frankish
imperium) along with Tocqueville’s preparedness to sacrifice medieval immunities in the name of property,
consigns his colonial agenda to the Thermidorian folder: “Who does not see that one moves to a colony to
make money and not to make war?” Apparently, no one will come if they know in advance that their property
will be subject to requisition “by the unlimited jurisdiction of the administrative court” (WES, 114). In other
words, Tocqueville’s reformist colonialism agonizes with the discontents of the colonizers who paradoxically
are dominated by their domination, as they themselves are the victims of their own instruments of colonization.52 Tocqueville, who even considered becoming himself a colonist by purchasing land in Algeria,53 was at
great pains coping with the moral and political strains of what may be called a self-inflicted colonialism. What
Tocqueville evidently underestimated was that the colonial apparatus of the Thermidor presupposed a certain
functionalist invariant in terms of which administrative rules fused indiscriminately with legislative and executive power. This he correctly understood as a state of exception, only that the latter could only be installed as an
apparatus of counter-insurgency and not as a field of competing norms and concepts of reform.54
But even in the case of the abolition of slavery, of which Tocqueville was a cunning and prudent advocate,
the essential stake was not so much slave emancipation itself but the hegemonic and pre-emptive maneuver
to retain the Thermidorian colonies in exchange. For this reason, Tocqueville suggested an orderly and disciplined emancipation of the slaves.55 His proposal included not only sufficient subsidies and compensation for
the plantation owners but also a training of the former slaves into “free wage labor” through the enforcement of
legislation against landownership and vagabondage, i.e. moratorium on the freedoms of movement, property
and residence that would force the emancipated slaves to remain in the plantations as wage earners. These
measures, Tocqueville argues, are not only “the most effective but also in reality the least oppressive of all the
exceptional measures to which we could have recourse” (WES, 221; emphasis added).56
By transplanting the pastoral ethos of slavery into capitalism, Tocqueville inaugurates in principle the first biopolitical mutation of imperialism that was destined to become the axiomatic rationality of preventive counterinsurgency in the second half of the panoptic 20th century. “What are we exactly doing?” Tocqueville asks and
responds thus: “We are placing them artificially in the position in which the European worker finds himself
naturally. Assuredly, that is no tyranny, and the man on whom only this obstacle is imposed as he leaves slavery,
would not seem to have any right to complain” (WES, 221).
That was indeed the absolute renovatio imperii. Nonetheless, the passage from the old empire to the new and
to modernity proper was marked indelibly by the reflexive medievalization of biopower, not by the universal
consciousness of a common humanity. Only one thing remains emphatically unambiguous in this shift. By
embracing both right and non-right, the new spirit of imperialism fixates itself pragmatically to the no thing as
its object. Hence, although positively existing, it becomes at the same time a virtual impossibility. A contemporary of Tocqueville in 1851, Melville charted the contours of this incalculable positivity of nothingness in
literary form. Captain Ahab, of course, shall always calculate the drifting of the elusive Moby Dick, ascertaining seasons for hunting him in particular latitudes. Waged slavery, this new dreadful force of being, conjured,
anatomized and potentiated by Marx as an Epicurean swerve, fixated temporarily by Tocqueville’s imperialist
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humanism and imagined by Melville as an errant dread-provoking white whale, is the nothing that promises to
become all by reminding Ahab of his unconscious thrownness in the deadly waters of modernity.

EPILOGUE
What I hope I have accomplished in this essay is to have traced the tensions and irresolvable aporias between
the making of Empire, the professed liberty advocated by two outstanding connoisseurs of the French Revolution and the spurious attempts at colonization. Yet, by examining the complicity of “philosophical refinement”
with the extraction of geopolitical surplus value, commerce and the overseas expropriation-redistribution of
land, I was not simply interested in elucidating authorial intent by reference to historical context. Rather,
what I attempted was to think the philosophical antinomies of the imperial mind as a critical background for
rethinking a) the intricate knot binding the notions of ennobled colonialism and Enlightenment pacifism to
the willpower of counter-revolution at home and b) the terminal discontinuity between revolution and empire,
universal emancipation and national Thermidor. Ultimately, my principal aspiration was to think the imperial
process as a Thermidorian negation of the emancipatory promise of thought.
The motivating force for this reassertion of spirit is the present situation on the island of Cyprus, indelibly
marked by the long duration of interlocked histories of successive empires. The legacy of this serial and infinitely immobilizing imperialism on the moral and political fabric of the island has been devastating. Presently,
it amounts to an intellectual servitude of sorts. Indeed, this essay was written in response to the spiritual desolation of the present, as a means of testing our intellectual nerve against the sprawling of a new volunteering
empire of NGO’s staffed by little biopolitical Jacobins, fanciful peace-makers, conflict-managers, political
middle-men, dealers and traffickers of the latest imperial Thermidor. Besides inventing new techniques of
making a quick fortune, the intellectual contribution of the new Thermidorians begins and ends with sophistic
rationalizations about the consequences of colonialism, its progressive role and civilizing mission in bringing diverse communities together, enhancing communication and understanding, ostensibly “exposing” the
supererogatory character of anti-imperialism as the testing ground for a meticulous assessment of the critical
possibilities of universality. Such rhetorical vindications of imperial overseas operations induce a postcolonial
anesthesia which attends colorful (but untrue to life and politics) visions of expanding, multi-ethnic, porous,
elusive and precarious frontiers of empire. That these pacifist squads of opinion (sustained by ambassadorial
encouragement and overseas subsidy) occasionally appeal to Kant in order to gain a minimum of philosophical
respectability is both an amusingly vulgar paraphrase of the internationalist mainstream of imperialism and a
terrifying sign of the new civil power of imperial purpose in our age.
Indeed, for the Neo-Ottoman Turkey, the current occupier and colonizer of Northern Cyprus, the small island
republic figures today as the intractable counterpart of Tocqueville’s Algérie Française. Mutatis mutandis,
Cyprus operates as a das ding which sharpens the biopolitical edge of Neo-Ottomanism to the same extent that
Algeria operated as the Thermidorian sublime for imperial France or the American colonies for Great Britain
or Kashmir for the Greater India. The failure of philosophy to provide compelling critical accounts for contemporary forms of imperialism operating in terms of infinite geopolitical biopower, amounts to the elimination
of politics as one of its creative conditions, hence, forcing its universalist aspirations into yet another terminal
crisis. Philosophy’s singular prescription in this case cannot be other than the quest for a political process that
will interrupt the measureless biocracy of imperial power. In this sense, Badiou’s philosophy which calls for
interventions and inquiries that will suspend and disband this quasi-divine, indeterminate and errant superbiopower remains the only possibility for anti-imperialist politics under whose condition philosophy thinks.
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THE ‘SIGNIFIER-IN-RELATION’, THE ‘SIGNIFIER-INISOLATION’, AND THE CONCEPT OF THE ‘REAL’ IN LACAN
Tom Eyers

In recent years, something of a ‘return to Lacan’ has been initiated by European philosophers and critical
theorists, with the most influential work emanating from Slavoj Žižek and others of the Slovenian school.
Much of this turn has built on Jacques-Alain Miller’s ongoing formalization of Lacan’s seminar, both in the
slowly-appearing published editions and in Miller’s own seminar at the University of Paris VIII. Miller and
his followers have advanced a strong claim as to the periodization of Lacan’s work, work that is categorised
as progressing through three stages: first, the Lacan of the 1930s and 1940s is said to concern himself with the
register of the Imaginary and the problem of the development of the ego; the Lacan of the 1950s and 1960s, by
contrast, is said to be concerned primarily with the order of the Symbolic, and thus with the displacement of
Imaginary identifications in the logic of the signifier. Finally, the so-called ‘late Lacan’ is said to foreground the
category of the Real, as the domain of radical contingency, of the excess of jouissance over the Symbolic and
Imaginary identifications and desires that govern the subject.
In their introduction to the influential collection The Later Lacan, Véronique Voruz and Bogdan Wolf outline
the stakes of this periodization in clear terms. Referring to the period during and after Lacan’s 20th seminar as
marking an “epistemic break”, they go on to claim that the seminar “initiates the last stage of Lacan’s lifelong
formalization of psychoanalytic theory: from then on, the unconscious is seen as an apparatus of jouissance,
and meaning—as a treatment of jouissance—is seen as a means of enjoyment.”1 Understood in such a way,
Lacan’s final seminars effect a move away from the signifier as the site of psychoanalytic interpretation in
favour of the sense-less insistence of the subject’s enjoyment, even as the Symbolic and Imaginary registers
continue to mark the life of the subject. Žižek expresses this progressive move from the Symbolic to the Real
in far starker terms: “The Lacan of the lamella is ‘Another Lacan’, as Jacques-Alain Miller put it, a Lacan of
drive not desire, of the real not the symbolic”.2
But what if the Symbolic as Lacan conceived it had always had less to do with interpretation and meaning
than Voruz and Wolf concede, less to do with what they characterize as the “relation to meaning and truth”,
supposedly superceded in the final seminars?3 In this essay, I’ll argue that Lacan consistently foregrounded
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that part of the signifier that resists meaning and that, in so doing, comes to simultaneously constitute and
threaten the subject of the unconscious. Such a simultaneous logic of formation and deformation, I will argue,
is characteristic of Lacan’s Real; as such, from early in his teaching, Lacan can be said to have been concerned
with the radical imbrication of the Real within the Symbolic, manifested in the aspect of the signifier that insists
beyond sense.
Some of the confusion that has tended to surround Lacan’s account of language might be explained as a result
of the profusion of technical terms used throughout the seminar to designate the paradoxical materiality of the
signifier. Terms including ‘letter’, ‘unary trait’, ‘phallic signifier’, ‘empty signifier’ and others are used, if not
interchangably, then to designate different aspects of the same phenomenon, namely the material insistence of
the signifier beyond any significatory function. As a result, this paper effects a strategic theoretical condensation
of Lacan’s conceptual innovations around the materiality of the signifier through the drawing of a distinction
between what I call the ‘signifier-in-relation’ and the ‘signifier-in-isolation’. This typology aims to reduce
Lacan’s multifarious terms relating to language to their most pertinent, opposing characteristics: the signifierin-relation designates the signifier as it exists negatively, defined purely by relation to other signifiers and
producing meaning as the result of its perpetual displacement along the axes of metaphor and metonymy. The
signifier-in-isolation designates the signifier as Real, isolated as a material element apart from the networks of
relation that would render it conducive to meaning. I will explain the pertinence and genesis of this typology
as my argument progesses, but for now it is worth emphasising that the signifier-in-isolation and signifierin-relation should be considered as potential ‘states’ for any signifier, rather than as different signifiers or
fundamentally different modalities of signification.
Most importantly, such a rethinking of Lacan’s psychoanalytic conceptualization of language allows a broader
revisioning of his relationship to the intellectual movements that defined his time. Far from being the orthodox
structuralist or post-structuralist of legend, Lacan’s insistence on the paradoxical materiality of the signifier in
the Real—as resistant to sense as it is constitutive of it—resists any philosophical valorization of the endless
play of meaning. Derrida’s critique of Lacan as a tacit idealist of the signifier can, in turn, be challenged by
reference to the latter’s assault on the possibility of transcendence, a limitation that is insured by the material
signifier’s persistence beyond any stability of meaning or sense. Through readings of Lacan’s theories of
psychosis, an analysis of his seminar on Poe, as well as a turn to Freud’s own recognition of the impasse in
meaning revealed in dreams, I hope to demonstrate the constitutive centrality of the Real in the Symbolic, as
revealed in the ‘signifier-in-isolation’.
Before turning to the particular concepts Lacan introduces to explain the inherence of the Real to the Symbolic,
I will consider psychosis as the subjective structure perhaps most revealing of the theoretical centrality of the
signifier-in-isolation to both the Symbolic and the Real. In what follows, Lacan’s theorization of psychosis will
be elaborated as a metapsychological construct with implications for his wider theory of the subject and of
language; psychosis, that is, when conceived as a particular way that the subject can be structured, reveals facets
of language that have implications for the more general theory of the subject that Lacan proposed throughout
his seminar. As such, the clinical material discussed will be in service to these wider, metapsychological and
philosophical implications.

LANGUAGE AND PSYCHOSIS
Lacan succinctly introduces his thesis on psychosis as follows, in the course of his third seminar:
Prior to all symbolisation—this priority is not temporal but logical—there is, as the psychoses
demonstrate, a stage at which it is possible for a portion of symbolisation not to take place. This initial
stage precedes the entire neurotic dialectic, which is due to the fact that neurosis is articulated speech,
in so far as the repressed and the return of the repressed are one and the same thing. In can thus
happen that something primordial regarding the subject’s being does not enter into symbolisation and
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is not repressed, but rejected.4
If neurosis is predicated on the repression of a signifier or chain of signifiers, psychosis represents a more
radical rejection or, to the use the term Lacan uses throughout his third seminar, foreclosure. That which is
foreclosed is the paternal signifier, the Name-of-the-Father, the element that assures the breaking up of the
Imaginary dyad in favour of the overdetermined structure of the Symbolic. If, for the non-psychotic subject, the
institution of the Symbolic as the resolution of the Oedipus complex requires the paternal law, as the third term
that breaks up the dyad of Imaginary identification, the psychotic has no such access to Symbolic mediation.
For the neurotic, alienation in language ensures a contingent and precarious distance from the Real. For the
psychotic, by contrast, even such a meagre ‘protection’ is unavailable.
The question remains, however, whether such a proximity to the Real for the psychotic occurs entirely outside
the logic of the signifier, or whether it is within the logic of signification that we might find the Real in its relation
to the psychotic; in other words, whether Lacan imposes a stark either/or on the position of the psychotic in
relation to the Symbolic: outside it, or within it, and nothing in between. Must psychosis be explained as
entirely outside the ambit of Symbolic logic, or is it rather just an unmediated, dyadically organised Symbolic
logic that prevails in psychotic subjectivity? Lacan will equivocate on this, but it is my contention that the latter
thesis is the more predominant, and least acknowledged, facet of Lacan’s theory of language. The wager of
this paper is that the account of the complex relation between language and psychosis offered by Lacan in his
third seminar offers us a more general sense of how language is always-already implicated in the Real. As such,
Lacan’s account of the Symbolic offers us a way out of the forced choice between language as a perpetually
creative domain of ever-changing signification, or as a closed, fixed totality ultimately determined by its syntax.
The alternative thesis outlined above, whereby the separation of the Real from the Symbolic is maintained by
reference to the supposed rejection of the Symbolic in psychotic subjectivity, finds superficial support in an
oft-cited passage from seminar three. In a discussion of Freud’s case of the Wolf Man, Lacan outlines how an
early hallucination described by Freud of the cutting of a finger with a knife, an episode that the Wolf Man
is unable to recount in speech, illustrates the thesis that “what is refused in the symbolic order re-emerges in
the real.”5 We are led, initially, to believe, as Lacan baldly states it, that “he [the Wolf Man] has rejected all
means of access to castration [...] all access to the register of the symbolic function”.6 Just a few lines down,
however, Lacan nuances his position, claiming that what is at stake is a “range, a series, of relations” between
the Symbolic, the Real and the subject’s hallucination, what Lacan “provisionally calls the subject’s history in
the symbolic.”7 Lacan goes on to indicate his hesitation and caution - “I don’t know whether I shall retain this
combination of terms” - before concluding that “the origin of the neurotic repressed is not situated at the same
level of history in the symbolic as that of the repressed in psychosis.”8
What is at stake in Lacan’s cautious appraisal of the Wolf Man’s hallucination is precisely the wider implication
of his theory of psychosis for the general account of the interlacing of the Symbolic and the Real. We see
Lacan inching towards a recognition, made more explicit elsewhere, that the Symbolic acts as the necessary
background of a certain theory of signification for even those psychic processes most associated with the Real
of psychic disintegration. As quoted above, Lacan needs to insist on the “history” of the subject’s relation to the
Symbolic as such, and we are enjoined to suppose that such a history is irrevocable, even as he distinguishes
between the differing “levels” of such a history in neurotic or psychotic structures. To do otherwise would be
to render his account of Oedipal development and the subsequent generalisation of the Imaginary/Symbolic
relation incoherent; as Lacan had insisted at least since 1949, the Imaginary and the Symbolic are fundamentally
conjoined.9
This relation between the Real of the Wolf Man’s hallucination and the Symbolically-enabled Imaginary
identification of the ego is made explicit by Lacan soon after the reflections quoted above. Discussing the
nascent ego, Lacan remarks that “one’s relationship to the ego is fundamentally ambiguous, one’s assumption
of the ego is always revocable. In the psychotic subject on the other hand certain elementary phenomena [...]
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show us the subject completely identified with his ego, with which he speaks, or with the ego assumed entirely
along instrumental lines.”10 As Lacan continues, “it’s as if a third party, his [the Wolf Man’s] lining, were
speaking and commenting on his activity.”11
To speak of a subject’s “lining” is to bring into question the barrier between self and other, between inside and
outside. It is through the introjection of alienating images of the other that such a boundary is constructed, but it
is also predicated on a minimal level of unconscious symbolic identification, even if such an identification can
only be attached to pre-Oedipal, which is to say opaque, signifiers. The implication of Lacan’s argument here
is that, for the psychotic, such a minimal coordination is all that can be guaranteed: with the paternal law being
foreclosed, only the closed dyadic logic of the Imaginary can prevail, even as it is supported by the signifier
at its most opaque and non-relational, most ‘instrumental’. For the neurotic, the dyadic logic of demand that
accompanies primary narcissism is nuanced with the metonymy of desire in the signifier; desire is absent for
the psychotic precisely by virtue of the lack of a full installation of the paternal law.
It is worth asking after the ‘nature’ of these non-relational elements of the Symbolic, for it is partly in Lacan’s
elaboration of this most material, which is to say most insistent and non-relational, aspect of signification that he
most fully departs from, and subverts, Saussure’s insistence on the inevitability of the relationship between the
signifier and the signified. The signifier is, as such, material for Lacan even at this early stage in his teaching;
as he puts it in Seminar 3, the signifier “is to be taken in the sense of the material of language.”12. Nonetheless,
he devotes a considerable portion of his third seminar to locating the link between this new, especially material
aspect of signification, allied with processes of egoic development, and the reality of psychotic structures.
Before considering some of the early concepts Lacan coined in the 1950s and 1960s to capture the isolated
signifier, it is worth taking a detour through Freud’s dream theory to highlight the rigorous grounding Lacan’s
linguistic materialism has in the writings of psychoanalysis’ founder.

FREUD’S NAVEL
It is often asked the extent to which Lacan, while protesting his fidelity to Freud’s discovery of psychoanalysis,
proposed a revised theory of the subject that far exceeds Freud’s intentions.13 Such accounts tend to focus
on Lacan’s importation of structural linguistics into Freudian theory and practise and his ‘de-biologisation’
of Freud’s account of the drives. In this section, I hope to show how, at least in part, Lacan’s insistence on
the materiality of the signifier as discussed above is present as a theoretical potentiality in Freud’s account
of dreams. By understanding how Freud allies unconscious signification with the breakdown of meaning, we
might further refine our understanding of the persistence of Real signifiers within the Symbolic.
Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams14 is widely considered to be the text that announced the arrival of
psychoanalysis as a distinct science of the mind. The fact that this text was concerned in the upmost with a
particular theory of interpretation, predicated on a distinct and radically non-traditional conception of meaning,
of the relation between a sign and its referent, marks it out as perhaps the single most ‘proto-Lacanian’ text in
the Freudian corpus. Freud’s analyses of his own dreams and those of his analysands gifted him with the route
into the unconscious that had previously been hinted at by the false promises of hypnosis and the analysis of
the physiological degeneration of the brain.15 Freud’s account of the ‘dreamwork’ is complex, and overarching
the specific account of the logic of the dream lies a more general conception of language, decoupled from
any correspondence theory of truth and defined by an insistence on the retroactive completion of meaning
via secord-order interpretation. Lacan will complete this logic in his insistence on the intervention of the
‘quilting point’ or point de capiton in a chain of signifiers, retrospectively reconstituting the meaning of a
chain of signifiers in a direction that could not be anticipated at its inception16, while Freud himself would
extend the logic to his theory of trauma, whereby trauma is often constituted by a deferred action that revives
a previously repressed memory.17 Just as The Interpretation of Dreams inaugurates psychoanalysis, so too does
it prefigure many of the radicalisations of structural linguistics that would come in the wake of structuralism,
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most auspiciously in Lacan’s metapsychology.
As much a ‘confession’ or self-analysis, the text combines three essential elements: the outline of a methodology
of dream interpretation that more broadly encapsulates the importance of free association in the psychoanalytic
cure; a series of case studies, some drawn from Freud’s own dreams and some from his patients, that show
the possibilities of the methodology in action; and the first systematic elaboration of Freud’s model of the
mind, or what has come to be known as Freud’s ‘first topology’, the system comprising the unconscious,
the preconscious and the conscious. For our purposes, it is largely in the elaboration of Freud’s method of
interpretation that the broader implications relevant to Lacan’s theory of signification arise, and in particular in
the aporia in interpretation that arises during his discussion of his dream of Irma’s injection.
Freud first outlines his dream of his patient Irma early in The Interpretation of Dreams.18 In 1895, Freud
reports, he treated a young lady who was a close friend both of himself and his family. The lady presented
with symptoms of hysterical anxiety and was, Freud reports, “partially relieved of her hysterical symptoms”19
through psychoanalytic treatment. Freud comments on the particular complications that attend treating a friend,
noting that the “physician’s personal interest is greater, but his authority less.”20 During the summer holidays
when the treatment was put on hold, Otto Rank, Freud’s younger colleague and friend, visited Irma and reported
that she was ‘better, but not quite well’.21 Freud interprets this comment as something of a snub, noting his
anger arising from what he sees as Rank’s “taking sides against me to the influence of my patient’s relatives”.22
The dream in question came to Freud that night. In it, Freud is receiving a number of guests in a great hall.
Among them is Irma, who Freud takes aside and urges to continue with the treatment he has proposed. Irma
complains of physical symptoms in her throat, stomach and abdomen, and submits after some resistance to an
examination by Freud. Freud examines her throat and sees “a big white patch; at another place I saw extensive
whitish grey scabs upon some remarkable curly structures which were evidently modelled on the turbinal bones
of the nose.”23 Otto Rank, who is also present, is accused by Dr. M of injecting Irma with “propyl...propyls...
propionic acid...trimethylamin”24 with an unclean syringe, this being the cause of the infection. Freud notes that
he sees the chemical formula for trimethylamin appear before him at the conclusion of the dream.
Freud’s analysis of the dream rigorously delineates the wish fulfilments hiding behind the ‘manifest’, which
is to say surface or literal, dream thoughts. Most insistently, Freud emphasises that, through the physical
manifestation of an illness in Irma, his own responsibility for the patient is assuaged (as he is not blamed
for having given the injection) and responsibility is transferred to Otto Rank who had previously seemed to
have implicitly questioned Freud’s professional judgement.25 Thus, the dream acts as the fulfilment in fantasy
of revenge on Rank. More generally, the dream conceals various professional doubts Freud had at the time
relating to his earlier regular prescription of cocaine. Intriguingly, however, Freud takes care to insist that
his interpretation of the dream, resting as it does largely on obvious extrapolations from conscious concerns,
cannot be seen as an exhaustion of its potential meaning. He could, Freud writes, “draw further information
from it”26, suggesting that he won’t do so so as to protect professional confidences, or the dignity of his own
unconscious. We might speculate that there is something particular, and particularly meaningful, about Freud’s
dream of Irma; he uses the dream as a general introduction to his method of dream interpretation, to the method
of treating the dream as a puzzle to be deciphered, while significantly omitting some of the more involved,
unconsciously derived, forms of interpretation at work in other sections of the book.
It is only much later in the text that Freud, having alluded to the case of Irma’s dream a number of times further,
questions the possibility of ever exhausting the dream’s signification. In a highly suggestive passage that has
elicited much commentary, Freud writes:
There is often a passage in even the most thoroughly interpreted dream which has to be left obscure;
this is because we become aware during the work of interpretation that at that point there is a tangle of
dream-thoughts which cannot be unravelled and which moreover adds nothing to our knowledge of
the content of the dream. This is the dream’s navel, the spot where it reaches down into the unknown.
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The dream-thoughts to which we are led by interpretation cannot, from the nature of things, have
any definite endings; they are bound to branch out in every direction into the intricate network of our
world of thought. It is at some point where this meshwork is particularly close that the dream-wish
grows up, like a mushroom out of a mycelium.27
To fully understand the significance of this passage for our wider concern for a psychoanalytic theory of the
signifier and the Real, one must restate the central division in Freudian theory between the manifest content
of a dream, and its “latent” content28, which is to say the meaning revealed by following the vacillations of
the surface content of a dream, revealing the unconscious meaning beneath. Lacan, in his early articles, noted
the formal equivalence of this movement of substitution with the linguistic operation of metonymy, theorised
by Jakobson.29 For now, it is worth noting the analogous echo between Freud’s duality of the dream-signifier,
split between a manifest and latent content, and what I am arguing as the dual function of the signifier more
generally, split between its being in-relation and its being in-isolation.
In the passage above, Freud claims significantly that is in the “most thoroughly interpreted” of dreams that
the navel, the point of impossibility, reveals itself most clearly. We can infer from this comment that this point
of impossibility is not something expressive of a lack of interpretive possibility but, rather, the point at which
the very richest of interpretations stumbles. We can speculate that this attachment of impossibility to even the
most successful of psychoanalytic dream interpretations confers a generality, or constitutive centrality, on this
obscure point of non-meaning within the broader interpretative horizon of the dream; such a thesis echoes
with Lacan’s insistent interest on the signifier qua material substrate, underlying the multidimensionality of
significatory space.
According to this comparison, the dream’s navel would seem to be the point at which a chain of dreamsignifiers, defined according to the general, differential logic of the signifier-in-relation, falls into a point of
opacity, or a point defined by the signifier-in-isolation, by the insistence of the signifier beyond sense. While
Freud uses the word “tangle” to describe this point of analytic inscrutability, there seems to be little reason to
suppose that the mere entanglement of latent dream-signifiers is a block to their interpretation. Elsewhere in The
Interpretation of Dreams, Freud will take great analytic pleasure in decoding the most opaque, nay ‘tangled’
of manifest dream contents. Furthermore, Freud’s brief comment above gives us little sense of precisely why,
how and to what end the weave of manifest dream-signifiers might falter. We can characterise Freud’s elliptical
comments here as establishing an antinomic opposition between meaning and non-meaning in the dream text,
an antinomy that fails, I think, to explain why unmeaning should emerge from the web of dream signifiers. It
is, I claim, only through Lacan’s insistence on the double character of the signifier, its ability to withdraw from
networks of relation, that such an explanation can be advanced, but only when signification is proven to rely on
the material ground of the signifier as such, in its insistence. To put it another way, Lacan’s argument constructs
the signifier-in-isolation as a quasi-transcendental condition for signification as such, whereas Freud’s accounts
of the dream’s navel wishes to explain away the fall into unmeaning as a mere contingency of the unconscious.
I will return to this line of argument presently.
Of further interest is Freud’s ambiguous use of imagery here. Freud was renowned for the precision of his
writing style, and while the above passage has a superficial clarity, a deceptive legibility, it is significantly
opaque with regard to the precise status of this end-point or interregnum of dream logic. In the passage at hand,
Freud’s choice of the word “meshwork” to evoke the opacity and mysteriousness of the dream’s navel seems
to support our contention that what is it stake in the dream’s navel is a density or materiality of signification,
analogous or perhaps equivalent to the isolated signifier defined above. Contrary to an over-abundance of
signifiers signalling an end-point to meaning, we might hypothesise that it is in the Real isolation of a signifier
from its ‘natural state’ of relation that subverts meaning from within.
From the very beginning of his teaching, Lacan will construct concepts intended to provide a metapsychological
explanation for the aporia described by Freud in his notion of the dream’s navel. Lacan makes direct reference
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to Freud’s ‘navel’ in the third seminar:
sense, the nature of which is to take flight, to define itself as something that flees, but which at the
same time presents itself as an extremely full sense, the fleeing of which draws the subject in towards
what would be the core of the delusional phenomenon, its navel. You know that Freud uses this term
navel to designate the point at which the sense of a dream appears to culminate in a hole, a knot,
beyond which it is to the core of being that the dream appears to be attached.30
The link made explicit here between the “flight” of sense and its fullness underlines the link we have already
established between sense, as it is carried by the signifier-in-relation, and the non-sense of the signifier-inisolation as sense’s material ground. Further, Lacan renders clear here the importance of Freud’s recognition of
the “navel” of the dream, but in a fashion that underscores the constitutivity of this point of opacity, a “hole”
that is related to the very “core of being”; if Freud, as I’ve argued, wished to associate the dream’s navel with
the mere contingency of the unconscious, Lacan’s own theory of language situates as central the unmeaning of
the signifier-in-isolation.
Lacan’s reading of Poe’s story ‘The Purloined Letter’ will initiate a series of reflections on what I am calling
the signifier-in-isolation and its complex relationship with the negative constitution of meaning, recoded in
the suggestive distinction Lacan makes throughout his teaching between the ‘signifier’ and the ‘letter’. In the
following section, I will highlight how consistent Lacan’s insistence of the Real of the letter was, and how
important to Lacan’s theoretical system generally is his insistence on the materiality of language. Indeed, the
general claim advanced in the remainder of this paper will be the fundamental, definitional inseparability of
the Real and the Symbolic.

LACAN’S LETTER
In an otherwise illuminating essay on Lacan’s equation of the letter with the detritus of the signifier, in Luke
Thurston’s important collection Re-Inventing the Symptom, Dany Nobus claims the following: “during the mid1950s Lacan put the letter on a par with the signifier, the two units circulating strictly within the register of the
Symbolic.”31 In the remainder of this essay, I hope to demonstrate the incompatibility of this claim with Lacan’s
wider philosophy of language. By introducing the ‘letter’ as a concept distinct from the signifier in 1950s,
Lacan goes some way towards affirming his later insistence on the implication of the signifier, or an aspect
of the signifier, in the Real, finally articulated through his revision of the symptom as the indissoluble point
or absent centre of the subject in his 23rd Seminar. To the extent that Lacan’s slogan “the signifier represents
the subject for another signifier”32 also seems, on first reading, to suggest the signifier as the transcendental or
quasi-transcendental condition of subjectivity, no matter how decentred, it is perhaps unsurprising that both
Jacques Derrida and his students Jean-Luc Nancy and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe have suggested that Lacan’s
earlier discussion of Poe reintroduces metaphysical suppositions of the signifier as an agent of presence.33 In
the following reading, by contrast, I hope to show how the dual functionality of the signifier allows it to operate
both as the exchangeable, but never finally ‘present’ or temporally situated, unit of a negatively constituted and
ultimately deferred meaning, and as the stubborn avatar of the Real, disrupting meaning even as it forms its
very condition.
Poe’s story centres on an unopened letter, stolen from the Queen by an unscrupulous Minister. The letter, it
is said, contains compromising information, although the nature of this information is never revealed. The
Minister has been blackmailing the victim of his theft after replacing the letter with one of no import. The
amateur detective Dupin outwits the Minister by realising that, far from being elaborately hidden, the stolen
letter is hidden in plain sight in the Minister’s quarters. Upon deceiving the Minister with his own substitute
letter, Dupin returns the original letter to the police. This brief summary of the plot of Poe’s story highlights
the extent to which the content of the letter, while hinted at as potentially damaging, is ultimately irrelevant to
the fate of those who become embroiled in its trajectory. Rather, the letter functions as a blank, material object
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whose movements enrol and place those who come into contact with it.
Lacan’s opening comments suggest the direction his argument will take. He associates the “insistence of the
signifying chain”34 with repetition automatism. The Imaginary effects of signification—effects, we might
suppose, that construct a general and temporary meaningfulness– “give us nothing of any consistency unless
they are related to the symbolic chain that binds and orients them.”35; or, in our terms, the negative construction
of meaning via the signifier-in-relation is only sustainable when the linked background of the Real signifier
is presupposed. In a discussion of the “power” of the letter, Lacan claims that “the letter exists as a means of
power only through the final summons of the pure signifier—either by prolonging its detour, making it reach
whom it may concern through an extra transit [...] or by destroying the letter.”36 The reference to the “final
summons of the pure signifier” is not, as might be supposed, a reference to the final presencing of the signifier
qua letter in the cessation of its movement, but rather a paradoxical reference to the signifier’s ‘death’, its
cancelling of that which it might have finally come to signify. Thus, the social elevation of a particular character
in Poe’s story as a result of the content-less letter he carries with him is “not drawn from the letter but, whether
he knows it or not, from the personage it constitutes for him.”37
This potential “personage”—the social role alloted a subject—would arise as a result, not of the signifier in
its indivisible insistence (qua letter), but rather as a result of the purely Imaginary effects of the signifier’s
movement through time and space. Such Imaginary effects should be understood as the contingent and
ultimately deceptive attachments of meaning that come to redefine the signifier as something carrying the
potential, but never finally the actuality, of meaning in itself. In this sense at least, Derrida et. al’s accusation
that Lacan, in insisting on the substrate of materiality proper to the signifier, posits a transcendental formalism
of the empty signifier to guarantee meaning ‘in the last instance’ should be reversed: far from guaranteeing
meaning, the signifier qua letter in its material dimension threatens the establishment of Imaginary meaning
grafted onto its material body in its distinction from the Imaginary deception inherent in the process of negative
reference. Meaning, on this model, is only temporarily and contingently secured upon the break of a signifying
chain, the point that sutures the ‘end’ of a signifying chain to its beginning, the provisionality of which gestures
towards its own dissolution: “The sentence only exists as completed and its sense comes to it retroactively. […]
A signifying unit presupposes the completion of a certain circle that situates its different elements.”38
That such meaning clings to the signifier is, for Lacan, not a symptom of the metaphysics of presence but,
rather, a symptom of the absence of the possibility of such a presence. It is only, finally, by risking itself on
the back of the signifier’s materiality, its Real existence, that a transitory and temporary structure of meaning
may arise. The materiality of the signifier, nonetheless, threatens, and ultimately dethrones, any putative
transcendentality of the signifying function, considered apart from what Lacan calls here the ‘Imaginary’ and
temporary consolidation of meaning. Paradoxically then, it is only because the letter qua signifier-in-isolation
resists through its inherent and circular self-reference being pushed into the position of a quasi-transcendental
guarantor of meaning that signification can, temporarily, stabilise. In its very ‘blankness’, its very lack of
content, Lacan’s letter can support a multiplicity of meanings even as it persists as their constitutive kernel of
Real unmeaning.
Lacan’s equation of the letter with a notion of the material in his commentary on Poe rests on the notion that
the letter, distinct from the Imaginary meaning that may attach itself to it, is, in itself, indivisible. Lacan writes:
“while it is first of all the materiality of the signifier that I have emphasised, that materiality is singular in many
ways, the first of which is not to allow of partition. Cut a letter into small pieces, and it remains the letter it
is—and this in a completely different sense than Gestalttheorie can account for with the latent vitalism in its
notion of the whole”.39 Lacan’s emphasis on singularity is worth noting here, and it is particularly suggestive
when combined with a critique of Gestalt psychology’s holism. With this emphasis on singularity in mind,
Lacan’s theory of language evades any notion of dialectical recuperation. The implication here, namely that
the indivisible letter, while acting as the ground for the Imaginary constitution of sense, is nonetheless singular
and unrelated to any overarching horizon or whole, firmly places the letter—contra Nobus above—within
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the register of the Real: to the extent that the Real permits of no absence, no division, and no mediation, the
ontological ‘being’ of the signifier, paradoxically, escapes the metonymic logic of the Symbolic.40
We’ve seen how, in his reading of Poe, Lacan situates his construction of the concept of the letter by emphasising
its ‘material’ dimension. The use of the letter as a putatively separate concept is, here at least, meant to
highlight the duality of the signifier. The signifier qua letter, defined as it is through its existence in the Real, is
constructed by Lacan as a material unit that underlies, an threatens to undermine, the temporary epistemological
sedimentation of meaning via the “Imaginary effects” of the signifier-in-relation. Such Imaginary effects ride
on the back of the signifier, the materiality of which always threatens, as in Poe’s letter, to withdraw from any
final stabilisation or naturalisation of meaningfulness.

UNARY TRAIT
Of all Lacan’s plethora of concepts pertaining to the materiality of signification, the ‘unary trait’ remains
perhaps the least interrogated. Much of the portions of Lacan’s teaching that pertain to the concept remain
unpublished in either English or French, and it is in his unpublished seminar of 1961-1962 on Identification that
Lacan most fully explicates the concept. Here again, Lacan will emphasise the materiality of the signifier in its
isolated state, but his theory of the ‘unary trait’ advances these arguments by further specifying the continuum
between primary narcissism, and in particular the formation of the ego-ideal, and the accession to the Symbolic.
In what follows, I’ll examine the various ways in which Lacan characterises what Evans has called a “primary
symbolic term”41, while questioning whether we might better understand the concept by aligning it firmly with
the Real, and less with a Symbolic that may falsely imply structures of relationality that by definition cannot be
said to operate with the indivisibility of the unary trait.
In some respects, the unary trait represents a refiguring of Lacan’s already established theses as to the material
substrate of the signifier, the Real unmeaning of the signifier’s insistence. Read in this way, the unary trait can
be seen as the same unit as the above discussed ‘letter’, except viewed from the standpoint of the dissolution of
the Oedipus Complex and the subject’s logical ascension to the Symbolic. That is, the unary trait conceptually
highlights the aspect of the ‘letter’ that functions as ‘proto-signifier’, a kind of primitive, pre-Symbolic marker
that provides an initial significatory ground for the establishment of the Symbolic proper and its constitution of
meaning via negative reference. Viewed another way, however, the unary trait adds a further means of allying
Lacan’s accounts of the importance of proto-Symbolic elements in both pre-Oedipal and post-Oedipal neurotic
or psychotic contexts with his more general account of Imaginary identity, as best exemplied in the ‘Mirror
Stage’. What this account seeks to emphasise is the persistence of the unary trait in post-Oedipal scenarios,
and the theoretical necessity of this persistence and continuity for Lacan’s project as a whole. If, as I’ve argued
above, the material substrate of the signifier remains a necessity for Lacan’s theory of signification as such,
so too does the unary trait remain a conceptual necessity for Lacan, particularly when taken as the particular
instance of the Real signifier in processes of identification.
The original source for Lacan’s ‘unary trait’ is to be found in Freud’s Group Psychology and the Analysis of
the Ego.42 There, Freud attempts to account for the minimally social character of what appear to be individual,
isolated moments of identification. More specifically, in Chapter 7 of the Group Psychology, Freud aims
to explain the relationship between love objects and the beginnings of identity, especially as such primary
identifications are explicable in later manifestations of hysteria. The preliminary types outlined by Freud
pertain to what Lacan would identify as the Imaginary structure of rivalry over the image of the Other; for
Freud too, such moments of identification are tied to images of the Other, and they find a particularly relentless
efficacy during the imbroglio of rivalry and love/hatred provoked by the Oedipal identification with the parent
of the opposite sex.
In such instances, there is a formal identity of the love-object, the particular object invested with libido by the
nascent subject, and the developing ego, such that the dyadic logic of self/other is internalised by the subject,
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installing the often vicious dialectic of love/hate within the ego and promoting an identificatory ambivalence
and precariousness that Lacan chose to particularly underline. Freud also outlines a primary form of attachment
to a specific ‘trait’ or characteristic of the Other that might arise in the place of a substantial investment in a
love-object; Freud comments that such an attachment “is a partial and extremely limited one and only borrows
a single trait from the person who is its object.”43 Freud’s characterisation of this form of identification seems
to suggest both a pre-Oedipal prominence to this variety of identificatory attachment, providing as it does a
kind of minimal formal ground for later, more obviously ‘social’ forms of belonging, and a persistence in
post-Oedipal forms of pathology; indeed, Freud comments that such a form of identification was present in his
famous case of ‘Dora’.44
The benefits of Lacan’s formalisation of this Freudian form of identification is two fold. First, it allows what is
implicit in Freud’s account—namely, the intimate link between this attachment to a ‘part’ of the Other and the
beginnings of Symbolic logic—to come into full view. Second, it overcomes the Freudian ambivalence in the
precise role of this concept, a role that vacillates in Freud’s account between a specifically temporal manifestation
of early identification, and a more generalised pathological role in the formation of hysterical symptoms.45 For
Lacan, the location of the unary trait within a more general logic of the materiality of the signifier, both in its
proto-Symbolic forms and its more general manifestation as a support of the signifier-in-relation, results in a
theoretical generalisation of what threatens to remain a falsely isolated, underdeveloped account in Freud. Just
as the proto-Symbolic elements that support the emergence of the ego-ideal persist, for Lacan, as a general
support for signification, taking on a particular veracity and importance in psychotic structures as discussed
above, so the unary trait persists as the specifically identificatory aspect of the materiality of the signifier. I’ll
now turn to Lacan’s 1961-1962 seminar on Identification to further refine these difficult ideas.
Lacan’s seminar on Identification significantly revises and extends a number of Lacanian themes. In particular,
Lacan addresses the relation between psychoanalytic accounts of identity and those proffered by (especially
Cartesian) philosophy. The seminar also investigates the potential benefits of a psychoanalytic liaison with
formal logic, significantly prefiguring the later use of logic in Lacan’s reflections on sexuation around the 20th
Seminar. More generally, the seminar attempts to bridge the account of the Mirror Stage and primary narcissism
and Lacan’s theory of signification, and Lacan attempts this by advancing a fragmentary but nonetheless
suggestive new theory of writing. In the lesson of 17.1.62, Lacan comments: “at the root of the act of the word
there is something, a moment at which he [the subject] is inserted into the structure of language [...] included in
the idea of an original contemporaneity of writing and of language.”46 Thus, the subject is birthed at the same
moment that writing and language become equivalent. What might Lacan mean here?
First, we should understand ‘writing’ as pertaining to the beginnings of signification, those isolated signifiers
discussed above; ‘language’, by contrast, is the relational structure of meaning that the Symbolic will eventually
impose on the subject. Furthermore, the use of the word ‘writing’ suggests a minimal and constrained form of
agency; the subject, to some degree, ‘chooses’ signifiers that will permit the accession to the Symbolic. Lacan
continues: “the word does not create it so much as bind it [...] the genesis of the signifier at a certain level of
the real which is one of its axes or roots, is no doubt for us the principle way of connoting the coming to light
of effects, called effects of meaning.”47 The ‘binding’ that Lacan refers to here is the beginnings of a binding
of ‘writing’—proto-signification—to relational language, and the source of this ‘writing’ is to be found in the
Real, as a foundation or ground to later “effects of meaning”. It is the signifier in its material aspect (its being
‘in-isolation’) that provides this written, material ground to meaning. It is worth underlining here Lacan’s
unequivocal association of such signifiers with the Real, an association that gives the lie to Nobus’ and others
wish to definitively separate the instance of the Symbolic from that of the Real. (see Nobus quoted above.)
There is, then, a need for a concept to bridge the primitive writing of the proto-Symbolic and the relationally
defined structures of Symbolic language that will come to define the subject. The above discussed ‘letter’ is
inadequate for Lacan’s purposes here in its very generality: the letter, qua signifier-in-isolation, is a universal
aspect of signification the efficacy of which is derived precisely from its withdrawal from relation, and
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therefore from identity as such. The letter supports meaning and positions identity even as it persists in its own
repetitious meaninglessness, in its its own material resistance to Imaginary capture. A bridging concept would
require, instead, the ability to form the basis of identification, in a manner less passive, and more active than
the letter, more implicative of the activity of identity formation. Such a trait, Lacan argues, is found “at the limit
of the Cartesian experience”, as a “guarantor, of the most simple structural trait, of the unique trait, absolutely
depersonalised [...] not merely of subjective content, but even of all variation which goes beyond this single
trait, of this trait which is one by being the single trait.”48
Lacan finds, at the limit of any putative Cartesian doubt, the persistence of a non-subjective One, a primary
‘mark’ that, while being a marker of difference as such, provides the ground for the imposition of language
qua relational meaning onto the material ground of the signifier. As Lacan puts it, it is “a question of the 1”,
of the “primary teacher, the one of ‘pupil X, write out a hundred lines of 1’s for me.’”49 There is a minimal
form of inscription at work in Lacan’s concept of the unary trait that bridges the passivity of the letter and
the relational activity of the Symbolic. If the letter is, ultimately, a passive element in relation to the subject,
placing the participants in Poe’s story without their consent, Lacan finds a certain active quality in the unary
trait, such that the nascent subject actively finds or marks the trait it requires to become amenable to Symbolic
logics. As Lacan writes, if the “thinking being” under consideration “remains at the level of the real in its
opacity, it does not immediately follow that he emerges from some being where he is not identified.”50 That
is, the nascent subject, immersed in the proto-significatory melee of Imaginary identification, can find a way
past the “opacity” of the real signifier via a minimal, Symbolic form of identification, if a paradoxical form
that both resists and prepares the ground for the eventual submission to the relational, meaning-laden context
of Symbolic being.
Thus, the materiality Lacan identifies as inherent to the signifier is similarly inherent to identification, in a sense
more general than Freud implies in his ‘Group Psychology’. The logic of the materiality of the signifier requires
a similarly generalisable logic of the One, albeit a One that acts as a primitive marker of being, absolutely
distinct from any sense of subjective “personhood”, even as it might provide the minimal grounds for the later
development of such an Imaginary sense of self. Indeed, implied in Lacan’s discussion of the unary trait is the
sense that, as well as marking the birth of the subject, the unary trait marks the beginnings of the Symbolic as
something both radically intertwined with the emergence of subjectivity, and radically opaque to that emergent
subjectivity; the extent to which Lacan will insist on the indivisibility of this trait, this ‘beginning’ that will
persist, can only reinforce the sense in which, for Lacan, signification is a material process of inscription quite
separate from Imaginary forms of subjective intentionality.
What is especially intriguing in Lacan’s various metaphors for the active quality of the unary trait contra ‘the
letter’—the metaphor of the child writing out 1’s is augmented later in the seminar via reference to ‘primitive
man’ marking his hunting kills on a piece of wood—is the sense in which Lacan is conceptualising a form of
non-Imaginary, which is to say non-egoic, intentionality, distinct both from the mirror relations of Imaginary
identity and the supposedly passive construction of the subject via the Symbolic. An interstitial intentionality
imposes itself here, and we might ask whether this intentionality—that of a persistent mark, or trace that in
its unitary indivisibility guides the nascent subject towards identification—finds later expression in Lacan’s
reconfiguration of the symptom as sinthome, that is in the reformulation of the ‘heart’ of the subject as Real
advanced in his 23rd Seminar. I don’t have the space to lay out the singular logic of the sinthome here, but it is
worth at least registering the strict continuity between different phases of Lacan’s theoretical work.
Elsewhere in Seminar 9, Lacan is more direct as to the specific role that the unary trait plays in his wider
theoretical account of signification. In a reference to set theory, Lacan insists on the use of ‘unary’ instead
of ‘single’ to account for the “extreme reduction [...] of all the opportunities for qualitative difference” that
the unary trait implies.51 Lacan expands on his invocation of qualitative difference by insisting on the role
of the unary trait in answering the “question of defining identity by the elimination of qualitative differences
by reducing them [...] to a simplified schema: this is supposed to be the mainspring of this recognition
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characteristic of our apprehension of what is the support of the signifier, the letter.”52 Thus, the unary trait
must be taken as the most minimal possible expression of quantitative difference: a primitive count that lays
the ground for the later elaboration of qualitative difference via the signifier-in-relation. Lacan complicates
this premise by emphasising that, despite its conceptualisation of the One of an indivisible trait defined by its
singularity, the unary trait also allows for difference; indeed, there is, in Lacan’s account of the unary trait, an
intriguing dialectic between sameness and difference, a sense in which the pure difference of the qualitative
signifier requires a quantitative ‘sameness’ or ground to persist. Lacan claims, “qualitative difference can even
on occasion underline the signifying sameness. This sameness is constituted precisely by the fact that the
signifier as such serves to connote difference in the pure state, and the proof is that at its first appearance the
one manifestly designates multiplicity as such.”53 Employing the metaphor of a hunter recording his kills with
single notches on wood to illustrate his point, Lacan writes “I [the hunter] kill one of them [an animal], I kill
another of them, it is a second adventure which I can distinguish by certain traits from the first, but which
resembles it essentially by being marked with the same general line.”54
As such, the quantitative, singular mark or trait provides the means by which the subject can, if only minimally,
begin to distinguish the qualitative Symbolic differences that will come to define her subjectivity in a postOedipal context. Simultaneously, this quantitative mark or trait represents an initial, pre-Symbolic intentionality
that is not, finally, reducible to the closed, dyadic logic of Imaginary narcissism, and which gestures towards the
complex, overdetermined forms of agency that will course through the Symbolic once it has been established.
Just as the unary trait is a conceptual bridge between Imaginary forms of narcissism and Symbolic forms of
identification, while not, finally, reducible to either, so this form of intentionality is defined by, but not reducible
to, Imaginary forms of narcissistic identification and Symbolic constitution via the signifier-in-relation. That it
is in this seminar on Identification that Lacan first makes a sustained turn to topology is not without relevance
here; the ‘topological turn’ is, among other things, an attempt by Lacan to override familiar oppositions—
subject/object, the material and the ideal—to formally and accurately conceptualise the unfamiliar location of
this form of agency.
It is also, significantly, around this time in his teaching that Lacan began to develop more fully his concept of
objet petit a, the object that is the result of the process of identification with the unary trait that Lacan describes
in this seminar, and it is in the articulation of these two ‘turns’—to topology, and to the object-cause—that
Lacan will come to consolidate and formalise much of what he had, thus far, come to group under the name
of the Real.

CONCLUSION
What I hope to have shown here is the inadmissibility of holding the concepts of the Real and the Symbolic
apart; instead, Lacan makes clear that the Real signifier—the signifier-in-isolation as I’ve called it—provides
a point of immanent connection and emergence between the two registers, and further provides a link back
to the crucial theorization of Imaginary identification that defined Lacan’s work of the 1940s. Contrary to
the persistent reading of Lacan’s work that would seek to hive off the Real to only his later seminars, Lacan
was concerned from early on with the complex articulation of the Symbolic and the Real registers, especially
through his account of material signifiers, an account that underlines the extent to which Lacan quickly left
behind any close debt to Saussurean linguistics. While the signifier-in-relation, the signifier as it is defined
in relation to other signifiers, conforms to Saussure’s account of the differential constitution of meaning,
the signifier-in-isolation is established by Lacan as an insistent, senseless ground, the element that binds the
Symbolic and the Real together, a binding returned to throughout Lacan’s teaching. Different aspects of the
isolated signifier are defined by Lacan through the development of the ‘letter’ and the ‘unary trait’, the latter
serving to explain the central role of the Real signifier in the subject’s processes of Imaginary identification.
By underlining the interlacing of the Symbolic and the Real, and the ever-presence of the Imaginary, we gain a
more precise sense of Lacan’s intellectual project, a project defined by conceptual redoublings and returns, and
resistant to any notion of linear, teleological ‘development’.
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There is a need to overcome the integument of myth surrounding the revolutionary thinker Antonio Gramsci in
academia and elsewhere, impeding a proper understanding of his philosophy. It is a need all the more pressing
from new political struggles, pushing us to appreciate Gramsci more than just an icon of events past, or an
idol of departments present. Fortunately Peter Thomas has helped to overcome those establishment images of
Gramsci, as his new study breaks down the mystique Gramsci’s legacy accumulated for so many decades in
Anglophone circles. Thomas brilliantly weaves together in one volume the philosophical and political theses
of Gramsci’s thought in terms of Gramsci’s own historical, political and cultural contexts, and he does so with
an intimidating philological expertise, establishing Gramsci’s seminal Prison Notebooks free from semantic
distortion. However, the main and most successful thrust of Thomas’ book that stops and reverses the process of
mummification is by situating Gramsci in the present Kampfplatz of contemporary Marxism. It is a Kampfplatz
constituted by Gramsci, Louis Althusser, and Perry Anderson, acting as key players in defining the theoretical
contours of Marxism for the 21st century. But the extraordinary theatre of theoretical struggle Thomas sketches
goes beyond the immediate problems of Gramsci’s own thought to ask more fundamental questions about the
relationship of philosophy, theory, and practice.
Thomas’ study traverses an enormous amount of political and philosophical territory that sets out to demolish
mistaken receptions of Gramsci’s thought in the academy and elsewhere. In the first two sections, Thomas
offers a probing and methodical reconstruction of the arguments of Gramsci’s foremost critics, Althusser and
Anderson. According to Thomas, the latters’ criticisms form the foundation of a hermeneutical anarchy that has
occluded Gramsci’s actual philosophy and politics, providing a bad theoretical surplus for further distortions
of his legacy, i.e. of sinking Gramsci down to the level of caricatured culturalist or historicist themes. But
before Thomas debunks Althusser and Anderson, and liberates Gramsci from opacity, he exhumes for his
Anglophone readers the unknown continent of Italian scholarship on Gramsci’s carceral writings, insisting
upon the philological expertise one needs to even adequately address the dimensions of his project. The final
sections are devoted to negating the consensus of Gramsci’s thought through affirming an authentic and positive
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Gramscian politics and philosophy.
Thomas starts with Louis Althusser’s early criticisms in Reading Capital, where Gramsci is labeled as one
of the incarnations of “historicist Marxism” (along with Lukacs and Korsch), and abjured on those same
“historicist” grounds in favor of structuralist Marxism. For Althusser, as brilliant and important Gramsci was
for the Marxist tradition and for revolutionary socialism, he cheapened Marxism from a scientific theory of
history to a mutant Hegelianism, or a subjective philosophy of practice and self-consciousness. This alleged
liquidation of Marxism of its scientific credentials threw out the sharp distinction between science and ideology
that Althusser underscored in the latter’s earlier efforts.
After Althusser, Perry Anderson unveiled a Gramsci divided against himself in the 100th issue of New Left
Review, in an astonishing essay entitled “The Antinomies of Antonio Gramsci”. According to Anderson, as
time passed in prison, the Sardinian regrettably moved towards a notion of hegemony that over-emphasized the
nature of establishing ideological consensus, at the expense of heeding the coercive character of the bourgeois
state. For Anderson, this had the consequence of moving Gramsci closer to the strategies of the Second
International under Karl Kautsky, and then of opening up a space posthumously for the parliamentary road
of Eurocommunism. Unintentionally perhaps, Gramsci was linked to these reformist currents in prioritizing
ideological over properly political struggle against the state, rendering revolution unnecessary if the struggle
could be reduced to an ideological one of forging a new consensus for socialism in the parameters of the
bourgeois state. Anderson concludes that with these political presuppositions about the nature of the bourgeois
state in the West, Gramsci was at loggerheads with the Bolshevik strategy and the strategy of Marx to smash
and overthrow the bourgeois state.
Thomas tries to dispel this thesis of Anderson’s by demonstrating Gramsci’s commitment to revolutionary
socialism, with his idea of the “integral state”. Far from treating civil society and the political society as two
disconnected substances, Thomas, uses an analogy from Spinoza to argue how Gramsci unites civil and political
society as two attributes inhering in one substance: the integral state. This allows Gramsci not to neglect the
coercive nature of the state in the conditions of Western capitalism, but to specify how the bourgeois state is
both a social and a political relation. Instead of seeing what goes on in civil society as non-coercive and distinct
from the state, Gramsci for Thomas sees its activity as complementary to the state’s repressive power. Gramsci
follows Marx’s critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right, understanding civil society as the “true ground” of
the state, while at the same time functioning as something primarily political. But expecting to localize the
over-determined nature of hegemony at a single site, or at any one level of the social formation of capitalism,
is simply impossible. This model of the integral state has the benefit of preserving the relative autonomy of the
state vis-à-vis civil society, without seeing the state as separate from the operations of capitalism. To borrow
an expression from Marx’s Grundrisse, both political and civil society are bathed in the ether of the “integral
state” that illuminates the whole.
Thomas is able with this reconstruction to restore Gramsci’s revolutionary credentials away from reformist
conceptions of treating the bourgeois state as a realm of consensus, and reasserts Gramsci’s notion of the
united front that was central to Bolshevik strategies. What needs to be further demonstrated though is whether
Gramsci’s notion of the united front does not exhibit different features than Lenin or Trotsky’s conception. But
Thomas points to Gramsci’s opposition to certain aspects and policies of the Stalinist bureaucracy, and that
there is more commonality between Gramsci and Trotsky than the former would have liked to admit.1
Thomas’ arguments on Althusser’s relationship to Gramsci are some of the most fascinating sections of the
book, and he addresses each of Althusser’s theses against Gramsci one by one, in the final three chapters on
historicism, materialism and humanism. What is revealed in these chapters is a Gramsci recalcitrant to these
characterizations. Contra Althusser’s claim that the “philosophy of praxis” stood for a vulgar Hegelianism, of
how the real essence of history could be grasped through a unitary self-conscious subject, Gramsci conceived
knowledge as something incomplete and always partial. He does this not by turning Marxism to a philosophy
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without a subject, but by accentuating the struggle to create “the conditions of a genuinely human objectivity”,
a truth fully immanent to the world and not guaranteed by the transcendental scientific structures Althusser
originally proposed.
Thomas’ chapter on “Absolute Historicism” brings attention to how Gramsci viewed Marx’s philosophy as
grounding theory and practice not in an aprioristic metaphysics, but in terms of their historical constitution
and in social relations. Thomas points out the moments of translatability between ideas and hegemonic sociopolitical formations, on how ideas exist in concrete space and time as relating to the projects of different classes.
Gramsci here continues the Marxist idea of translatability between languages, or how the seemingly different
conceptual languages of British political economy, French socialism, and German idealism, dialectically
flowed into each other to meet concrete historical needs. As an illustration to this idea of translatability cited by
Gramsci, the German poet Heine made a profound statement that contains an actual kernel of historical truth, of
how German philosophy for him was nothing more than dreams the French revolution inspired. From Heine’s
insight into the history of thought, one may say that Kant cut the head off of God, while Robespierre cut off the
head off a king,2 with the example displaying how two supposedly different events share a similar historical
significance. From this idea of translation integral to Marxism, observed in Marx’s Holy Family, Thomas points
to the necessity to always “historicize” the realm of conceptuality, where the realm of concepts does not exist
in a Platonic heaven, but is part of the ideological and cultural textures of social being.
Through Gramsci’s “anti-metaphysical” conceptions, Thomas explains in the chapter on the “Absolute
Secularization and Earthiness of Thought” that the validity of our ideas only comes from the practical nature of
thought itself, and the willingness to test these ideas in practice. This is kept in mind against the transcendental
and metaphysical lures of Benedetto Croce’s idealist reading of history, a reading brilliantly outlined at great
length. For Thomas, Crocean idealism is overcome by Gramsci with a “philology of the relations of force”,
or the study of different social practices in terms of their “intensity, efficacy, and specificity”. Gramsci’s
philosophy of praxis thus the fleshing out of Marx’s second thesis on Feuerbach, that the question “of whether
objective truth can be attributed to human thinking is not a question of theory, but a practical question”.
The study presents Gramsci as rendering the identity of theory and practice as the result or product of a striving
for a coherent worldview, i.e. an attempt to render practice more coherent in light of real social problems. It is
the attempt to constitute coherence, as an active working out of the raw material from the “incoherent” common
sense of society, that philosophical good sense is produced. Against Croce’s and Althusser’s firmness that there
is a qualitative break between philosophy and ideology, Gramsci sees them as only being “quantitatively”
different, and only different in the level of coherence. Philosophy and good sense are dependent on common
sense as the “raw material” to develop an effective conception. And since coherence is dependent upon social
and political and everyday practice, coherence is not merely a matter of logical consistency, but relates to the
ability to act politically and consciously in what is the “incoherence” of “normal” conditions of existence. For
the bulk of social practices that predominate, and that function incoherently, this has the baleful consequence
of ideologically trapping “subaltern” social positions that have yet to constitute a coherent picture of the world
needed guide action against oppressive hegemonic structures.
The last chapter “Absolute Humanism” focuses on the active political dimension of philosophy in re-making
the world. Identities of theory and practice for Gramsci come from the side of concrete human activity, itself is
inscribed in a historical process. But unlike pronouncements of the “death of the subject” from older quarters
of continental philosophy, Thomas uses Gramsci to re-activate the category of subjectivity in Marxism of a
different type. He develops a “Gramscian” view of the individual with a conceptual detour through Spinoza’s
own specific meditations on identity formation in the Ethics. Here identity is problematized as something
more fragile, where it is conceived as part of a continuous process, formed by certain pressures that either
can sustain or shatter a person’s conception of themselves. This is illustrated in the context of Gramsci’s own
terrible incarceration, where a “slow” and “molecular” process of transformation affected his own reality after
suffering years of physical and mental torment in fascist jails. But while Spinoza develops his conception of
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identity as a metaphysical modification of the one eternal and unchanging substance, Gramsci roots identity in
“the substantive and aggregate nature of historical experience.”
Accordingly, Gramsci’s form of subjectivity is not a part of any neo-Kantian matrix for a transcendental ego,
but is something concretely emerging from the vicissitudes of a historical struggle. He expands the dimensions
of identity in order to propose a collective subject needed for political action. This process calls forth the
need for a democratic philosophy and a democratic philosopher. The democratic philosopher is conceived
by Gramsci as someone “anti-Platonic”, i.e. as a philosopher that tackles problems as they relate themselves
socially--not abstracted from the concerns of the masses.
As an illustration of Gramsci’s overcoming of Plato, in the Republic, to understand the nature of justice, Socrates
starts with the larger unit of the just city in order to better see how justice operates in the individual. But
Gramsci inverts this procedure, and starts with the concrete person and historical experiences, and from there
strives towards a more coherent and general picture. Hence he develops an “anti-Platonist Platonic allegory”
of the educational process, with the problem being not how to fit experience into a grand metaphysical vision,
or to distill the particular from the general, but how to see the efficacy of philosophical vision as derived
from dialectically working out personal and historical experience. With relating questions of philosophy to
hegemony, the elitist-contemplative representation of philosophy is overturned, recast as a democratic and
pedagogical activity to change the world.
This understanding of philosophy in Thomas can be defined as “a relationship of hegemony,” that “does
not deflate the metaphysical pretensions of other systems of thought in order to inflate its own claims to an
a-historical validity.” Specifically, it is “not a fratrical coup in the throne room of speculation.” The critique of
speculative philosophy through the Prison Notebooks historicizes “truth”, away from its eternal and absolute
status, and as re-articulated in terms of practical and provisional value. Questions of historical causation and law,
and conceptions of knowledge and objectivity are addressed in Thomas’ chapter on the “Philosophy of Praxis
is the Absolute Historicism”, where what is metaphysical and speculative are cited as flaws in philosophies as
ostensibly different as Croce’s neo-Hegelian idealism and Bukharin’s vulgar materialism.
However—and as a potential response to Thomas’ interpretation of Gramsci’s thought--there may be a
speculative and realist dimension to Gramsci himself, of how certain philosophical truths remain permanent
and irreducible to their historical conditions in the production of knowledge. Thomas cites the work of Esteve
Morera in passing, whose research claims there is a distinction made internal in Gramsci’s thought between the
history of truth as having an ideological function, (appearing as a social phenomenon), and knowledge as truth
per se, objective from human consciousness. Thomas finds Morera’s scholarship untenable, but one wonders
about the evidence Morera cites for Gramsci’s “realism”. The more robust claims of realism come out clearly in
Gramsci’s discussion of particle physics, where scientific theories are “the reflection of an unchanging reality”.
There is also the question of his appreciation of French materialism as an essential “moment” and component
of Marxism, functioning as its “ultra-realist” element3. And even going beyond Morera and Thomas’ accounts,
an incredibly speculative dimension springs up when Gramsci discusses teleology and “real necessity” contra
Bukharin, who found absolutely no place for the category of “final causality” in his mechanical version of
Marxism4.
In the Hegelian tradition of Marxism Gramsci remains a significant part of, relating the concrete and the
practical to what has been traditionally called speculative gives practice much needed philosophical depth,
since speculative thought can see the “absolute” within the relative. These “absolute” ideas are those that are
necessarily assumed for us to think any historical movement. Hence we can understand the place Gramsci
gives to Hegel, as the theoretical precursor of the democratic movements of the 19th century, while he describes
pragmatists as “only contributing to a Rotary Club movement and to the justification of conservative and
reactionary movements”5. And, as Thomas makes clear, questions of practice necessarily lead to questions of
theory, which arguably leads to more speculative questions necessary to ask to make sense of and to raise the
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level of practice.
Indeed, by uniting in his work questions of philosophy and politics so admirably, Thomas has written one
of the finest treatments of Gramsci from a Marxist perspective. In terms of philosophical reflection, it is an
amazing resource that will set the bar for any serious theoretical engagements with the Gramsci’s historicism
for some time to come. The defense of historicism is linked to the political importance of philosophy, and
why philosophy is indispensable for any politics. It is an essential account that cannot be ignored by those
who continue to see him through culturalist or post-revolutionary lenses, and establishes beyond doubt that
Gramsci’s legacy continues to be relevant as a source for current and future struggles.
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NOTES
1. There remains though the thorny issue of divergence, particularly on the perspectives of socialism in one country, and
Trotsky’s theory of permanent revolution that Gramsci rejects. These issues are further grappled with and problematized in
Emanuele Saccarelli in an account cited by Thomas, which may provide an interesting supplement to the question of overlap
and tension between Gramsci’s and Trotsky’s Marxism. See Emanuele Saccarelli, Gramsci and Trotsky in the Shadow of
Stalinism. New York, Routledge, 2008.
2. See Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, Vol. 3. Trans. Joseph A. Buttigieg. New York, Columbia University Press, 2007,
355.
3. See Esteve Morera, “Gramsci’s Realism” in Antonio Gramsci: Critical Assessments of Leading Political Philosophers, Vol
2. Edited by James Martin. Routledge, 2002, 216-226.
4. See Gramsci’s discussion of teleology in his notes on “Fundamental Problems of Marxism” in Antonio Gramsci, Prison
Notebooks, Vol 2. Trans. Joseph A. Buttigieg. New York, Columbia University Press, 1996, 158.
5. See Gramsci’s remarks on Hegel and pragmatism in his notes on the “Study of Philosophy” in Selections from the Prison
Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci. Trans. Quintin Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith. New York, International Publishers, 1971,
373.
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Simon Choat’s book Marx Through Post-Structuralism reminded this reviewer of one of Engel’s well-cited
quotes from Marx, when he wrote a letter to his son-in-law Paul Lafargue and the French Marxists just before
his death. Dismayed by what was going in France in his name, Marx told them, if what they were proposing
was Marxism, then “I am not a Marxist.”1 Jacques Derrida cited this phrase in his 1994 book Specters of
Marx. Given what transpired during the twentieth century in the name of Marx, Derrida indeed found himself
pondering there the question, “who can still say ‘I am a Marxist?’”.2 And even since the two decades after
Specters, one can wonder still what Marx would say today? What can Marx or Marxism contribute to our
political and theoretical discourses in the twenty first century, the age of globalisation and anti-globalisation,
financialisation and the GFC?
Marx Through Post-Structuralism contributes to reflection on these questions by performing the invaluable
work of exploring the role Karl Marx’s work played in writings of Jean-François Lyotard, Jacques Derrida,
Michel Foucault, and Gilles Deleuze. After an opening chapter on Althusser’s decisive role in the French
conjuncture, the book structures itself around a sequential analysis of these thinkers’ respective engagements
with the writings of Marx. While noting its own inner dynamics and internal differences, Choat presents poststructuralism as a coherent materialist philosophical trajectory characterised by the critique of structuralism,
of teleology, and of humanism. The question guiding this book is: “What can be made of Marx after poststructuralism? What is Marx without ideology, with no dialectic, where the economic is not determinant, where
class is not centre stage?” (155) In other words, can post-structuralist readings of Marx, which eschew the
assumed pillars of classical Marxism, for instance, economic determinism, the critique of ideology, and a classbased sociology or theory of political agency, still provide the means for a critique of capitalist society geared
towards some manner of collective emancipation?
One of the first positive traits of this book is its conciliatory attitude to the issue of the possibility for the formation
of productive interaction between post-structuralism and Marxism. Parts of post-structuralist scholarship have
consigned Marxism along with other “meta-narratives” to the dustbin of history, and not even recognised it as
an influence on post-structuralism. Despite their own earlier affiliations with Marxist intellectuals and groups,
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Lyotard and Foucault added grist for this “post-Marxist” mill by their public repudiations of Marxism. On
the other side of the divide, Anglo-American Marxists like Perry Anderson, David Harvey, Alex Callinicos,
and Christopher Norris since the 1980s in particular have come out swinging against the post-structuralist
influence in the human sciences—and Choat also mentions Frederic Jameson and Jürgen Habermas, and might
have added Slavoj Žižek. For these thinkers, post-structuralism and postmodernism are two sides of the same
counter-revolutionary coin—presumed guilty of “surrendering all opposition to capitalism” (32). Importantly,
Choat reveals how Anderson, Harvey, and even Habermas do not actually discuss the post-structuralist readings
of Marx’s writings in any detail, instead honing in on what they deem to be the anti-Marxist implications in
their work. Choat’s book approaches the question of Marx’s relation to post-structuralism in a different spirit,
one that is open to a rapprochement rather than to strengthening current polemical divisions.
Louis Althusser plays a central, opening role in Choat’s consideration of Marx’s influence on the poststructuralists, and their responses to his oeuvre. Effectively, Althusser is considered responsible for re-inventing
Marx after the arrival of structuralism in France, and distancing him from the neo-Hegelian reading of the
“Young [humanist] Marx” and Stalinist historical materialism—both of which, Choat argues were extremely
“unpalatable” for the post-structuralists. The Althusserian Marx however is a non-teleological thinker who
conceived history as a “process without a Subject”. Furthermore, Althusser presents Marx as a materialist in
the Spinozian tradition rather than as a heir to Hegelian idealism. As Choat clearly illustrates, such a Marx
was fit for the post-structural picking. The post-structuralists, like Althusser, seek to challenge any teleological
explanation of history in the mode of Hegel, premised on the recovery of a “lost origin,” whether through the
overcoming of alienation, or the futural attainment of subject-object unity. The issue all such critiques face,
at least to the extent that they wish to call on Marx’s name, is whether Marx’s philosophy of history can be
truly divorced from its apparently everywhere-evident teleological trace. The issue the post-structuralists had
with Althusser lies in the charge that the great structuralist Marxist never completely overcame the “idealism”
residual in Marx. Choat discusses the radical nature of the post-structuralist reading of Marx in the context of a
“new materialism” that would escape the confines of the traditional idealist-materialist dichotomy.
Choat begins the first of his four chapters on the post-structuralists’ readings of Marx with Lyotard. Despite
Lyotard’s exit from the Marxist political association Socialisme ou Barbarie in the 1960s, Choat discusses how
Marx “remained a persistent figure” throughout Lyotard’s writing. (38) Lyotard rejected the orthodox language
of Marxism, such as class, contradiction, alienation and exploitation in favour of something he considered more
radical. Yet instead of positioning Lyotard’s turn away from Marxism as a wholesale rejection of Marx, Choat
proposes that Lyotard’s later writings offer “new insights” into Marx’s legacy. The use of Nietzsche and Freud
help Lyotard chart an alternative way of looking at capitalism and its greatest critic. As Choat specifies, it is
problematic to say that Lyotard offers a critique of Marx, for the idea of critique presupposes another “form
of representation” that “would merely sustain and perpeptuate that which it criticized.” (46) Hence, Lyotard’s
reading offers itself as a kind of psychoanalytic reading of Marx, focussing on the irreconcilable tensions
within his work, personified by “Marx the prosecutor” longing for judgment and completion, and Marx “the
little girl”, offended by capitalism. That Marx does not finish his case against capitalism in Capital is a sign for
Lyotard of the impossibility of ever finishing such a critique. Recalling Althusser’s critique of a teleology of
origins and ends, Lyotard protests against what he sees in Marx as a “reliance on a natural given” or primordial
unity that has been lost due to capitalism and “will one day be restored.” (48)
In some ways, Choat suggests, Lyotard seeks to get beyond the theoretical discourse and turn Marx inside-out,
by uncovering the heterogeneity of the libidinal forces and “intensities” within his work. Choat discusses how
this strategy initially seemed to strengthen Marx’s materialist analysis and make it even more immanent to
capitalism rather than weaken it. Choat singles out Lyotard’s introduction of the role of desire in the dynamic
of capitalism as important, if a little hypostatised. But he rightly critiques Lyotard for overlooking the aspects
of Marx’s work that reveal no desire at all for a “lost Whole” or wish to abolish the “differend”—adding that
Lyotard is “too hasty in dismissing Marxism as another meta-narrative” (62). For Choat, Lyotard’s renunciation
of critique and neglect of the specificity and historicity of capitalism ultimately means he is unable to negotiate
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a path that allows for “hope for the future” (54).
Jacques Derrida, Choat’s next subject, barely referred to Marx before Specters of Marx was published in 1994.
Interestingly, Choat explains Derrida’s “silence” in criticising and engaging with Marx was due to his desire
to be not mistaken for a political conservative in a largely Marxist French intellectual milieu. When Derrida
finally comes to address Marxism, it is to speak of “the spirit of Marx”, a spirit, which he observes has adopted
many forms, from the “metaphysical” Marx, to the Marx of dialectical and historical materialism, as well as
the Party-based Marxisms that politically adopted his legacy. Yet for Derrida, only one of these spirits of Marx
remains relevant for the critique of liberal democracy post-Fukuyama, which he hails as a “New International”
that will offer us a “link of affinity, suffering, and hope” (75). Wary in particular of the metaphysical aspects
of Marx’s writing, Derrida follows Lyotard in seeking to emphasise the “event” or rupture Marx’s thought
illuminates. Choat thinks Derrida’s reading “marks an improvement on Lyotard’s” (67) in that it avoids
reducing Marx to a teleological philosophy of history, and suggests there is something other in Marx that
evades teleological reduction, which he goes onto to name as the “messianic without messianism”. Again, there
is a sense in Derrida as in Lyotard that they are more interested in Marx’s unconscious (i.e. the “two Marx’s”
for Lyotard; or for Derrida, the “ghosts” haunting a Shakespearian version of Marx), and his ontology. For these
reasons, they read Marx primarily as a philosopher, rather than a figure who aimed to overthrow all philosophy
hitherto given that it was restricted to only interpreting the world. Indeed, Choat sees through Derrida’s
aphoristic allusions, gestures and abstractions, revealing how little Derrida engages with Marx’s politically
and empirically focussed writings, such as the Marxian texts on alienation and exploitation. Ultimately, Choat
observes, even though Derrida revives Marx’s importance, his reading lacks a robust political significance that
can apply that importance.
In order to provide contrast to Lyotard and Derrida’s readings of Marx, Choat presents Foucault and Deleuze
as being more concerned with present change and political economy than an open-ended future. Foucault in
particular approaches Marx at the point Derrida leaves him, from the perspective of the political activity of
philosophy itself. Foucault barely refers to Marx in his writings, yet Choat proposes he is a continual presence
underneath the surface. Choat’s reading of Foucault focuses on the Foucauldian historiographical method in
its various phases: in The Order of Things with its “certain anti-Marxism,” then the archaeological method in
Archaeology of Knowledge and the genealogical method in the later writings. Surprisingly, despite the obvious
influence on Nietzsche on Foucault’s turn to genealogy, Choat claims that Marx’s presence is even more
important. In this chapter, Choat’s distinctive claim is Foucault’s historicist development from 1968 onwards
shares characteristics with Marx’s materialist conception of history such as an emphasis on economic processes,
and the “specific studies of concrete situations” as formed by contingent social power relations (110). Whether
this is enough to stand as a cogent claim for a hidden Marxism in Foucault, rather than testimony to Foucault’s
avowed Nietzscheanism, is open to debate.
Of the four chapters dealing with the post-structuralists, it is probably Choat’s Deleuze chapter, which is
most the most productive and interesting. In contrast to the other three post-structuralists, Choat reveals how
Deleuze actually invested in Marx’s enterprise, and publically identified himself as a Marxist. He consistently
pursued a sustained engagement with Marx’s writings, although his death in 1995 halted him from making a
planned book-length analysis, to be called Grandeur de Marx (125). Like his fellow post-structuralists, then,
in Deleuze’s extant oeuvre, he writes little about Marx directly, but Choat reminds us that what he does write is
always in the mode of critical admiration or praise (128).
Like Lyotard, Deleuze’s engages with Marx in terms of a wider philosophical emphasis on desire, which Choat
sympathetically represents as a necessary theoretical response to the rise of consumer capitalism since Marx’s
death. Pivotal to Deleuze’s understanding of desire and capitalism, Choat argues, is Deleuze’s critique of Freud
on desire in Anti-Oedipus. By revealing how capitalism uses the “Oedipal Subject” to ensure its reign, Choat
remarks, “capitalism nears the point that Deleuze’s own philosophy aims at: the plane of immanence before
all organisation and actualization, a reinvigoration of the creative potential of life.” (139) Deleuze observes a
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particular logic of repetition, reproduction, and “deterritorialisation” in capitalism, one which he argues must be
confronted and not simply overturned with a teleological externality. Although not a “contradiction”, Deleuze
suggest capitalism leads to a contorted gesture rather than a simple contradiction—“decoding” with one hand,
while “axiomatising” with the other (143). Choat uses the example of “[t]he fusion of neo-liberalism and neoconservatism” as following “the rhythm of capitalism in its purest and clearest form.” (142) He adds that, in the
Deleuzian schema “capitalism cannot bear its own effects”—that it turns in on itself through regulatory means
or “re-territorialisation”. (146)
As Choat sees it, Deleuze’s analysis seeks to explode the capitalist process into an indefinite series of “decoding”
and “de-territorialisation” that is beyond recoverability and “re-territorialisation”. The immanent potential such
a strategy offers is the liberation of the productive forces themselves into the “exterior limit of schizophrenia”
and “pushing the deterritorialisation of capitalism even further” (146). Choat discusses how the micro-political
and molar “lines of flight,” those modes of escapes “without recapture”, can possibly evolve into collective
movements and struggles. However, he is cautious to embrace such concepts, given it would be impossible
to know whether such “lines of flight” would lead “to a dead end” or “hardening into a sedentary rigidity
(as in the bureaucratization of a revolution, for example).” (149) Choat is aware that Deleuze’s liberation is
tantalisingly close to Lyotard’s “libidinal” near-celebration of capitalism—but it is at such a pivotal point that
Choat argues whether Deleuze has actually relapsed into the no-man’s land of “transcendent critique”. Indeed,
Choat critically suggests that Deleuze in A Thousand Plateaus, with Guattari, fell into a kind of formulaic and
abstract analysis that arguably commits the same sin he charged Marx’s dialectic with, offering us: “concepts
which fit anything but which shows us nothing.” (153)
“The key challenge faced by materialist philosophy is how to remain critical,” Choat concludes at the end of
his book on these individual post-structuralists. This means: “How can a critical position be maintained if
one abandons the themes of lost origin or a quasi-exterior ground from which critique can be secured?” (163)
Choat has argued that all the post-structuralists covered in his book are in different ways compromised by what
might be termed the abandonment of a foundational critique. Despite their aversions to the teleology of origin
and end, Choat has demonstrated in particular how the post-structuralists converge when it comes to thinking
the event, which lands them suspiciously close to an ahistorical and ontological mystification of the political.
For this reason, Choat provocatively proposes that post-structuralists “fall prey to the same fault” as Marx in
respect to teleology, but instead of presupposing a realm outside capitalism, they evoke a realm outside all
historicity.
In his last chapter, then, Choat outlines three “practical imperatives” for a new materialism, which the poststructuralists were never able to fully adhere to. Such a new materialism “must be critical”; it “must be
historical”; and “it must focus on existing social relations” rather than ideal entities, lost origins, or rapturous
events (172). Choat reveals how abandoning foundations and teleology as the post-structuralists do can easily
lead to abandoning critical thought altogether. One could add too, other consequences such as encourages a
new dogma of anti-foundationalism. In this context, Choat contends, Marx remains a vital critical resource in
that he commits to communism as a real movement immanent to capitalist process rather than an ideal aim or
“lost origin” to be theoretically applied. Therefore, Choat ends his book with the category he considers still an
immanent potential in post-structuralist readings, which remained under-developed: “class struggle.” Choat
asserts we need to understand Marx’s use class not in terms of a fixed socio-economic entity, but rather in
respect to relations where “active struggles” are present and locatable through practical intervention. Here is
the key to Choat’s conclusion: “Beginning from class struggles allows one to take a critical position without
reference to ideal norms.” (176) Choat’s final argument that class struggle remains the last bastion of Marx’s
legacy and one that can survive post-structuralist de-ontologisation and deconstruction may have some validity,
but it has to be said that this idea is not elaborated in very much detail, as the book cuts off as soon as it is
summoned by Choat. This is a shame, as one would like to know more about how class struggle maps onto
today’s political agencies, radical democratic movements, and possibilities. Where does the Occupy Movement
fit today against other “active struggles” for instance? Is it possible to unify and organise the divergent social
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struggles of different agencies today in a way like to that which Marx originally conceived under the “Subject”
of a class?
Marx Through Post-structuralism emphasises the materialist legacy of Marx, and shows how post-structuralism
drew from that legacy, but also transformed and arguably in some ways lost the urgency of its original
impulse. Although the book is large and ambitious in its scope, in addition, a discussion of contemporary
political movements and struggles that reflect a kind of post-structuralist-inflected approach to Marx, would
have arguably added depth and pertinence to his valuable theoretical work. Furthermore, Choat could have
engaged more deeply with the Post-Marxism(s) of Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, and Michael Hardt and
Antonio Negri, which all traverse these similar crossroads between Marx and post-structuralism. Choat’s book
still provides a thought-provoking contribution to the discussion and potential rapprochement between poststructuralism and Marxism that signifies there is still more “to-come” on this issue.
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